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Retarded offenders have unique needs which often are, not met by the cor
rectional system. They frequently have difficulty grasping" prison routines, 
~esulting in persistentinfractions of rules and poor adjustment to prison life. Re
tarded offenders are more easily victimized in prison than the non-retarded 
offender. They, in turn, however; are more aggressive in victimizing the retarded 
non-offen<,ter in facilities for retarded 'persons. 

The authors concl~p.e that retarded offenders have a greater capability to 
become responsible and independent than is realized, and they generally respond 
well to treatment and support wheh it is provided. 

This' Prescriptive Package, funded by the National Institute was prepared 
to provide a broader underst~mdinf: of the retarded offender, and to facilitate, 
improved correctional and rehabilitative services designed specifically for this 
special group. 

Gerald M. Caplan, Director ,', 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 
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GOT A MOMENT? 

We'd like to know what you think of this Prescriptive Package .. 

The last page of this publication is a qUestionnaire; 

Will ybu take a few moments to complete it? The. postage is prepaid; .. 

Your answers will help us provide you with more useful Prescriptive Packages. 

v. 
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Within the correctiona;(~ystem there are offenders 
who, while considere¢:i~gally sane and competent t<? 
s~nd trial, are ni~niaIIy retarded. Their 'intellectual 
level andsociaJ/adaptability measure well" below 
aVf:rage, y~,y>~they are adjudged' to be legally 
respon!libJifor theiractlons. '..., 
'c In J!1~irhadbnal survey of prisons, Brown and 
C~l,lftiess O?11}fourid thlltdose to 10 percent of all 
iritaI'cerated inmates were mentally retarded. with 

/'1.Q's below, 7(J; . For many years it has been 
.1'" recognized that persons in this group of offenders 
,I< serve' ]<)I:lger sentencesthan'their counterparts, . and 

that they require a disproportionate amount of 
supervision. and '.staff time. They have a good 
potential for benefitting from programming, yet' they 

, suffer a gross lack of appropriate services and, more 
often. than their counterparts i . they are vict1msof~p,., 
justices within the correctional systt:m. . '/ . 

Administrators in botllfields (corr~ctfons ,and 
retardation) have a tendency to regard the retarded 
offender as a misfit in their systeni of service!>. They . 
look to each other to .ass_ume . responsibility for 
programming and f1.triding. Because of the limited 
resources available' to each system and even more 
'pressing concerns, the result· is often very, limited 
programming. 

'T.he special needs of the mentally' retarded 
,offender are unique and the program models are few. 
Those models that do existar(} limited primarily to 
special education programs which are geared more to 
thent:eds of the individual· with. other learning 
disabilities than thoseoUh~, retarded person. 

With the endorsement of· the President's 
Committee on· Mental' Retardation the American 

(-,CorrectionaIAssociation has prepared this Prescrip-
. ~- tive Package to facilitate equal and constructive·

treatment of retarded offender§: _ Ihepro]ect was 
funded by.the 'National . Institute of Law 
Enforcem:ent and Criminal Justice of the Law 

~ 'EnC6rcement Assjstance Administnttionin the U:S. 
~~{'partme~tof J':ls~ice. 
'." -~·';"'-<!tis the intention. of this prescriptive package to set 

forthas},stem of correctional services for the 
retarded offender and to offer guidance in the 

. .• ~..'... / ('j 

.' procedures for implementing' these'" services,phis 
guidebook ca!,ls. attention to an ~rea of need -that!fh~S 
10llg been. ·neglectep. It seek~ to broadeny th<:. 
understanding of the "correc,tionalpetsonnel,j<Vifu" 
regard.J(} the ret~rdedoffen~~r'imd to ht:?pthe ' 
6trena~ims~lfdeveloPJnl!s~ills .. neces~ar~:for;;an<' .. ' 
adequate, adjustment to' pnson ',ar@l~;:ter·to ,/ 

. communit~life .. ' . ; I.,. "_"'" •... ~ .•. '?]~~;y·.c§>f 
. It is hOped:,tllat t~~s ~09k)\I~I'p,r.0~id~r~erta!n 
benefi ts for. the .. ~:tarded offenaer.· to tnCIlJ~e: .• aSSl~'; 
tance jn~.obtaining(,equalprqte-ctfon ande6iiaf£Qihts 
,in' the 'correcitioh~J/'§ysteiTI; comprehe~rye:' a~ses's"'-' 

'J:l1ent .of his/~~~y!oitme9hll skills; tr~i,Ij~6tdi~ected 'art 
meamngfllJ goals that . a~eapp,roprraVlto qlsneeds i 

andabillti,esi "and p!logra~'facili~~fing transition . 
from prison .to commlinitfwhich wUi'teduCethe'rate ,~ . ,;'~' 

, " ." ' e.·.!i' .1' ,. ,-,,>. 
of recidivism, :t\iore'immediate beI?cfits to the correc-
tional adIliir~.strator and progra~personnel inqlude: 
a c~~prehej sive review of the/Istate of the art; f\ 

broadening j f the understanding of the offender, hiS' 
needs .a~d,;~~· ghts! guideline~ ~nd te~~.niques to. be , 
used In e~rluatmg, plannIng 'and lmplementmg 
programs fellr the individual, offender and groups of , ~ »'1 
offenders; !guidance for staff1ng and budgeting ? ,# 
prog~anis; I~urriculum for training, treatment staff . ~.: ' 
and assooiated correctional persorinel; arid, methods,. ~<~' ~ , 

for evaluating the effectiv~ness of programming, -:y. ! i:r-: 

Jbispiescr~tive pack~gewas devel()~~dJ1it~u~~lf[ . '~I 
thr~~.,gtep J>,rocess cOllsisting,oLa;(1'~V!e\V, .·ofi(the ~. ······•· •. 1 
releyant literature, on~site' aQaly#( . of proiieCts _ . . ",P':, 

. work .. ing[w .. ith retarded offender~"Jl~t in ... t .. e.fV. i.e.'.~s, iti~~ ~~ .. ,. ..... ' '. ' .. ' 
abroad ra,nge _ofpersonnel. . .,., :' '2':-::',~J";'c;:~/~~; , :: i 

re;.!~hW~:_=J:~,;,:rciill~no~i;~~~~:;·~'·· £~~"i 
'ret~r(fed of~ender. They survey~d ,profe~sionals '. _ c 

currently engaged in both fields -,-'_ retardation and ' ' 
corre,~tions. They also identified and visi~ed ~I!tlpr~>_. '.'~ - -~,--: 
priate sites in order to evaluate"theiellilfuquesand ",,,.<i:1 
inethods,psed in the operation oftheseprojects., ",:! - !/,y'2D 

In . addition, 'the staff went into the . field . to Ii 
interview a broad ra!1ge()(p.e~onnel, including,pio;' ;' 
fessionals in!the field and offenders"Specialistsinthe " 
areas of correctional and generalcriniiIlaljustice C,9ri~ 

1 
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. tributc,Lviews on planning,a:dmin!stf~Hon-, training, 
.' treatmertt,aridafter-care in these interviews. 

. thi~"volume applies' itselft~' four tasks each of 
which is treated in a separate ch~pter. Chapter II 
presents a comprehensive review of the literature and. 
research rnaterials which coverall pertinent j.ssues, 
presenting both sides of varying views ,and adding . 
,remarKs of the authors. Chapter III is a discussion of 
the state of the art, and includes a review of program 
activity in the crimina! justice system as it aff~\cts tb,e 
retardeo offender. 'It provides a discussion oLissues 
in law' enforcement, court proceedings, c9rre~tions 
and probation and parole. There is a revie'w of parole 
and probation programs, advocaxjfprogtams, 
conferences oil the retarded offender, and a survey of 
professionals in bothfields~ Chapter III concJ,udes 
with an evaluation of the effects of program efforts 
along with re~gmrhendations for further ac::tivity. 

Chapter IV offers a conceptillal framework' by 
which practical definitions of retardation and 
criminal behavior are developed. With this back
ground the reader is prepared to appreciate fully the 
prescribed programs which are based on the findings 
of the previous four chaptersarrdar-epresented in 
ChapterV. 

To make thjs prescriptive package more effective 
and useful, the authors developed independent 
sections within the book that can be easily scanned 
without the necessity of reading chapters that 
precede. The readers to whom this. volume is directed 
are so diverse in their needs that, it seemed, some 
means had to be offered to help readers find areas of 
their speci~J interrst. Accordingly,' certain 

. information was repeated in each chapter. ThjS' 
repetition was required to lay the groundwork for.. . 
each new section. It is? hoped, however; . .that the 
serious,programmer\;/ill want to'rea}1thee.ntb:e 
volume carefully inpfdert6better understCfnd. the 
process by which tue" pl:escription w~&formulated 
and the reasonsf,;i the shape it takes. 

2 

,/I 
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In closing this. Jfitroduction it ,. should be " 
emphasized that allOffender~ within the correctionai 
system, whetner.dt not retarded, demand our'atte,p:-c .' ,.if 

. tion. Abu~es are all too frequent an~ few inm~tes are ./?,;"/' 

spared frp:h the pervasively negative impact of lJy.!<~ .'. 
correctidflal system its~lf. The c6nsiderati~J}/gr;en 
here,to the special needs of the reiard8d>Offender is 
not meant in any way toepdoJ;selhe conditibns ,',,' 
under which prisoners in general are treated. but 

. - .. /7 ; .~-::., -:;::::::::./. 

rather tcldraw atten!iQnci6the spe~ial needs of this /. 
group in thep.ope that a begirining can be ,made 

, someplace.-'-
, , . ...:;.;---

A. Clinical and Legal Definitions of Rettu .. 
dation (lild Criminal Be.Havior . 

Because of the confusion as to What is meant ,by 
retardation and .criniinal bel1avior/thefollowing9" 
legal and clinica1gefi,nitioIiS aTe presented. However,' 
it is recognized that they are· of very little practical 
value inc:ieveloping~programs -" het;l.ce"ChapferF!<)ur. 

The AmeriCariAss~ciatiort'61i'Mental I}eB!Ziency 
(AAMD) defines retardation as the. condition which 
exi~ts when there is,"eignificantly.siibav,erllg~g~~~J .. ' c ';":1 
intellectual functioning concurren.t with d~ficits::'f1f::::-c .... .'_~, 
adaptive behavior which' is Jllanlfestedduangth~",?~:P~G' 
developmeI!tal periods;." In clarifyil1g this defilJitidK,"',," 
theAAMD'1:feflnes "significant subaverf:tg~peifor,tl1.<' 
ance" as' existing ""ihen an individllaCscores ,.tWo>' 
standarddevHt.!i6hs below themeall or average score 
usingstanda~dized testk-.OIi. the most· 'commqilly 
used stanCardize.Mtests, th~. Stanford~Binetc/and 
W.e.chsler; this represents ari' I.Q. s~pre' of appr6xi-:- " (, 
mately 70. ~ .... ',' . ./' 

T1i;AAMD defines "~daptive bellavior" as "the;"~~' 
effectiveness qr degreec.with which the iIidivjd},lal"~~;? 
meets the st!J,.hdards of p~rs09al. irrg~Jwnd'~~&itid c' ,<- . 

social responsibility expecte~t.}f':'nfiage"arid ,G~,itUral' 
group." Criminality r-efefs'to" behavi'ot'" considered 
under pr9:~dures of dueproqess.apd labeled in 
OPPOSItlbnto the establisheqlegal cddes. 

~.- .. : -"-. 

" , 
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PRESE,NTATIO~~' . OF TtiE FACTS' AND A DIS
CUSS20t~; Of ISSUES 

A. An Historic Perspective "the l~g&leommuriity aridn~t"crjihi~()i~gists .. Suchtt 
plienomencn stems "from a gr9wing awarene83 that 

In reviewing historical and philosophicaltrend~sht-" the" preponderance of mentalJ:y"retarded individuals 
the study of the retarded offender, it is nQteworthy involved in the criminalJust1ee system maybe rllore 
that prior to the late 19th century,there was little all administrativf7and legal'~rtifact than evid"ence for 
attempt to differentiate btftween the mentally a causal relationship bety,J~en mental retardation and 
retarded individual and one who commits 11 crime. . ., ' " criminality (Presidtf,llt'sPanel on Mental 
Furber (1968) tracingjhe development of theories, "" "" - Retardation, 1965; Mylntyre and" Lindman, 1961; 
with respect to me'iltal retardation and criminality " "" 
notes tnat for the majority of theorist£there existed a / Haskinsan?:Friel{J;973). 

general equation between criminality and sub- B. T~eMentally Retarded Offen4er-:-l.dell~1';-
normal intelligence. f" d N . """ n "" .• . . " lC':ation an umerac:ai I'epr~$e~fats,on' 

Brown:and Courtless (1971) have outlined'three r "" 

phases in the ,development of theories concerning the Rec~nt studi'es ltave shown a dfsproportion~tely"high .e 

mentally retarded person and criminal behavior percentageofpris(,n ininat~,s Who are retar~,ed: 
which characterized the late 19th century and the Zeleny (1933) studied theJindingsofintelligencectests. 
early 20th century. From 1890-19'20, theorists felt I, of over 60;000 inmates and reports t.l'1atin fact the, 
that mental r~tardation predisposes a person to number of retarded offendcrsis close t() 30 percent of 
commit criminal acts - linking mental retardation the inmate population. Aconiprehe~sive '/eff~rt to 
and criminality with poverty, insanity and moral and identify the: number 9f 't;etarded offenders inc~r-
physic1!!-degenerati9fl (Clarke, 1894; Fernald, 1909). cerated was conducted fjYe, Brown and Courtless ;, 

>",,"':_ • "ClOSe to the onset of World' War I, intelligence (1971) in which they.r~p()rtthat 9.5 percent of the !.' 

testing was begun, pointing out the earliestattef'tlpt inmate population wa~'mentally rctarded(I.Q. below·· 
to discriminate between mentalretardatioTt and 70). . 
criminal behavior. Studies based on testing report; LeVy (1967) found that the rate ''for juv~niIe 
the nu;mbers of criminals falling in the retarded range offenders (under 21) was less than 10 percent and;: 

.,. as generally high (100" percent according to Goddard, clos!:)! to 4 percent. Texas found a rate 9f 10 percent 
. 1916). for adult offenders and 12-16 percent for juverJle 
,,: ,;rhe second period Which Brown and Courtless offenders. The Atlanta, Georgia, Association for 
,'refer to - 1921-1960 --;-:'has been called the time of Retarded Citizens Jl9'7S), attempted to identify its 
" "denial and neglect." fheorists questioned whether retarde,a offender population and pl!lcedthepercent~ 
. in fact mental retardation predisposes one to commit • age/~t 27 percen~. South C,aroli~a . Dcpartmentof "":~ <P 

criminal acts. They adopted the view that levels of C~rrections (1973) rcported',a;fig4r~Qf S.pe;celt,t.iIf' '"_.~eo,-.'~ 
intelliger.ce must be considered within their cnVir(),Il~ the Department of Corrections:, Esti1!lfttcs;of}n!fjital,J.;;''''-., .... ·-~ , 
mentafcontext (Jenkins, 1935; Lane, 1935). For the ,retardation in the generaIRpplJ!at(9J}-"~mt~·1rom 3< ; 
first time an attempt was made to relate social factors percent (Colema,rfi 197~)1(ir pefeent (TJlrjan, et 01., ~ 
with intelligence levels, moving away from the consti- 197Jl. .../ /" .' '\\ . ,: ' , 
tutionalexplanations offered by theorists such as 'Determiningthenumb~f of retardedoffenders is 
. Lombroso (19Jcl).· difficult Joi' manyr~a~on~. There i~ ~)ack of cle~r 

Currently there is J,ess . of a reluctance to associate " 'guiqelines for making ~$timates from' faciiity to f~d!";' 
retardation directly With delin.quency as had been the ity"duetovariations inLQ .. Jevels indicatiwe ofretar~ 

'; "cas:c.)!'.,,~rorties and fifties. Much of the reviv~d dation. Most studies however designate an I;Q. sco~ 
~"",";,-""'jlite:re$,t ~of the 1960's to date has been generated 'by of 70 or below las indicative of mental retardation. 
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A!:lOtherpz:ob.lemiie§ jnv~riations~n~~st~ lJsedf~r.c, c,Reco.~hizing t~i problefu.s, 'of. bqth LQ. ~Jests'Can~ Ii "')1 
ex~Iuatlon;Stll.lothe,rsare mthe va!l~blhtyof cond~- ..... scale'S"/hof.ada~tlve ~hayl% ·the.:~AM:p:JJrjes;,.·· .. "[ .}) 

tIO? s u. n .. der "':.hlC.h the. lest,s are:adm. . .. m.ls~ere .. d. './.T;h. e~e.lS "ca .. ~t. l.lfr.:n.'.' .....•. 1. n ~.~ .. e.}t.~~7 .. I!PJi}¥, , .• a .. R-.. 'fut.~ .. "' .. Jt~l.~.~ .. ".~., .. -.. I.!.th..a.'Mbd¥!l .. '.la. ,b'=~.'. tL,,~ '.'.4f.".'.'.t.-.4. s~nous questlonmg of t~e use of 1,Q. t~st~~~,,-~~~lCa- th~lr/~4,n~amental·~,~t~. ,\a~en~~~dependent1Y ..."., .. :,;1 

t.lV. e .. Of mental r.e.tar.dphbn an~.t .. hem., .. ~an. mg .. ?f}.h ... ,."e. '.',,~o,.~. e .... l .. ~9 .. ~ .... V ... '-'.T.".Q ... '. ' •. ;n .. ~ .... x:.a.fP .... r .... ~.P .... b.~. ' .. '(f~.,.~.,~h .... ,!!;. [yJ .. ,.i.?, .. r ........ ar .. ~ .. s.U ..•. f ... fi .. l.C .. , .. le.n.,~ .. f?t.'.:.' ....... ,i.' .. ·.'.f.'.:' .....• 'il I.Q. score. As a measure of behavIor' WhICh \11S ".' mdlvl~;Uli:L df~~OS!S',porrcla~~~IC!'l:tlon'pUrpO~.9~:.',"\,' " 
influenced by ti;! "culture in which an ,individual Applrr;.~as. 4ital;!!i~"" '':~how,ev~r, I)}fd supp~e~ t' ,:.)"~ 
resides, LQ. tests, as.!lll psycQ9,logical tests, ~r~fl~ct 'men~e~~b»,:'~li¢.9~tfJ,lf ~~n(f;;i1fomtdlcfi·tln.f'il:tc~--"'"d~~ll 
the cultural orientation of/{heir ", otigin~Jor~, J;e., .'." J?l_~ti<lf(.;:J~~~=;;Y~3m .. ~.,l' \I ca~.~,.r fulfill)ts <~'!lic,' ." ' •• ' 
wliite middle-class, Angl()::Saxoh, ,Protestant vatues.~/ 'purIi~?e;rt (G~o$s~an,}t al., ~9?3)\. "". r.' ' .. "",-"'; ,,;~ 
The tes~s there~ore lont.ain. a cultural~ia~' ~l"~ich-~, ,Ce~~'auLfac{:ts;~Qf:ffh~ '1jter:3tit;~~:,~:i'finglr:i~l{'t~eij~&.i~1 
capnot .. JUd. gef:.agIYllitelhgenc. e levels. of: m.d~vI ... duats .... reta. ~9:Td 0.,. ffend ... er. 9av.\e.~,.100. :.r~."".: .. d. ,.,~.;".(",.t.ll .. e.\q .. l!.a. p .... tI~ .. ~. a.n.d .. ' ·;·, .. ".",.,.1;.iji 
from othercuItural backgrounds, As,'recogmzed by -', qi.l~ility.of testmg;'.b~lng)doI!~m. the::'correchotJ,aL!:<.l: 
the AmeI;ican Association on Menta,l Deficiency, setti~~: Brownabd .CX'futlessfo,unti;-thar close f{9_~!,i)~,~' 

: "the ,i.lpplication of tests across cultures. ,. unless percd,ht of th,dseJns~ituti6ns 'resp6ndin 1;o::,!~eiti,,~·,., .' 
proper~y ~ta~d.ardize~, ~'. ~s lik~ly t? leadJ9 seri0lls surv~*~rer~rteq.doi~~rputine)~.!ig,j;~orfi~n;:;~,?~;",~ 
errors m IndivIdual dIagnoS~$, ancrlhe rates.of mental adml~:slOns, /!A rlitQer lafgeassortm~nt. ()fAests. were ;,' 
retardation" (Gro~s!llan.'et'al., 1~P73); For example, heini use<fi'toi;measut;~~~t~nigerce;)@wev.er,tlre! ',' ,~, 
when Brown mid Courtless conducted the~r national mostfteC(~iently.used test~ wer~th",e:We'c!tslc;w:~I~~el-
survey of retarded offenders in correctibnal insti- ligenceSC'ale for ChildJen a~j1ie\V'¢cMler':AQult, 
tutions, they found the nationalaverag~ to, be 9.5 ,Intelligerl<:e Scale;H~Skins!Ed~Friel(1973):fq~ndjn:: 
percent, with geographical differences intlhe percent- their national· survey otJ?llrrectioI}a!instiiutions'ii~~> 
ageivarying from. 2. 6,,percent in Jlhe Moii~~tain:S tales greater prevalence" of jr'i(e.Uige~P'~~estin~r "th~n.;h"a9,i':j)< 
to 24.3 percent In tib:e EastSr)uth Central States., been iexpected.,~pprOXIma!ely;:.s,_84 . percent·, of ) , ... , ; 
Asst);ming the reliabl!ity 0: the)st~d~by!»rown and' resp~~ding ins~~friiion,§,O .reported.: .·t7sti.rig;;.Jl~~~~!>;~~; 
Courtless, such geographlcal 'vanatlOn suggests the, condltlons de:e-med neceS£S!lry for" !~!1 ;:;FB,pfu' 17' 

operation of socio-cultural w.iriables in detetmining surveys note 'a rest)'Onse-'r~>' 0 ptii~n ."7 - /"). 

the percentage of mentally re/arded offenders. As to Plt~ relia'6ihiy of .,' ,!ioti~l !~fin~~~a&o~n 11 -" ~l 
.. . ' ar,ld C,9-6ftless foun!Lafte ,s tng a ~,~'1ple. ofthl.l~e > 

ConSIderatIOn of the madequacy of the 1.Q. test ·d .",c· d t'" ~-d bJ!;"-h' ~' ~.ct- j • .. "It' h il ;;;s ' 
. " I enl.)llIe as re arue y t elf~>.nst1 t},LlouS " la~ '/ - ,', 

has suggested a necessary broademng of means used.,;.; ~. I r ,~'< "\ "!J' }j, Y d d.' '; 
. th t. f..-.' -.<,,",·· ... -,·,'t""",1' J th 1959 pClcent retested~bel9w a!,t/I~~. Of\~O,,!UJ;lDg, i!ltan ~r 
m e assessmen ~O ,,;.l ... e;nrar,'retarrra: lOU. n e )'/ Th' .~; C I" t,t-. +.i.t,., 1'';>-' 'f ~ i \1 

A
,.,' > "<-'A<~ ":',; , M . . ,,,'measures. e researcpcrs I.e ~ CitR ..... pllS W,QH H~~ " , '\' 

, met'wart' SSOCIatJ.On on ental Deflclency's ' tl" -1· bU·t -,.::.r/' . -" ""';~'t,;,,e;;'l .;';' "'''~~--~~:'':::ir'(Al~i. 
II I Cl ;/',.. d l' .' /, le re la 1 Y""'il m,,';'!~Q lonw .. g proceuures '. 
manua on asSljlcatlOn an ' ermmo(ogy, !~1' ., ~ ::."~:' fA "' .. : .::' , • ,j! ','. 
. t ftl.- t f'l 1 "d ~1)<' reg~rdless-:gH:lr"''1ac~o,.st~~., honlntegtmg. '"1/ 
Impor ance 0 m; measure men 0 eve s ot a f!p,uve - ~,<:; ~ "t" f· l "'!.r'~ , /, d b 'B ' I( 
b h . d d hI' ~/:d' t' , ",r",.;,ven y- lYe per.c~~}, ox: mose ~,rve.ye y,- rown j 

e av!Or was note ,an t e manua prov!!~j!.r,r·Of'"' - d C tl -';:/.,Jrt;;"'~d th t r Q ilt 't' • ·'i ' t I' Ii 
~ I 1 f f d . ' h ' . an our es.a '.VP~I ea. ·'1 es s'.w~le ghen 01 
lQ:ur eve & 0 measurement Q a aptlve be aYlOr, ." tb' ":.'$ - Ii I .' t ' h"l~ "th' . 'I titlli·on I '" 
using tables suggesting behavioral indice? for the mmd,a eS.Y

I 
P yc kO Og1s_S: "':fil1t'O ~r flfins 'i 1 ,j) 

'. '. '. , ," .. ,. . . ',.. .. use SOCIa wor ers, crass! 1.;Ia Ion 0 lcers a,~.U '. 
foul' levels. The present defimtIonof mental retar- . t d ',' *h "p 'i.·,,' ,It f ri h 1 ;llt" 
d,·· . 1 d h' cr' b' m~.es un er • e "U ervJi!llq~ 0 a ~syc 0 o~s. , 

. 
attOn me u. e. s, t erelore, relerence. to lIu-avera. g.e ' ,," I· t' t· d t /I',j, t~ 1'1 let t d~ !' , . . f . ; ..... .' ~evera ms 1tu Ions 0 no ,r01;1 me "i. es an ere II" ' 

general mtellectual .unctlOnmg a~d defICIts m adap.: 'fi bi t. , 'r. "I 1/ /. ," ,:',,' ' 
,'. ' b h'· " .. . b h . . d fi :of ~", 'h tn:ere ore una e 0 prO VIae '~I scores, tlve e aVlOt . .t\uaQ.tlve e aVlOr was e m~~~a:s't e '. ., ;;' ~ , '0 ": " , I 

effectiveness or degree with which c th.e'~individual In thIS sarne sunr~y, a sn6 ;tage of ~.:~!~ h:alth, 
mec:tsthe sta~d.a~ds of persona,t :independence and m~nppwer w~s ~?~e~f.:~m~~~p~nses~by,.mst!tutl~n~., '. 
social responsibIlity expected. ef'hls age and cultural Sta9,dards .. WIth, r~~ra. to,tht}'<J~llrIJ.bel ~q' ,P~YC~l- .• ' .... 'r'·' 

~.·.a.o~. ~~I.tl .. ~~re: .. ea:.;:.~~' ~~~f~~. s. s~~~~Vi~~j~~~~~.'~~ . ~.~.C~;'.:t~s.::~;U~!~·c.~~f~{.~ .. ,.n .. ~~.f ... ·~.:.~.; .. ~~.;.'.:iat.:.b.:~~;.~.;~~.1~re.t:.:'?t.'~-'?·.~.1 
Ortceagam,th~re~exIsts WIde vanattonsm enVlron- ~,()t bemg me~..· ' ,.6'" ;,,;;;.f;7P"./i· J 

.n1ent.aLae~a?~s to~which ind~viduals a.re ~ubjected,. As notedear1ier,a.~tempts t§:~~'SCt~in~~e~s of'{ . 
anq<the defImtlOn or maladaptive behavior IS fra.ught retarded. offen,ders mca(cerated . haW~\I'esultetlm,fa . 
wi.th"complications ~. \$0 defines what is nor~~l? wide ta:nge o(est~mates, :However,n;;:'st.oftbes'£' 
As Schwartz (1976) states, there is potential danger, studies ~lso<reported a certain .,amo'Uhf;ofheiei6': , 
due loa cultural differential, of wliat constitutes geneit)l;amongstJhis· grouppf retarded' offenderJ hi" . 
socially acceptable adaptive behavior, ,Jeva;"of. retitdation. For example, Br6wn/;;tnd 

," ~ ~-, " ,< /:/l'/ '>:..' ,},. " 'I 
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Court1e's~nbte"that 1:6 perceIl't (1,454 inmates) of incarcetatedoffenders studied the hist~r" of, a 
thpscincarcerated in penal and correctional facilities sample ci'f,offenders as they piu;s~d tnro6g11 t~ecrim:-
had LQ. levels below 55. Other studies found similar ina I justice system and founda,,~eri~s of possible 
I.Q. 'distribution. ' , C! abuses and problems: ";, . 

,Although the mentally retarded are refen:ed to as a In 7.Tpercent of the cases there wa~\vidence that 
group, there are' sub-classifications within; . such as tb.e .• retarped person was not" represented by an . 

. mild, moderate, severe and profoundly retarded il1q~~" 'attorney andwMte representation was fourid: in 69 , 
vh:luals. In discussing the retarded ofI,~ridp,r, it js percent of the cases such repre~entation Was court-
,"appointed.'·',; 

jmportantto consider thepeterogeneity of thIS group , '.; Fifty-nine percent entered pleas of gUilty. In those 
.alsf;klndividuals who art~ profoundly and severely·, -" ,cases where pleas of not guilty were ente~ed, 40 
iet:!~d:~¢"(l.Q, u~der 50) would be easiiy,jd£htifiable percent of the retarded individualS waived jury trial. 

, . ,',',. , In 80 percent of the cases the original charge was 
as retar4ed at tfie-CtiIlJ,e of arreSt. Most would be the same as the convicting charge. Confessions. or 

',diverted fmm tHeo:ccrimiriaI}ustice.systern shortly incriminating statements were obtained from the 
aftt:rarrest;t(':-~tlite residential facilitiesf cif 'retardeq retarded in two-thirdsof the ~asesstu~ied,' ". . 

, '. ',,.,In ,almost 78 percent of the cases, no pretrial 
pei"Se:i!ts. That this is the prevalent practice has been psycnologieaL.Qrpsyc1!iatric examinations' wen:, 

. substantiated by Project CAMIO, Vol. 5. A Study of made. In' only 20 percent of-the cases,~presentence 
State Residential Facilities for the M emally . examinations were made. The issue of cOplpetency to, 
Re tarded. stand trial and criminal responsibillty'were noLraised' .. " 

in 92 percent of the cases under study. ',' , , ;; 
The'CAMIO ProJect estimated that nQ more than In 88 percent of the cases, no appeals, were made 

10 percent of the population in residential facilitie,~ and post conviction relief was not requested in .84 . 
for, retard~d persons had had previous contact. with percent of the cases,. ' 
the criminal justice system. Based on a survey of a ' ,.' ,. " 

Mucll.,of the literature.t~stifles t(Ffindingssuc;h ,as 
sample of state facilities, we found that estimates these .. dia";ari· (i971)·c:' p. ointsout ,{hatre-tarde<( .... 
averaged five percent. i ' eo'. 

suspects confess more easi,ly, the,y react, to' frien,dly , . ,',~ 
It should be notedithat,there are no statistics on 

'i' i' suggestions as well ,as intimidations,andthey plead 
the numbers of retarded offenders in facilities for the guilty more often. Haggedy(l972) and the Pres i-
mentally in, local j:d.ils 01' houses of detention. In dent's Task Force on Law (1'963) reported that when 
addition, there is no estimate of the numbers a retarded person does go to ~trial.his ability to 
diverted,from the criminaljustice system. However, remember details, locate; witnesses, and' testify 
i~ the latter case, there is 'evidence to suggest that 
. retarded persons are diverted less frequently than credibly is limited. . 

Here is found a framework' 'for seriou..s .abuse 
non-ret~rded persons. 

within the criminal justice system, supporting the 
It is rather, certain that the retarded offender conclusion of Haskins and Friel (1973) 'that the 

represents a disproportionate percentage ofthe incar- '., 
dispropdrtionate number ofretar,d, e,d, offenders is a cera ted. Reasons offered for this over-representation 
legal and administrative ai:'tif~ct,~nd rititnecessadly suggest ,l!everal aUernative, or complementary . ',- " ,', ' 

, expla~ations: 1) mental retardation predisposes an the result of a direct causar·iela.tiQJ:~~hip between 
ment~l retardation and criminal behavior.~~~< 

individual to commit climimi! acts; 2) being less ThepmbJemofinappropriate and'intf6qu'ent:; 
adept, they are easier to, apprehend and convict; 3) , ... ,- " ' " ' ' 
probation and other forms of diversion are used less training forcrunlt}al justice persoililelhas recently 
frequently with retar,ded persons; 4) parole is not as 'received much at~ention, in ,the literature. The, 
available'to the retar.rled person. All four attempts to training of criminafjtistice personn~Us an importan('>:' 

factor in alleviating' thepfoblem(of the'retarded" '''' explain the problem will be explored more fully in.,. ' 
the following sections. There will also be a presen_Offem!~r .. rhe ov~rwhelming" c.onsensusdeina!}d,s ' 

increased'tralmngi:irQgrams for : criminal ipstiCe 
tationof a genetalprofile I)f tlle retard~d offender as personnel ~ including:i~w'enfor~ment offiterS';~.c ... 's 
developed from theliteniture and experience of the .. , . 
authors. lawyers and judges. Arece,llt article-by~'Haggerty; 

Kane and Udall (I97?,) illusti'atessoIheofthecom-
C. '15SU~S in Law Enforcement and Court, ple,xitiesof this .ptob~~m,: They prese,lit the argument " , . 

\ Proceedings that to() often a clieni's'defensemay be hampered or 
~...:, ' 1. ftoblerrfS'o/id..entij'ication. A number of abuses evenmishandledbe~au~.¢ attorney&:"as ,a grollp are 
;. "~~:a~,problerilS are to be found in the criminal justice.., . notawere of the preblem8,ofthe;reta.rd~(Lpetson .. _ . 

sY'sie1rfs"d)!~cedures in handling the retarded-Allen (1968) empha~izes, this same point.' He feels 
offenacr.,., Br(hvn~:.-aJld Courtless in their survey of that. the criminal justice s~stem faiIs,toreco~ize ,.the 
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retarded offender. The foUowing quotes from 
. interviews, provided by Allen illustrate this lack of 
awareness ... ' 

. ,,'we all thought he was dumb, but he Was a 
mean ---, and we were all a little afraid .of him. 
(Tak'en from discussion with a prosecuting attorney., 
The def.endant was later retested at im I. Q, score of 
57,) I don't recall that any of my clients were 
retarded. (Taken from discussion with' a public 

, defender, and lattlr, several of his clients were found 
to be retarded,) 

Recognizing the importance of training criminal 
, jt1stice personnel, several attempts have. been made to 

&velop manuals and. training programs. Some of 
these manuals and programs are better than others 
because they contain more up-to-date information 
on mental retaraatiorl, All of them are valuable, 
however, in view of their role in alerting law en(oI:f:e
ment.' officers to the problem of theretaided. A 
discussion later will provide more detailed infor
mation abOJlttraining programs. 

Many'states are presently attempting to inform 
their criminal justice system through pre-sentence 
evaluations and reports on clients delivered to 
lawy~rs and judges. An example is ~ima County's 
(Arizona) Special Services for the Mentally Deficient 
Probationer (1975). . 

The general confusion from a lack of compre
hensive knowledge about mentlll retardation 011 the 
part of professionals' is . further compounded by .the 
myriad of legal' definitions of mental retardation 
which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Very i 

often laws make no distinction between menta.! 
illness and mental retardation, and very often the' 
solution employt:d in handling the retarded indi
vidual is to place him in a .. mental hospital. Under \ 
certain 'defectivedelinqueU\~y laws the mentally 
retarded are categorized with the sociopath, and 
certain sexual offenders. Mental illness and mental 
retardation aretwc)different things. 

2, Competency. Very niuch related to the' 
confusion between mental illness and mental retar
dation is the issue of competency. Competency can 
be' defined generally as the ability to cooperate with 
one's attorney in one's own defense and the aware
ness and understanding of the consequences of those 
proceedings. In cases where the issue has been raised, 
a judgment must be made in order to d~termine 
whether tne acc.::usedperson should stand trial at the 
time, or whether a delay is in order until the person is 
restored to competency. 

In th~ case of retardation, restoration to com
petency. sh()uld not be the ,issue. This is very different 
from the issue.of competency .in relation to mental 
illness where ids presumed the individual's,",Ulness" . 

. --';':". 
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influences c his competency and restoration is 
possible. The question. the courts should weigh is the 
person'slevel of com\petency and .his potential for 
becoming more compe·~ent. "Rehabilitation" or treat..; 
me'nt for the mentallYi retarded offender should be. 
directed toward raisinl~ his level of competency or 
providing a mentCl.r· pi: . compassionate guide tq. 
compensate for his defiq~encies, . 

In many cases mertti~l. illness is transitory often 
with a reduction of sy~rtptoms leading to recovery. 
But for the mentally re\\arded person the deferment 
of trial for reason's of .ii)competency has yeryoften c~ 
resulted iIi lifetime cod~mitment to ah' institution "'"' 
since it i.S .. ~ot likely that ithe, i~~iv~<!J.!a,l wiU,be--cureci '<'.' .'11 

ofretardatlOn. . ' -" ,-- . ' 
. "', ..•. --=<--- ".'- ~:~~ 

Jn~fi1any ways the use of incompetency to stand' 
triatbas been detrimentaltoretarded people. As the 
President's Committee on MentaL Retardation 
(1974) points out: . 

The mentally .retarded person is in ,a, llniqilely . 
damned position befor~ . the. courts .. If his disability . 
remains un~ete~ted, his. chance. of .reqeivin~prop~r 
court .handiing IS reduced. Butlf )l1S, l,lilpalrment IS 
recognized,. he may receive a long letl)'i.institutional 
commitment without a trial for tlJ!,:aIleged Qffense. 

, ~ ". ," " :.) 

Wald (1976}has pointed ouitl~at for'the retarded 
person accused of a crime, there ,!ire problems 

, . involved with all available options. Either. the perscin '"1 . 
passes through the criminal justice system with all its f 
poten.t. ial fO.r abuse,.or else he maintain. s the inCOmj-' 

-petency to stand trial and becomes subject to !ill the 
outcomes of,such a.decision. ':'... 

It is very impdrtant to be able to assess com
petency elhpirically in relation to mentalretludation-"" 
by welI-defined criteria. Although McGarryet aJ. 
(1973) attempted to measure competency with 
mentally ill individuals using ,ego ftin!<tions deemed 
necessary for a' defendant competent to stand trial, 
this method is not a measure of the areas of psycho- .... 
logical functioning which are related t.o competency . _. . 
for retarded' people. T%ur knowledge, no other.'· .. 
attempt to develop a quick in'sttument to assess the 
~9mpetency of the retarded, individual has heen 
undertaken. " . 

In recent year,s, individuals have becoiheaware of 
. the abuses involved with the use of the competency 

issue. The court recently considered the matter in the 
case' of Jackson Y., Indiana (PCMR, Mentally 
Retarded anrftheLaw. 1975), where the individual .1 

maintained that. confinement under certaincortdi-
tions deprived him of his rights. In the report on the 
status' of currentcoriit cases, the President's' 
Cmninitteeon Mental Retardation (1975) reports 
that the Supreme Court held, inter alia: 



... that a person charged by a. State with a criminal 
offense who is committed solely on account of his'in
capacity to proceed to trial cannot be held more than 
the reasonable period of time necessary to determine 
whether there is a substantial probability tha:. he will 
attain that capacity in the foj-seeable future. If it is 
determined that this is not the case, then the State 
must either institute the customary civil commitment 
proceeding that would be required to commit indef
initely any other citizen or release the defendant. 

Much criticism has been leveled at the handling of 
the issue of competency - dealing with more than 
the potential harm brought to the retarded indi
vidual, the Laboratory of Community Psychiatry of 
Harvard's Medical School recently reviewed the 
issue of competency to stand trial and mental illness 
and found that in the Massachusetts criminal justice 
system there were serious abuses of due process in 
the use of competency procedures. It also declared 
inappropriate and unnecessary mental hospital
ization on the competency i.ssues appeared to arise 
largely from overworked courts seeking alternatives 
to the penal system. Even though not directly related 
to retarded persons, the question could be raised as 
to the extent of abuse in this area. 

Likewise, Wald (1976) notes that "too often the 
incompetency issue has been a prosecutor's tool for 
plea bargaining or to put troublesome defendants 
away without a trial." 

It is important to observe that the usual discussion 
of competency has dealt with the problem as if it 
were a black and white issue - either an individual is 
or is not competent. The President's Committee on 
Mental Retardation goes further to suggest that the 
courts should recognize gradations or degrees of 
competency. 

3. Special offenders courts. In considering abuses 
existing within the criminal justice system, it is 
important to discuss the pros and cons of the "excep
tional offenders" court. Allen (1966) h~s stated that 
unless the retarded offender is recognized as such at 
an early point in the criminal justice process, there is 
little hope of providing special treatment for him. In 
making his case, Allen points out that the problems 
of the retarded offender and the juvenile delinquent 
are essentially different in certain ways, and alter
natives used in the handling of the latter are inappro
priate for the retarded offender. It is therefore 
necessary to devise a special court capable of con
sidering the specific nature of the problems unique to 
the retarded offender. 
. Such a "sp::cial" court could also prove to be 
problematic. Morris (1976) points out that to intro
duce the fact of mental retardation prior to sen
tencing is to risk possible disastrous consequences in 

the end. He goes on to ,state: "The fact of m~rital 
retardation should not be used," in the detenllinat~on 
of guilt or innocence - only in the determination of 
the appropriate punishment or treatmen!." It seems 
reasonable that whether the person is retarded.ot 
not, the court s!lould establish if he did or did neit 
commit the act for which he is accused. Then, as 
Morris points out, the special considerations come 
into play in deciding appropriate treatment, 
puniilliment and degrees of guilt. 

4. Probation. Probation is more commonly 
granted to individuals . with higher intelIige,nce and 
greater educational achievement. Work histories are 
very important also. The mentally retarded person, 
however, is generally undereducated and ,. under
skilled. He is not considered a likely candidate for 
probation, although empIrical evidence demon
strating this incapability is not available. The~~f~re, 
as Haskins and Friel point out, probation is arbitrar- ' 
ily denied on the basis of an unsubstantial belief in 
the inability' of the retarded' person to handle 
probation. 

Pima County, Arizona (1975) has deVeloped a pro
bationary program for mentally "deficient" pro
bationers which has been successful, using individual 
intensive counseling along with iriservice training for 
counselors. The Massachusetts Bar Association has 
developed a program to identify the retarded 
offender early in the crimit~al justice system with the 
aiin of placing more retarded offenders on probation. 

D. Profile of the Retarded Offender in the 
Correctional Setting 

1. Types of offenses. With regard to offenses 
committed by retarded inmates, the. findings of the 
survey by Brown and Courtless indicate several 
things. Retarded offenders as a whole were found to 
have committed crimes of burglary and breaking and 
entering most frequently (38 percent of responding 
institutions ranked this as 'most frequent offense), 
while homicide was reported as 'thetnostJrequent 
offense from 13 percent of the institutions. Incom~ 
parison with offenses com~itted by !)on-retarded '., 
offenders, institutions reported that homicide Was 
more frequently committed by.,retarded offenders. A 
follow-up survey of a sample of retarded inmates, 
identified as such by their institutipns and having. 
LQ.'s below 55, revealed that 57 percent of this group 
was incarcerated for "crimes against persons"in com
parison to 2i percent of all incarcerated ()ffenders. 

. Fifteen point four percent (15.4%) of this group of 
retarded inmates' was committed for criminal 
homicide while 5.1 percent of the total population of 
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adults in correctional institutions were committed retarded peers ,-- approximately two years older,: 
for thesanie offense. according to die findings of Haskins and Friel 

Haskins and Friel (1973) in their survey of the (1973). The Kentucky (1975) study found that 55.~i 
Texas' Department of Corrections report that there percent of the retarded inmates were 28 years of ag~ 
was little'difference between retarded offenders and or older, and 43.0 percent of the non-retarded pOf,-
non-retarded' offenders in terms of most frequent ulatibn fit into this category. Mann and Rosent~'al 
offense. However, they confuse the reader by (1971) found a significant relationship between agt;!at 
pointing out that retarded offenders are mote often first commitment and I.Q.The mentally retarc1ed 
convicted of rape and burglary while nonretarded are . offender was committed at a significantly earlier age 
more commonly convicted of murder, robbery, than his nonretarded counterpart. Other research 
forgery and drug offenses. supports the validity of these findings. ' 

The Tennessee Research and Demonstration Mentally" retarded offenders are dispro-
Project (Dennis, 1976) found that fewer crimes portionately members of minority groups. Haskins 
against persons were committed as intelligence levels and Friel (1973) found that two-thirds of the 
decreased. The State of Kentucky found that 63.1 retardea offenders were black, while only one-thirpt' 
percerit of the retarded offenders were incarcerated of the nonretarded group was black. Brown and 
for "person crimes" and 36.9 percent for "property Courtless in their sample of inmates with I.Q.'s 
crimes." (State of Kentucky, Legislative Research below '55 found that 58 percent of this group were 
Commission, 1975). McConochie (1970) found no non-white. Other studies have reported similar 
signific!lnt relationship between WISC scores and _findings (AARC, 1975; Boslow and Kandel, 1965; , 
type Of offense committed. ( Marsh, Friel and Eissler, 1975). However,' in,light oVf 
r Obviously, the findings vary. The over-representa- I the present .awa:eness of biases in I.Q. testin~ with 

Ition of retarded offenders incarcerated for "crimes L regard to mln,onty g~,O~PS' ef"forts Sh~Uld, ,?e dIrected, 
, against persoris" found in many of the studies must toward the exploration of the relatlonshIp between 
I be viewed critically. Wolfgang (1967) has noted that ,mental retardati~n, minority groups and criminality. 
!\.homicide, as a crime, is much more obvious than any With regard to s~x, Brown and Courtless (1971) 

other' offense. Thus, it is much easier to obtain a found that women Inmates represented 6 pert:lent of 
conviction. Although this is true in any case of homi- the retarded' offender popUlation - a pr.oPortion 
cide, with the retarded individual it may be easier to close ,to their representation in the' total inmate 
obtain a conviction. Many professionals have noted population. Santamour and West found in their 
that retarded individuals may be unable to parti- telephone surve'y ?f co~rectional facilities for women 
cipate in their defense on a level comparable with the that the percentage of Incarcerated females who were 
non-retarded 'defendant. Myths with regard to retarded varied from 2.5 percent in New Jersey to 6.1 

,mental retardation are still perpetuated and when a percent in Tennessee with an average close to 3.? 
retarded person is believed to be involved with a percent. 
homicide, public outt:'age is often greater than with Tlierefore, it appears that the retarded offender is 
others. Another factor to be considered is the generally a male, several years older than the n6n-
unknown number of retarded offenders convicted of retarded inmate and disproportionately a member of 

1 "property crimes" who are placed in other facilities a minority group. ' 
) and are not incarcerated. Also, once incarcerated, 

I
i retardea offenders tend to stay longer, serving longer 

sentences and piling up in prison. Also, plea bargain-

\ 

ing is used less frequently and conviction for 
arres~ing' offense is generally the case. A major 
consideration is that there is a wide diversity of kinds 

! of retarded people and definitions of the condition 
\ thereby making comparisons invalid. 

2. Age, race and sex. Much research has been 
conducted to assess other characteristics of the 
retarded offender popUlation. Studks indicate that 
beGause the retarded inmate remains longer in the 
institution, he is generally older than his non-
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,3.Personality. Several studies have .outlined the 
personality of the retarded offender (Mann and 
Rosenthal, 1971; Miller, et al.;1973; Brown and 
Courtles&, 1971); Most of these studies demonstrate 
the retarded inmate's inability to tolerate frustration, 
an 'inability to delay. gtatification, poor" illilpulse 
control and low level Of! motivation. The authors in 
their interviews with retairded offenders found that as 
a group they are anxious t.o be accepted, quick to 
engage in conversation, clever in masking their limi
tations, demanding of attention and easily persuaded. 

4. Adjustment to prison. With regard tf? adjust
ment to prison by the retarded offender, Truxel and 
Sabatino (1972) report that the better adjusted 



prisoner scored higher in arithmetic achieveIl'~nt 
than did the poorly adjusted. This is not 1'>J any 
means conclusive proof of better adjustmen~ on the 
part' of non-retarded inmates, but ruther an 
interesting finding. 

In 1967 Morgan found that more inmates with 
higher I.Q.'s escaped. It should be noted, however, 
that retarded offenders have escaped - if only acting 
on the plans of non-retarded inmates. Haskins and 
Friel (1973) found no difference between retarded 
and non-retarded inmates with regard to the number 
of escapes. Kentucky (1975) found that retarded 
inmates escaped or attempted to escape more 
frequently. 

Staffs of several institutions reported that the 
retarded offender is slow to adjust to prison routine 
and has difficulty in comprehending what is expected 
of him, all of which result in a number of rule infrac
!iuns. He is very often the brunt of practical jokes 
and is taken advantage of by his more intelligent 
peers (as a scapegoat or a sexual object). 

Often retarded offenders find excuses for not parti
cipating in competitive activities and for not partici
pating in formal rehabilitative programs because 
they do not wish to show their limitations. But once 
adjusted to prison routine, they are industrious 
workers at routine chores. 

Little information relative to the effects of psycho
therapy has been documented inasmuch as 
counselling is not often available. Retarded 
offenders in interviews with the writers often 
expressed a desire to "get out," but this desire was 
markedly less sincere or emotionally charged than 
when it was expressed by the average inmate. In 
discussing their offenses, they se~med to display less 
insight into their actions and offered fewer excuses 
for their behavior. 

Some of the literature is addressed to problems of 
managing the retarded offender. These problems are 
two-fold: problems of administrators and program
mers and problems of the retarded inmate himself. 
Based on the findings of the national survey of 
Brown and Courtless (1971), it appears that on the 
one hand, management faces a problem trying to 
provide adequate staff for the needs of the retarded 
offender. Institutions report that this group requires 
greater attention and therefore larger staffing. This 
takes away from services provided to the non
retarded 'population in prison. On the other hand, 
the retarded offender very often experiences abuse in 
prison from non-retarded prisoners who take 
advantage of less intelligent inmates. Other studies 
have documented such forms of abuse (Kentucky, 

1975; Haskins and Friel, 1973; Illinois, 1975; South 
Carolina, 1973). . 

It appears that the problems are' diametrically 
opposed to each other within the existing arrange
ment. Because of lack of funding; staffing cannot be 
made adequate and abuses suffered by this group 
persist. Administrators are caught in the dilemma of 
trying to provide for the total institutional needs and 
also to curb abuses of this group of retarded 
offenders (Brown and Courtless, 1971). 

5. l£ngth of il'lcar'ceration. It was found that 
retarded offenders tend to serve longer sentences 
than non-:retarded inmates for similar crimes. The 
study conducted in Kentucky (1975) points out that 
retarded inmates spend more time incarcerated i~ a 
penal institution for offenses committed than normal 
offenders. Forty-two percent (42%) of the retarded 
inmates had served more than three years of their 
present sentence while 23.5 percent of the non
retarded inmates had served more than three years of 
their present sentence. Several reasons are offered in 
the literature: I) inability of the retarded offender to 
finish programs which are sometimes required for 
consideration for parole, 2) the nature of offenses for,. 
which the retarded offender is incarcerated, and 
3) higher incidence of institutional trouble leading to 
loss of good time. The authors' survey substantiates 
these findings. In addition, it was learned that 
retarded offenders quite often are unable to present a 
well-defined employment and residential plan at 
parole hearings which also accounts for their serving 
longer sentences. Interviews with the staff of 
Patuxent (Maryland) Institutions and Bridgewater 
(Massachusetts) State Prison and Hospital indica . .te 
that retarded offenders who do not receive close 
supervision ~n parole recidivate quicker and more 
frequently than do non-retarded parolees. However, 
H~skins and Friel (Vol. 4, 1973)i"eport no difference 
in rates of recidivism. 

E. Rehabilitation in Corrrections: Past and 
Present 

In August of 1975, U.S. News and World Report 
noted a trend in corrections away from rehabilitation 
and towards punishment. The article is based on find
ings from a recent survey of the effectiveness of 
rehabilitation within prisons conducted by Mar
tinson (1975). The research concludes that with few 
exceptions, rehabilitative efforts have had little 
success in reducing recidivism. Along the ,same lines, 

. McGee (1971) notes similar circumstances within 
10caljaiIs through the United States. 
Although the predominant philosophy is one of 
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rehabilitation and corrections, Nathan Leopold 
(969) has noted: 

Prisons as now constructed and operated, simply 
do not rehabilitate. There are very few individuals, I 
think who are rehabilitated in prison; never, I believe, 
are they rehabilitated by prison. On the contrary, they 
are rehabilitated in spite a/prison. 

Karl Menninger has likewise commented on the 
state of affairs: 

I suspect that all the crimes committed by all the 
jailed criminals do not equal in total social damage 
that of the crimes committed against them. (1963) 

State correctional facilities for adults today house 
over 187,000 people. Within this number is an over
representation of the poor, blacks, Hispanic and 
retarded people. 

The ineffectiveness of rehabilitation applies to all 
offenders. Many professionals are concerned about 
the singling out of one group as more oppressed than 
others within the prison. This concern has merit. 
However, the retarded inmate experiences some 
special and unique circumstances which demand 
further investigation. A large amount of the recent 
literature shows great concern with the inappropriate 
handling of retarded offenders within the correc
tional or penal institution. Many researchers have 
noted that the mentally retarded offender remains 
unidentified as such in prison and experiences 
confinement of a custodial nature rather than 
rehabilitative or habilitativetreatment. Brown and 
Courtless in their national survey of correctional and 
penal institutions found that 56 percent of those 
sampled offered no specialized programs of any sort 
for retarded inmates whose number has been esti
mated to be over 20,000. 

Our research, conducted either by phone interview 
or site visits,has revealed that upon further inves
tigation many of the programs are little more than 
remedial education andlor vocational training for 
indivi(iuals with delayed or borderline levels of intel
ligence. Seldom are these programs for the truly 
retarded offender. No prison in America, at the time 
of this writing, is ~sing a developmental approach to 
the understanding of and programming for the 
retarded inmates. Such an approach would be the 
most logical in that it is oriented toward the identifi
cation and development of life skills. 

Reasons offered for the lack of programming for 
retarded offenders in the correctional setting are 
numerous and include lack of sufficient funding, the 
ease with which retarded inmates may be "swept 
under the carpet" and the ill-founded belief' that 
rehabilitation with this group is not possible. Indeed, 
the task is not one of rehabilitation but rather 
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habilitation. Very often the assumption is made that 
it is 110t possible to habilitate this group because 
levels of competency cannot be changed. This 
assumption is the underlying reason for the lack of 
services to the retarded offender and leads to ware
housing of inmates with little opportunity for 
training, and the assignment of retarded offenders to 
menial institutional maintenance chores. There is 
little action taken in teaching retarded inmates new 
skills. 

Retarded inmates are more often assigned to 
menial task assignments according to the study 
conducted in Kentucky. Likewise this same piece of 
research points out that only 52 percent of the 
retarded inmates were in academic and vocational 
schools. The. South Carolina study (1973) of. its 
retarded offender population pointed out that within . 
the Department 'of Corrections rehabilitation!'! 
programs for this group were not available. There( 
were no special education classes, no special pre~ 
vocational or vocational classes, and no opeciill job 
categories. Therefore, the retarded inmate was 
assigned to menial tasks with little opportunity to 
advance. Since that study, South Carolina has begun 
a small program for retarded offenders in one of its 
prisons. 

In recent years, individ'uals in the field of retar
dation have recognized the vocational and social 
potential of ~ost retard(:d persons, and program 
after program has dramatically proven this point. It 
is important to examine the literature which provides 
insight into this development as a. new potential for 
rehabilitation. A study by Garrell and Griffes (1971) 
demonstrated the positive results of efforts to habili
tate, noting that for every $1,000 spent on rehabilita
tion, there was an increase of $4,700 in the rehabili
tant earnings. Wolfensbergel' (1971) indicated that 
the average rehabilitated retarded individual will 
return $7 to $10 in income tay.es for each dollar sperit 
on his rehabilitation. 

A number of individuals who have studied the 
historical trends in the treatment of the retarded 
~ffender have suggested several possible patterns in 
the procedures used in handling this group, leading 
to recommendations for programs in the future. . J 
Burgdorf (1976) has noted that the historical treat;.. 
ment df any group considered. "deviant" passes 
through several stages: 1) ignorance of the fact that 
certain groups do not fit into the present system; 2) , 
recognition of the group as special and hence banish~ 
ment from the system because of the inability to fit 
them in; 3) increasing concern and eventual segre-
gation of the "deviant group" from the rest of the 
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system without necessarily providing special services; 
4) "integration" of the group into the system and the 
provision of special services based on the group's 
needs; and 5) individualized treatment provided for 
everyone. Burgdorf feels that historically we have 
dealt with the retarded offender according to the first 
two stages, i.e., non-recognition and later recog
nition and banishment from the system in segregated 
facilities with no treatment. Following from this, 
Burgdorf seems to advocate "integration" of the 
retarded offender back into the system to avoid the 
problems of labeling and provide for the rights of the 
individual. 

Rowan also traced the use of certain approaches in 
handling retarded offenders, but past trends lead her 

t to somewhat different conclusions. She notes the 
\ existence of two approaches - either retarded 
j offenders have been neglected and housed with the 
I total inmate population with no special programs to 
! attend to their needs, or they have been segregated 
1 from the rest of the population and housed with 
\ sociopaths, and certain sexual offenders. This latter 
approach does not necessarily imply the existence of 
special programs in these special facilities. As 
Lottman (1976) has noted, the two are not analogous. 

'Rowan notes the inadequacy of both approaches 
and concludes that differential handling is of 
primary importance. Undifferentiated handling 
within the traditional prison results in the 
~"vegetation" of this group of offenders. They are 
. "assigned to menial maintenance tasks having no 
vocational training potential. They are required to 
conform to standard rules and share work assign
ments with more intelligent inmates. They tend to 
r0act by withdrawing from competition completely, 
thus making it more difficult to prepare them for life 
in the community." 

However, the second alternative is not much 
better, given the contention that special facilities do 
not necessarily provide special expertise or a special 

I' program. Several writers recommend the develop
I ment of community alternatives for offenders who 
1 can respond to tr~at'ni~nt' in th~ community, and the 

use of special facilities for those found to be 
\ dangerous to themselves or society. These facilities 
" however should provide special programs for the 
\ retarded offender, operating on a more secure basis 
1 than state institutions for retarded persons while 
1\ remaining free "from the perverse influence found in 

standard training schools or prison." (Rowan, 1976) 
-- The State of Florida's Division of Retardation, 

having reached similar conclusions, is planning its 
programs for the retarded offender accordingly. The 

authors have also come to the same conclusions, and 
subsequent chapters dealing with prescriptions are 
based upon these findings. 

F. Special Facilities-Past and Pll'esent: Pros 
and Cons 

Looking at efforts to provide special facilities, the 
literature suggests that such attempts have been 
custodial, not treatln(;nt-oriented in nature. The 
recommendations for special facilities are not recent. 
As early as the 1890's professionals were advocating 
the need for such facilities. The first speciaI1zed 
facility exclusively for the "defective delinquent" in 
the United States was located in New York in 1912, 
and in 1922 another was set up in Massachusetts. 
Both attempts were directed toward providing cus
tody and treatment for this group of offenders. 

Recent attempts to provide segregated facilities 
include Lima State Hospital for the criminally insane 
where retarded offenders are also housed. Here it . 
was found that the worst characteristics of a prison 
and th03e of a mental institution were combined, and 
that the mentally retarded offenders who were kept 
at this facility were receiving no special treatment 
although they represented close to one-fifth of the 
total institutionalized population. (Lottman, 1976) 

Other recent attempts include Patuxent Institution 
in the State of Maryland. Because of the contro
versial nature of Patuxent and its uniqueness as the 
only prison of its kind serving the special needs of 
retarded (and other) offenders, discussion at length is 
appropriate. 

1. Patuxent Institution - indeterminate sentences; 
Patuxent is a special facility for "the ·confinement 
and treatment of 'defective delinquents' " (Mary
land's Department of Public Safety and Correctional 
Services, 1973). "Defective delinquent" is defined in 
Maryland as "those individuals, who, by the demon
stration of persistent aggravated anti-social or 
criminal behavior, evidence a

C 

propensity toward 
criminal activity and who, on the evidence of 
standard tests and clinical procedures, reveal either 
intellectual deficiency or emotional disorder, or 
both." (Maryland Department of Public Safety and 
Correctional Services, 1973). The fundamental pur
pose of this approach to the problem: has been the 
concern for the welfare of the community as a whole. 
A secondary purpose has been more effective and 
humane handling which aids in the "cure," where 
possible (Ibid., 1973). ~'- .. 

Patuxent operates on the basis of "indeterminate 
sentencing" - one without maximum or minimum 
limits in order "to confine 'defective delinquents' 
tlntil, as a result of the special treatment which they 
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need, it is safe to return them to the community. If 
they cannot be [cured] such indeterminate sentence 
accomplishes their confinement for life, which the 
protection of society demands" (Research Report 
#29, State of Maryland, 1950). In practice, this 
appears to be a due process procedure. Iri addition to 
the criminal sentence, the offender is civilly 
committed to Patuxent in much the same manner 
any other retarded or mentally ill person is invol
untarily committed to a treatment facility. Sen
tencing under defective delinquent statutes in Mary
land is usually for an indeterminate period of time 
and release is generally accomplished after a medical 
finding concludes that the individual is cured or fully 
recovered and no longer a danger to others. The 
criminal sentence runs concurrently with "civil 
commitment." Treatment is deVeloped on the basis 
of the combined educational, vocational and psycho- . 
therapeutic needs of the patient, and the law requires 
periodic reviews by the court and by an appointed 
review team. 

Patuxent operates on the basis of a four-tier 
system, whereby an individual advances from tier to 
tier with improvements in behavioral contrpls. The 
individual prior to release is moved to a pre-release 
area and eventually moved out into the community 
through a gradual process, remaining under exten
sive parole supervision by Patuxent for a period of 
three years. 

Criticisms of the system in operation at Patuxent 
have been abundant. Rowan for example notes that 
promotion from tier to tier which is necessary for 
release is not as easily accomplished by retarded 
offenders. This therefore acts to limit their parole 
possibilities, resulting in longer periods of confine
ment (Rowan, 1976). With regard to indeterminate 
slentencing, Rowan feels that it is a possible tech
nique of political suppression. Prettyman (1972) has 
criticized indeterminate sentencing as "j ust another 
device to hide society's dehumanizing treatment of 
criminals, particularly those who are mentally 
disabled." 

.0 

and in recognition of the special heeds of the re;' 
tarded offender, it is reasonable to ekpect that he 
receive tre~tment, training and supervision until he 
has reach¢d a level of competency and understandjng 
which will allow him to function independently cr 
semi-independently in the community. This process 
requires periodic court review to safeguard the indivi
dual rights of the retarded person. To properly 
monitor such a process'the court should be provided 
with a written course of action for the retarded 
offender outlined by the individual responsible for 
his supervision and treatment. In reality, this pro
cedure would be'more of a safeguard than is afforded 
most retarded people who are receiving "care and 
treatment" in many programs and facilities and who 
have never violated the law. 

-;0-"-".:;"-

Criticism of indeterminate.. sentencil18 in the· 
authors' opinion is justified when such sentences are 
handed down with no program for treatment· and' 
without periodic court review. P'atuxent institution 
has developed treatment programs and therefore 
provides treatment throughout the peri'o~ of 
indeterminate sentencing. What needs to be'quJ~s
tioned most about Patuxent is the,lack of programs 
designed specifically for the retarded offend-eralong 
with the practice of housing retarded offenclerswit~ 

(
f n~~-~etard~d offenders. With :egard to the latter \ 

cntlclsm, It has b.een established that retarded. : 
( persons have not fared well when treated in fac1lities / 
\_ or progr;lms which serve other persons. They are the,/ 

last to be considered in the public schools, in social 
welfare agencies, in mental health facilities, iIi, ( 
medical and dental programs or in generic social 
services. Prisons are no exception to this rule .. 
Subsequent chapters will present a typology for the 
classification and modalities for the housing and 
treatment of retarded offenders aparLfrom other 
offenders. 

Giving consideration to' such problems as those. 
which do exist at Patuxent, it is reasonl;l;Qle to say 
that the facility has developed a systematic approach 
to the treatment of the special offender which is 
pragmatic but demands further specification in light 
of the special problems of the retarded offender. 
• y' I 

Grafni (1976) has taken the position that indeter
minate sentencing is the only effective means to deal 
with any offender - if the sentence is based upon 
real treatment. Taking up this point,' Szasz (1965), G. Labeling 
seems to be saying that to provide treatment which The question of special facilities and special' 
will be terminated only with a cure, is society's best programs leads to discussion of the pros and cons of 
protection. l\.app (1973) feels'likewise that "if re- labeling. A large portion of the recent litera;ture in. 
habilitation and correction are our goals",in inter- tne fields of mental retardation and delinquency'. / 
vening in the life of an offender, then indetermmCtte.. expresses concern with the labeling process - for 
commitment is the most logical solutibh.'" e~~ple, Mercer (1973) and 'Schur (1971). The 

We believe that with consideration of due process concerii':-:here stems from the possible over~ 
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clasrAification and stigmatization from . the use of 
labl.!ls. Several court decisions have noted that 
certain phrases - "mental retardation" and 
"mentally retarded" - often produce stigmatizing 
results, and should not be applied without dis
crimination, e.g., Bartley v. K.remens, 1975 (PCMR, 
1975, Mental Retardation: The Law) and 
Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children v. 

,Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1972 (PCMR, 
1974, Compendium of Law Suits). 

Glover (1970) has cited the problems of being 
labeled delinquent: 

In our society, there is a very real stigma attached 
to what is now known as a conviction. Anyone 
convictea of a crime is in danger of some degree of 
social disapproval and for many this may be one of 
the most unpleasant of the consequences of being 
caught breaking the I~w. 

For the individual who is retarded and has come in 
contact with the criminal justice system, the liability 
of labeling is often the result of an assumption that 
the retarded offender is incorrigible - thus 
appropriate services are withheld. 

The problems of testing demand careful appli
cation of the use of labels. The cultural biases of the 
tests themselves and the problem of administering 
tests discussed earlier should forewarn one about 
indiscriminate use of labels. Even though tests may 
indicate retardation, it is important also that the indi
vidual has the opportunity to demonstrate that he is 
not retarded. 

Some professionals have begun' to question the 
diagnostic benefits of labeling. " ... it is frequently 
assumed that such labeling provides accurate infor
mation about precise treatment needs. In fact, diag
nosis seldom indicates specific treatment procedures" 
(Shah, 1968). However, if adaptive behavior assess
ments are made on each individual retarded offender 
along with I.Q. testing, then' they can be used to 
develop a treatment plan, and Shah's criticism of 
labeling would no longer be valid. 

Labeling or classification is often very important 
and as Burgdorf (1976) suggests, "there may be cir
cumstances in which using such labels is justifiable, 
and if we provide due process safeguards ... then 
we can rightfully use that label." 

Kapp also presents some convincing arguments in 
support of labeling. He makes two notable points: 1) 
that all problems associated with labeling cannot be 
the ~esult of the labeling process itself but are also the 
outcome of public ignorance. The solution to the 
problem may not be to abandon the system entirely. 
Rather, it is important to refine it and educate 

'society, changing their negative attitudes with regard 

to labels of retardation and delinquency; and 2) that 
to discontinue any system of classification because of 
the potential abuse would "punish those who need 
help the most." 

H. Normalization 
The principle of "normalization" has received 

much attention in recent years (Nirje, 1969). In 
attempting to apply the principle of 'normalization" 
to the situation of the retarded offender, some 
professionals argue that these people should not be 
given differentc treatment just because they are 
retarded. In line with this position, a retarded person 
who commits an offense wo~ld be treated in the same 
ways prescribed for non-retarded, once guilt and 
culpability have been established. As Haywood 
(1976) put it: 

It is not retardation which requiredtreatme!ltbut 
the delinquent ,behavior and that should be doneoy 0, 

the juvenile system, the educational system, the social 
welfare system and the vocational rehabilitation. 
system, 

Based on this principle, if the responsibility lies with 
the criminal justice system, then transference from 
the correctional facility to a facility for mentally 
retarded people is not the solution. Very often this 
transfer results in the life-time sentencing of the indi
vidual to such a facility (Haywood,1976). 
Proponents of "normalization" feel that the mentally 
retarded citizen has the right to be treated as nearly 
as . possible like other citizens, and that includes. 
bearing responsibility for his own behavior. Very 
often this concern for normaliza:tioll hasled to" 
advocacy for nonsegregated placement of retarded 
offenders within the correctional facility (Haywood, 
1976). To the authors, "normalization" means .plan
ning as you would for any offender - and only that. . 
It does not mean treating the individual as being 
normal. It means that the retarded offender will have 
normal opportunities. Kapp (1973) has questioned 
the "opportunities" available to retarded offenders IJl ... 
prisons: ..... the retarded person cannot recc;:ive the 
opportunity'to·fulfill himself, and hence cannot hope 
to be 'normalized' in an ordinary penal setting." 

To take this observation further, it should be 
recognized that a prison is not a normal setting. 
Tlierefore, there would be little benefit to the 
retarded offender to become "normalized" to that 
setting. 

!. Right to 'rreatment 
The right to treatment has been established by the 

cou. ts in a number of cases which are analogous to 
the circumstances of the retarded offender. Rouse v. 
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Cameron, (Kapp, 1973) UI~hoids- the right to treat
ment of an indivirlualwho is involuntarily civilly 
committed to a mental hospital after acquittal of 
criminal charges. In the case of Millard v, Cameron, 
(Kapp, 1976) the court upheld the right of the indi
vidual involuntarily ciVilly committed to a hospital 
as a sexual psychopath to treatment which could not 
be withheld because of lack of staff or facilities. 
W)l.att v. Stickney, (PCMR, Mema! Retardation: 
The Law, 1975) upheld the right of the involuntarily 
civilly committed individual to receive individual 
treatment which was deemed necessary to assure the 
opportunity for a cure or improvement. 

No case specifically relates to the retarded 
offender'S right to treatment; however, many "right 
to treatment" cases seem very close to the issues 
involve<;i. As Kapp (1973) contends, "It would not 
tal<.e sophisticated or very extensive logical gymnas
tiCs for the courts to extend the rationale of the 
cases ... to the realm of the retarded inmate." 

In view of this right to treatment, a review of the 
literature recognizes the absence of such treatmep.t 
for retarded offenders. Both the field of corrections 
and retardation have been less than enthusiastic 
about taking on the problems of the retarded 
offender. Facilities for retarded people have claimed 
their inability to provide security, their fear of the 
"criminal element," and unwillingness to cope with 
management and discipline problems. Likewisj!, the 
correctional field has expressed a desire to remove 
the retarded offender from its population because of 
the problems which this group presents. These in
clude demanding excessive staff time and resources, 
exploitation by their more intelligent peers, frus
tration from an inability to compete and problems in 
understanding rules and regulations. 

Treatment, to which the retarded offender is 
entitled, is unavailable in existing facilities where this 
group remains an outcast. Neither field provides 
adequate treatment. In the case of corrections they 
feel limited resources cannot provide meaningful 
programs for both «normal and retarded inmates." 
,Hence, the retarded inmate is neglected. On the other 
hand, facilities for retarded people have pursued a 
policy of selecting individuals who are 'considered 
not ·to be problems and who. will fit easily into 
existing programs. Once again, the retarded 
offender's right to treatment is violated. . 

J. ThePri$on Cuiture 

For the most part;' retarded persons in correctional 
settings are·· very different from persons currently 
receiving treatment in institutions for the mentally 

retarded. Those in prison are more intelligent, more 
sophisticated or street-wise, better able to mask their 
limitations and have fewer physical handicaps. Whe.n 
placed in institutions for retarded persons, they 
victimize the other residents and disrupt rOUtlne. 
They present security risks and training needs which 
the institutions are.i!1-equipped to handle because of 
facility design and staffing patterns geared toward 
meeting the needs of the docile multi-handicapped 
individual. AccordIngly, it is generally accepted in 
the fie1dof retardation that the choice of residency 
for rehabilitation and training of the offender is some. 
place other than exist~ng s!ate institutions .. for .the 
mentally retarded. 

The research also indicates problems within correc
tional facilities in meeting the needs of the retarded 
offender. Here he is out of step with the dominant , 
characteristics of the aveJ;:age irtm<\te popUlation. His 
training needs are more habilitative'~ejs victimized 
by the more sophisticated majority of inmates, and 
because of his desire to be accepted, the maladaptive 
consequences of Chis social behavior . becoll1e 
intensified as he assumes the values ~of the prison 
culture. Although security:needs-arem~t in prison, 
his needs for protection from abuse and exploitation 
are intensified. The staff of correctional facilities, like. I 
the staffs Of. retard~tion faciI~ties, are illequipped to ,>'='.:1 
meet the needs of thiS populatIOn. . . 

The problem of the "prison culture" needs ·1 
elaboration at this point. Much of the sociological 
literature deals with the question Or sub-cultures; .. 1 

such as the "prison culture." Here it is assumecHhat a . .. 
distinct set of values and patterns of behavior I 
different from the "dominant culture" exists. 

Sykes has noted that imprisonment means: 

. ..... many individuals bound together for long 
interv~ls; ~uch a&greg~tes, e.ndurin& through time . ,.,p:,;/:I 
n:ust mevltab!y .;g1ve nse to a SOCial syst~m-not .. ;,:~j~1 
sunply the s.oclal order ?ecreed by the cust?dtans' but ;;:;;'1 
also the ~o.Clal or~er whlc~ grows up more .. iO.form .. alIY.':!./.~O"<~ ...• 1 
as !'flen ll~teract m.meetmg the proble~spo~ed,~~~.,,' .. 
their particular en. vlr<?nm~~t .. In .l;lttempt1l1g thentf(o· " ... 1 

understand the meamngoc ImprISOnment, W~lllUst .., 
see prison life .. as something more than a ~.utier of ·1 
walls and bars', of cells and keys. We mm;( see the 
prison as a society within a society,", ,j'/ 

The loss of liberty which the pri~er experiences 
marks his "civil'death" (Sykes, ,lifn) a!1dsevers his. 
association with the ·· .. domihaht cuiture."At~this 
point the only value system/remaining is that of his 
criminal surroundings - the prison culture - which. 
he assumes in order tob~,part of something,. ' ... 

In relation to the retarded offender, .the negative: 
impact of the prison culture upon his develi3pment 
must be stressed and emphasis placed upon his 
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delayed"development. Given the retarded person's rejected by or areaioof fromJhe "dominantctilture" 
grl!ater.tendenby to be persuaded. and manipulated, and are further alienated by being imprisoned,.!The 
the negative impact. of the sub~culture is much .' ( question then becomes: Is the averageirimate a;'j~ood . 
greater than its impact on the average imnate. socializing agent for the naive retarded person who 
Because of the retarded per~on's delayed develop- likewise lacks the ability to manipulate the system 

. ment, behavior learned in prison is less apt to be successfully? Research seems to indicate they are, not. 
reversed. The following section provides a . discussion of 

current practices in retardation and correction,s with 
conclusions drawn from an assessment tbf the 
literature and current activity, followed'; by an 
elaboration of the concepts of· retardatfton and 
criminal behavior. A later chapter then de~rs with a 
classification system and prescriptive plaIri to house 
and. treat retarded offenders Qased: on this 

The retarded offender has very often never been 
accepted by society at large. Becoming a part of the 
"society of captives" is often his first experience of 
acceptance; hence its pervasive impact. At Massa
chusetts' Bridgewater State Hospital and Prison, 
pers~nnel commenting on the strengths of theasso: 
ciation between the retarded inmate and the prison 
culture noted that it was only the retarded inmates 
who returned to prison for social visits. 

formulation. C-',' .".._ 

By and large, individuals incarcerated in prison 
fail to understand or accept the demands of the 
"dominant culture" or lack th.e ability to manipulate 
it in legally sanctioned ways. In addition, they feel 

The material presented . in this ,section. is a 
composite of data gathered frC;In numerous _-c~='~~: 
discussions with individuals di.rectl,Yinvolved

c:WIih' 
programming for the retardeq offender .and. 
substantiated by the authors' own! observation and 
years of experience. 
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CHAPTER,>~ntTHE S1 A TE 
Of THE RESEARCH, 
PROGRAMS 

Of. THE ART: AN .OVERVIEW 
SURVEY.S AND" CONFERENCES, 

A review of studies in the fields of corrections and 
retardation suggests great confu.sion among re
searchers as to the' number of retarded offenders 
incarcerated'in correctional· facilities. The estimates 
range from 2 to 27 percent of th.e total prisonpbpul~
tion. Lower range estimates are probably" more 
reliable. As previous!y noted, a comprehensive na
tionwide survey conducted by the GepTge WashiUg
ton University, Institute of Law, . Psychiatry, and 
Criminology (Brown and Courtless; 19i1) found that 
9.5 percent of the prison popJJlation was' retarded. 
This means that in i9i6 23,7QO'(Gettinger, 1976) indi
viduals with I.Q.'50fless th'~n 70wereincarcerated. 

individuals withI.Q. scores; of 70 or below
rangiilg from 2.6 IrUhe Mountai~ Stales to 

. 24.3 in th6> East South CentraLStates;'< . .' 
~1hirty-eight.perce~~ ofthos~with '~.~. scores 

. below 70':were committed;'f{Jt'~'frimes; of . 

b~e~kin .. gand.·en.!.e):ifig;~f3.: p~rc .. e:nt ... for, 11. ().n~.I.·' -. '/.· ... ?~ .. I 
cide,and,?: p~rcent for rape ~other;/<::. , 
sexual crimes' ' : .;' "" ' " ~ ,J:., ~ 

Ie WitlY referen~e to the subgroup' sco~jIl:g::"be- ;v' 
low 55, 57 percentwerein,~arc~tki1d for//; 
crimes . against the per~ofi;:ctomjafed to *6:" .' 

. national averag,e pf 27perc~nt: 15.4I!e~cefiy:l ,," 
were incarcerated; forhomicidecomp4ri:dto 
the national &ve~ageokS.J perceIlt;,(abd.29 

A. The Research " J percent ~erei~carc.eiated for-,breakingand 
In '1963, Bro:wn and Courtless conducted a entering, cOI"'dparcoto a national average of ,J 

national survey .. b'f all major penal and correctional 28 percent; ,/....Y .' •. 

,"fllcilities in the United States. Informat,ioD;collected 0 Of the sUF/eye(flnstitutions,> 56 percent had~:: 
frorfi~iili~ci{ijonaj institutions and.facuitfcis included: rio speci~l ~rograms for the lrientall~:::.r~,;,·:::::AI 

,,) I.Q. clistrlbti"iio.n.. pfp()pulation; 2) ~ypes of tarcJ~doffendei, while: .6:c,perc~:Iifi~ported,?~~ 
offenses committ€:d by'llidividllals with low I.Q.'s; .. having a ftillrangeof prQgram~. . :. ',d;>f1' 
and 3) types of treatment and martage!!l~,:Qt services'" . . '. ' "/(;-:' 
available to these individuals. ' Responses were In th~ aJ:'e~: of legal proceC;lures,th~ folluwup 
obtained from 80 percent of thefacilities,repre..'8urvey prq"\!(dedm~cb_'infof:mation,ln"termsl"of 
senting 90,477 inmates. Despite the fact that counse~ '7.7 'percenY·l1f<ihe-mentaUyretarded 
Sampling proce.dv.res· were not random,. the . o'rfenders ha~tn(i';:counsel, and 69percent.hacP co1irj,;i:~'i; 
researchers reperted thac.the sample showed no ,.app.ointed'couIlse1. Fifty-nine (59)perc¥ijt~ilfc~d ' '~·I 
.speCific biasing, factors. Approximately 95 percen~. p'lea~ of guilty; and in 80petcehf'oftli~<;!casesthe: -:. 
of the inmates were reported to have scored; .. beiow o'i:iginal ;charge was: the~~e as the convicting 
70 on intelligence tests. One and six:'tenths{(6) perw charge, In terms of confessIJns eligitedi,tw<iJthird!l.:>f 
cent of this group scored below 55. :To test the relia- .' th1 menteilIy retardeclc.offender~ hat made incri~" >"! 
bility of the intelligence tests. used. which were found in{ ting statements, Pr~-tt~altestlIl~;~hdnotoccui' n~ .;. ~ 
to vary from institution to institution, a followup 78perc~ntof t~e.<;a~s,~ndOrilY;,f{fpercent~ad p~~ .. 
study randomly selected 60 individuals for retesting. sentencmg ex~mmatlOn~,~~mI!eten~y.t? . s~?nd 1~IaI 
The later study concludesAhat there was no signifJ:-", ~ _a'!l.d~.!h~:~uest.vn=ofcn~mal-r.<;spoSlblhiV:,w1J.e ~,~;t ~" 
Caqt difference between the 1. Qtase'~\t~pl~tfl~cf':by ra~ed m 92c percent, OJ the, cases. Jury"tf1al.was ' 

, .. l:l~if?I1n.t~sJ!ng;pr~ce~uresalld.~~~);/~ras ,deter.. w,alved by 40 percent'I;1o~ppeals~ere ~~deln ~8 
mmed by the mstltutlOnal te~tlh~ proc~ldures.The percent. of the c~ses" wIth. no post convlction;rehef 
initial survey revealed: ,-;::>j' ..' soug~t m 85perceqt ?l the cases?, ' " .' ...... {:: • 

:/ ASIde from the: Btown and Courtless'study, certaIn 
.. Geograp~igaf~~riation in theJler~ehtage of s~,t.es have attempted .. individual;r studies:::of their" 

. {.:t .' >~~ .......... ~ ~/ . " " //' 
1:':' 
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retarded 'population within the criminal ju!)tice 
system in order to estimate the extent, and to begin 

'. evaluating progmm needs. The South Carolina 
Department of' Corrections (1973) studied its 
retarded offender population as part of a larger 
effort to develop a better rehabilitation program for 
all offenders. The investigation sought to define the 
nature and scope of the problem of retardation 
among the inmate population, and estimated the size 
of the population to be close to 8 percent of all 
inmates in the South Carolina Department ofCorrec
tions. The study concluded that the state's system of 
incarcelatingrefarded offend era with non-retarded 
inmates was highly inappropriate. ' 

Levy in 1967 studied the juvenile correctional 
system in Illinois and found that 3.9 percent of the 
juvenile offenders were retarded. 

In Texas, a project condupted by Haskins and 
Friel in 1973 entitled Projtct CAMIO studied the 
state's retarded offender population and also con
ducteda limited national survey. This project 
estimated the percentage of retarded offenders within 
the Texas DepaTtinent of Corrections at approx
imately 10 percent of all adults and 12-16 percent of 
juvenile offenders. The study also considered the 
position of the retarded offender in state residential 
facilities for the retarded, where they represent "no 
more" than 10 percent of the institutionalized pop
ulation. Noting an overall lack of programming, the 
study developed a series of thirty-one recom-

_ ,:.-JIlendations in the areas of education and training, 
research and development, administrative and pro
cedural changes, "and cooperative agn':~llleI:1tS. 

In the same state, Miller, et pl. in 1973 attempted a 
comprehensive description of the life-style of the 
retarded offender. The group under study was 
characterized by a pervasive manifestation of a pas
sive-dependent personality generally being willing to 
I~uwneofieeisehandle problem 'solving encounters. 

'They expected defeat, and acted in ways which 
seemed to generate this result. They showed poor 
impulse control, little regard for the consequences of 
thr,ir actions, and an inability to delay gratification. 

From 1970-1971 the Tennessee Department of 
Corrections (Dennis, 1976) conducted a study to 
identify and define the characteristics of mentally 
retarded juvenile offenders c.ommitted to the Depart
ment of Corrections. Following this study, the 
project set up a non-residential community-based 
day program called "Our House ... The purpose of the 
project 'Was 'to facilit.ate the development of positive 
self-concepts through the':..aid of liaison teacher--coun
s~~()~, .thereby e!/labling these youths to ,~:.llgage in 

constructive interaction with, {6elarger comm\lnity. 
In 1972 Hickman conduc:ted a study of the Pentl

sylvania courts s~rvingretarded juvenile offenders. 
His study assessed the effectiveness of court efforts to, 
provjde direction 'for treatment ancLrehabilitation, 
noting the extent to which alternatives to insti .. " 
tutionalization were used. the study indicates that hi 
the past,itlstitutionalization was the overall outcome 
of most cases. Alternatives were usedonlv when insti
tuti';nalization was impos-sibl~. liowev~~"""fQl1owil1g ~. 
the state's Mental Health and Retardation Act of 
1966, a tendency away from recommendations of 
institutionalization and toward greater use of 
community placementY/as pursued. 

More. extensive research was undertaken'in 1974 
by South Carolina'sD~partmentof Corrections to 
investigate the feasibiIityof: diversionary programs 
for the retarded offender. . 

Assessments'were made of ev~luatiol1 p~c'edures 
used by the Department, of Corrections, and the pos
sibility of offering specialized treatment programs 

. was explored. A system emphasizing"earlY diversion 
for the majority of retarded offenders-- was studied 
and considered best. It was 90ncluded, how~¥er, that 
such a divergion~uy program was not feasible aUhat 
time, being~ontingent upon new legislation, funding 
and inter-agency cooperation. ' 

The Atlanta Association for Retarded Citizens 
estimates that 27 percent of Georgia's prison inmates 
have I.Q~'sbeJow 70. The estimate was based on a 
study, begun in 1973, which examined three principal 
areas of the criminal justice system: law enforcement, 
jUdicial and corrections. 

The major purpose of the study was to work up a 
modeI' service system for treatil1gthe retarde~';"~'< 
offender, emphasizing services for tho.se)ri correc
tional institutions. The 8tudy revealed that no forma! 
educational or rehabilitational programs existed in 
Georg'ia for retarded offenders. Post-incarceration 
programs to re-integrate the retarded offenders back 
into society were conSidered along with ~lternatjyes. 

The Correctional Services for the -- Developmen-
tally Disabled; Inc. Chicago, Illinois, -explored the 
problems and needs· of developmenta.ny disabled 

offenders in 1975, including the ment'ally retarded. 
Studies wereconducted.of law _ enforcement officel's, 
judicial personnel and correctional institutions, the 
offenders themselves, and community -llgencies 
serving the mentally retarded popUlation. The results 
indicate problems in identifying developmentally 
disabled persons who come -in contact with the 
criminal justice system, and difficulties in providing f~" ,-' 

meanirlgf.JJL,~Jeatm':~t.There is an overall lackef" 
- '.~;'" ~."., •... ~ . 
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training to detect handicapped irtdividuais due to ',:a Jones v. Wittenbef,{Clbid.i! 1976), Jhich es'!~bli~h(!d 
, " confusion in file law between meritalretardationartd the right fot::protection, h/lve, had, and increasingly 

me~ialillness., The s~udYalso points out a lack ~)f ' ,wW'haJ.;e,' a strOl)g influence on', the type 'of ~ ," 
f!pecialprograms,and services, a!id notes that use ()f'su~~tVi~ion incarcerated mentally retarded offenders 
COIl1fll"unity ~gencies was_,~een as". the most vfable ~lter- receive/; . 
native:, to . iQcarceration by the majority of pro-,' Because of" infringements on the ret~rq~ 
fessionals interviewed. This study generated ~1ist 'of; offe~1i!:ers's legal' and constit~tiQmil rights artdhis in-
recommendations pertinent td all aspects of the:ability to advocate fql!h}r9:self; many organizations 
criminal justice system,. ' are currently t~~irii an'activ~:;interest in prqgtl,l,m ' 

IQ 1975 th~ Legislative Research Commission of.: development·1i.I1d litigatio'n .. Among them are'the' 
Kentucky undertook/a study of that state's retarded llnitedSta.tesJustice Department's OffiCe bfSpeCial 
Qff~rtderpopulation'- both adult and juvenile. The' Litigation, the Presiderif'S, Committee ot.Mental 
res¢arch cites a rate of retardation of 5.~" pef-Ce.nt 'Retardation, the Just~ieDepartruefil'S"LawEnforce-
anlol1~ inmates., Taking borderline intelligence into ment Assistance Administration; the MentaLH;ealth . ti 
dccou'nt, the:.:tB'ie increased to 18.9 perce.lt. This Law Project, the ,American. Hat Association's 
study r~yeals the absence of programs for retarded' Commission' on i the Mdrilally Disabled, HEW's 
offenders within Kentucky and contains recom:'Divislon of Developmentafbi~abilitieJi",Jhe Amer
menda~ions for subs~uertt action, ican Association on Mental Deficiency, the National 

Asso~jation for Retarded Citizens, and the American 
a.Recent Trends Correctional Association. ,:" ',.'; ,7' 

Administrators in the fields of retardation and As cited earlier, many states,'iridudirlg South 
corrections have historically regarded the retarded Carolina, Geol'gia,KentJIcky, llliri()is, Texas, and iii,' 
offender as a inisfit in their system of services and Tennessee are a<::tiyeryengaged in studying the " 
have looked tu'eachother to assume responsibility ptoglemor irideveIoping programs to serve retarded. '" 
for programming and funding. The,r~gulthasbeen -. offertqt}rs,>-"Likewise, Florida," Massacnusetts, 
in/;lction. Mote often than not, the offender serves his' ~c->'Migsouri;~ Washington, Louisian~, Maine, and 
p'fison sentence in meaningless work or inactiyity'. If Nevada haye or are develop~ng programs:' ' 
assigned to a state school, he receiv.~s no special 'In additkm,. local governm~ntsartd locafvoluntary 
r.ervice. While today's administrators,in penal1nsti- agencies a~e becoming in'l91v~din research,program-

' .. tdtions have giVen the needs. of the retard'rd offender ming, and training critnina-( justice': perSonn'~l in 
low priority, direct service personnel in both fields mentael retarc1a,tion. Sp(rie of.1I:!,~J)ytstan,djngJocal,-, 
haveplace"d, him high" on , .• t~~ir ,;ne~q~' list. ,.'8c:~:~,,:uEit~.afe·th'~ iii1f..a:trounirA(fi.ildjrobation-D7p~rt- ., .;,,>J' 

rectionat·p~rsonn'!l have witnessed the abuse the ment, TUCSO;l;AZ; the Atlanta, GA.,Assqciation for'" 
retardea offender basi suffered from the more R~tarded' Citi'leIls; the James L. Maller:'Qenter in 
aggrcfssive; more intelligent offender. On the other Newport, R/l.; the EasternNebraska"C~mmu~ity 

,,11an.dr>p.'!fs?c?nel" itl't:~~!q~rrtial fa~,ili~ie.s for ", the,/(jifice.o~ Ret~i'aiti(ji};,,~tl~;:t~f[h(~acrani~l1tQ, CA., 
ret!.rded'report that retarded offenders In turn often' ASSOCIatIOn for Retardei;l< CltI~enS~ Among the 
libuse- the less'int~lligent, Jess sophls,ticated residents. universities involved. in re~earcff, or some other 
Because of the lack of proper prograrr~ming, properly aspects 6f{he' problem are George C Washington 
trained staff, aQd adequate sUi'veillande, the retardecr; UniverSity, Sam' Houston University, Syracuse 
offender disrupts routine, .is a 'constant ,sour~eot ,.University, Peabody coii~ge, the Ul1ive'i'sity,.ot 
fiiction, and repeatedly runs aWay. " Missouri (St. Louis), University of Michigan ancl'the 

. M~re recently legal and civil rights adv,ocate1>~have University o{Oregon." ,.i 

addec:itheirvoices and applied .the power ofIitigatlon '" Aithough the following" discussion of these 
in'f~'sp6nse to the cri~ of, dire?k,service personfiel, program~ is nota'n~inclusiv~~ it represents, for the 
copcerl1edprofe$sion:~iJ~, and,t5itizenadvocates .. The most part, thee~terit ofcurre~ltactivitiesin. this area: 

~". combinec:l,!;fforfisbegin,nrngtO-chave;profound effect 1. Prog~g;n~ for traini?g 1Iriminaljfls!ice~l'~rso~ 
notoIjlyin the: field, of corrections but also .on the nel. Several pnvate agenCIes and ty.'o J}atlOnal organ"" ". 
enti~~ ·crimina.l, Nstice, system. ,As rC!PQrted .•. by izatiorts havedexe10ped -progfarnfwit,!i;9L.tFicUil\ for , 
Lottmart(l ?7flj', Ca\~es like Neuman v. AlalJi!ima, and"~rea:rinwgI' t'hlarWe'-.,e",~r,.dfO,e,·'dr,':, eO'"mf~eenntd' eOrfsfi.ct'hiae' ',ly~' ,'ei~, ·C",roeufn?tgen,'ri~,Z ... ',~h;:,aens',de;"·,.,''''~ 
Da,v4 v~ Watkins., which establish the right to ttea,t-u "y v.n. l' ... 'J!i. 
ment, w'illeffect thelinitiation of programs fodn~r~ programs vaty;in<qualityandUme:'frame.Curriculli 
ceratFd 'm~Jltany r~tardedoffenders. Cases SlICh as' have beep wcri!t~n.,.hyBeerrnan (1976) of the Divi~ion 
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I 
of Mental Hygiene and Retardation of the State of 
Nevada and the NationaUnstitute of Mental Retar
dation, Toronto, Ont., which inClude audio-visual 
aids. Those of the Correctional Services for the 
Developmentally Disabled, Inc., Chicago, Ill., and 
the Department of Corrections of the State of 
Georgia include visual aids. Other programs are by 
the Natil)nal Association for Retarded Citiz(!Jls, 
Arlington, TX, Pennsylvania Association for 
Retarded Citizens, the Sacramento (CA) Association 
for Retarded Citizens, the San Diego (CA) Associa
tion for Retarded Citizens, the North Los Angeles 
Regional Center at Van Nuys, CA, and the State of 
Arkansas Mental Retardation Service, Little Rock. 
In addition, two educational institutiol1s have 
prepared extensive training curricula for law enforce
ment personnel which are three-credit college 
courses. They are Salve Regina, College, Newport, RI 
(Sargeant, 1976) and the University of Missouri 
(Schwartz, 1973). Although the curricula are directed 
toward law' enforcement officials, they are appro
priate, in part, for the training of correctional and 
other criminal justice personnel. 

2. Court related activities. Several national, state 
atld local "bJncies have tackled the legal issues 
related ,to the retarded person accused of crimina! 
behavior by developing related programs to aid in 
the identification and defense of these individuals. 
Involved national organizations include the Mental 
Health Law Project, T!J.e American Bar Associa
tion's Commission on the Mentally Disabled, and 
The U.S. Department of Justice's Office of Special' 
Litigation, all of Washington, D.C.; and the 
National Institute on Law and the Handicapped, 
South Bend, IN. 

Most State Associations for Retarded Citizens 
have legal'staffs of paid or volunteer attorneys who 
are concerned with the defense procedures to be used 
in cases involving retarded people. 

An example of a specific program of this type is 
the Massachusetts Bar Association's "Special 
Training and Advocacy Program" (ST AP) in 
Boston, MA. The broad objectives of this Program 
include the development and implementation of' 
diversionary progr8.ms, training to increase the level 
of awareness of court personnel in the identification 
of retarded defendants, and efforts to involve further 
the Massachusetts Bar Association in the defense of 
retarded citizens. 

The Alston Wilkes Society, Columbia, SC, has 
proposed an outreach program which employs 
traditional methods used by agencies concerned with 
the treatmerit of drug addicts. Such methods involve 

a routine daify review of the jail population to 
identify any individual who has been arrested and is 
retarded. The objective is to provide timely legal 
services to retarded persons in court proceedings. 

The Departmerit of Mental Health in the Hartford 
region of Connecticut has initiated a "Pretrial, 
Presentence Diagnostic Clinic." Competency exam
inations are provided in jails to individuals who may 
be retarded or mentally ill. The purpose is to identify 
retarded individuals, and eitl1er divert them from the 
courts or facilitate their fair treatment in subsequent 
court proceedings. 

Georgia'S Department of Mental Health has estab
lished a pilot project assigning probation aides 
skilled in retardation, to courts in three areas of the 
state. The role of the aide is to screen individuals 
suspected of being mentally retarded and then to pro
vide referral to community mental health centers for 
extensive presentence evaluations. 

The San Diego (CA) County Jail is experimenting 
with an abbreviated interview technique to identify 
various "special characteristics" of persons com
mitted to_the jails. The interview is held in the initial 
steps of the "lock-up," procedure, before the assign
ment to quarters. The objective is to provide pro
tective custody to the individual who may need it and 
to supply both defense attorneys and the courts with 
information which may 1;lffect subsequent pro
ceedings. It should be noted, however, that here, as 
with other identification programs mentioned 
earlier, such projects may encounter problems 
associated with labelling. There is controversy both 
in retardation and corrections with tegard to the 
advant.ages and disadvantages of labelling persons as 
belonging to any special group. 

3. Programs for retarded juvenile "delinquents." 
Until recently, programming for retarded offenders 
was generally coucentrated in the area of juvenile 
justice. ' 

Our House, Inc., was one ofthe earliest diversion
ary programs designed for retarded-juveniledelin
quents. Financed by HEW's Rehabilitation Services 
Administration, it was sponsored in part by the John 
F. Kennedy Center, Peabody College, Nashville, TN. 
and the Tennessee Pepartm~ntof Corrections. It was 
a day project which provicied, tutorial and coun~ 
selling services to retarde.d children committed· to the 
Tennessee Department of Corrections. It was an ima
ginative, creative program which lost its funds -and 
is seeking new sources. ' 

Project INSTEP, Baker, LA, is 'a small residentIal 
-project which serves retarded delinquents, using.a 
system of behavioral modification. Specialservicei 
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are provided to the families of these retarded youth
ful "delinquents" in order to support changes in 
behavior. 

The State of Missouri's Division of Retardation 
(Hensley, 1976) in Jefferson City has collaborated 
with other public and private agencies in an attempt 
to assess the problems of the retarded person and the 
criminal justice _jstem. Based on their research, 
activity is being directed toward the development of 
a pilot project of intervention on behalf of retarded 
youths, using a community-based treatment facility. 

The Western Carolina Center in Morganton, NC, 
has developed the program - "Bringing it. all Back 
Home." Although primarily for disturbed youths, it 
also includes a group home' for retarded 
"delinquents." . 

The State of Florida'S Division of Retardation has 
developed a network of community-based residential 
and treatment group homes which are creative alter
natives to the use of state training schools. The long 
tenn effects of the project, which makes use of 
regular comn\unity services in addition to supervised 
living arrangements, have not been evaluated. 

Camarillo State Hospital and Training School 
Camarilla, CA, has a program based upon a token 
economy and a graded system of progressive levels of 
responsibility (Perel, 1976). It reflects a good balance 
between unstructured/ structured residential 
programming, and appears to be effective in the treat
ment and training of older retarded teenagers adjudi
cated as delinquents; an excellent model which 
deserves further investigation. 

The Eastern Nebraska Community Office of Retar
dation (ENCORE) in Omaha, NB, operates a series 
of group homes for retarded juveniles and adults 
referred by the courts. In addition to residential 
Hving, ENCORE provides vocational and educa
tional training, and. sheltered and competitive job 
pl<l:ement in. a structured milieu with decreasing 
levels of supervision. 

In 1969 the South Carolina Department of Mental 
Retardation and the Department of Youth Services 
developed a comprehensive plan for the youthful 
retarded offender - a forerunner of most of the 
activity in this area. Other states have undertakf!n 
studies of the' problems of· the youthful retarded 
offender. Thi~ research has been discl,ssed in a 
previoussectiorA. 

4. Programs for adult retarded offeitder~. The 
iricreasing public advocacy for services to retarded 
people in general and' the retarded offender in par
ticular, has recently rekindled concern within the 
field of corrections for programs and facilities for 
adult retarde'd offenders. 
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Historically, several states attempted to develop 
special correctional facilities for the retarded 
offender. For a variety of reasons, including budgets, 
staffing problems, and civil liberties concerns, those 
programs were 4.ismantled over the years or merged 
with other specia:f offender programs. The retarded 
offender today is usually incarcerated and "rehab
ilitated" with the general prison population, or 
placed in facilities designed to serve the mentally ill. 
Most of these prisons have a system'()f~:rehabilitation 
which includes educational and vocational training. 
But these programs are not designed specifically to 
handle the special educational problems and trainitl~ 
needs of the retarded offender. Rather they are more" 
appropriate for the education and training of indi
viduals with learning disabilities' or the "culturally 
deprived" individual who is functioning at a border
line intelligence level (Le., with measured I.Q. at 70 
or above). 

More recently several state governments are again 
directing attention. toward the needs of the retarded 
adulf offender. Florida has developed a pragmatic 
plim for a variety of treatment modalities. Several 
treatment milieu, organized around different levels 
of retardation, are to be located throughout that· 
state. South Carolina's Department of Corrections 
has recently established a program for retarded 

. offenders. within one of its prisons. The group is 
separated from non;..retarded offenders during the 
day but not at night. Virginia's Department of 
Corrections is in the process of developing a prQgram 
specifically for retarded offenders which would keep 
them apart from the rest of the institutionalized 
prison popUlation except for meals. The Patuxerit 
(MD) Institution is for the "special offender," 
including sociopaths arid sexual offenders, and not 
specifically for retarded offenders. 

The Bridgewater State Hospital and Prison in 
Massachusetts is developing a special program for 
the incarcerated retarded offender in connection with 
a reorganization of the facility. As ~ result of art inter-. 
agency task force report, the State of Georgia's 
Division of Mental Heiillth has recently established a 
behavioral adjustment program for me~tallY 
retarded. offenders with emotional. problems, These.· 
individuals are separated from the general prison 
population and given a behavioral adjustment, token 
economy program. They are returned later to the 
general prison population. . 

The Department .of Vocational Rehabilitation has 
begun a pilot project at the Georgia Rehabilitation 
Center in Wann Springs which provides ~J:1.~tensive 
evaluation and a work adjustment program for ~r 
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limited number of retarded offenders. The same 
department has also started another project at the 
Georgia Industrial Institution (correctional) which 
provides a social, personal, work-adjustment 
program for approximately twenty-five retarded 
offenders. 

Agencies such as the Eastern Nebraska Commun
ity Office of Retardation (ENCORp), the Massachu
setts Parole Board, and the Pima County Probation 
Department in Tucson, AZ, have established 
community probation and parole programs. These 
programs are designed to give close guidance and 
assistance to the retarded person, who is adjusting or 
re-adjusting to the community. 

C. Conferences 

maturity. In October of 1973 still another conference 
was held in Florida on the criminal justice system 
and the mentally retarded. At this the problems of 
those. retarded individuals who encounter the police, 
courts and the correctional system were considered. 

In 1974,the University of Oregon, in collaboration 
with the President's Committee, held a conference on 
retardation and corrections, covering possible diver
sionary plans and the consequences to individuals 
who pass through the full process. Such issues as 
normalization, special offenders courts, and 
rehabilitation versus warehousing were discussed. 

These conferences were significant in that they 
denoted the beginning of a growing concern for the 
retarded offender. They assessed the more specific 
problems which surround the criminal justice system 

Several conferences dealing with the retarded and the retarded offender, although they dealt only 
offender have been held. The earliest, sponsored by with recognition of the problem and recommen-
the South Carolina Department of Corrections et al., dations for action; With the lack of actual projects 
was held in 1968. It dealt with the retarded youthful which serve as workable and effective programs of 
offender and . provided descri~tions of. state. ap- actions, the earlier conferences were not grounded in 
p.ro~che~ used In Alabama, Flonda, GeorgIa, MISSIS- practice and left the participants dealing merely in 
SIPpI ana Tennessee. .. ~ ....... the realm of ideas. It was not until programs started 

A New England States Conference, held in Rh,:,de ~:,:::~~p~2!:me~ reality that comp~tenhwaluai1~ns could 
Island in 1971 and sponsored by the President's be made-'aviUabie and the 'conferences could take on 
Committee on Mental Retardation et al., was also a practical aspect. 
dirt~cted toward the youthful offender. It gave atten- The first national conference addressed to the state 
tion to problems of identification by the police, use of the art was held in Charleston, SC, in 1975 
of diversionary procedures and consideration of the (Santamour, 1976). It was a symposium to evaluate 
appropriateness of present facilities. the quality of programs and projects related to the 

In 1972, the President's Committee, with others, 
again held a conference in St. Louis, MO, to consider 
the procedures to be followed by the police and 
courts in recognizing the retarded offender. Diag
nostic and evaluative services available to aid in 
identification were reviewed. Alternatives to the 
usual proce(iures were considered and evaluated. 
Participants included professionals from Arkansas, 
Iowa, Louisiana, Missouri, Nebraska,> New Mexico, 
Oklahoma and Texas. 

A conference, again sponsored by the President's 
Committee and held in Ohio in 1973, was addressed 
to the rights of the retarded individual in general. 
This conference, entitled "The Mentally Retarded 
Citizen and the Law," also dealt with the mentally 
retarded Offender within the correctional system, and 
his right to rehabilitation. 

Two training conferences, sponsored by the State 
of Florida's Divi~ion of Vocational Rehabilitation, 
were held in Florida in April and June of 1973. They 
dealt primarily'with the youthful retarded offender 
and prepared reports on vocational assessment and 
evaluation procedures for determining levels of 

retarded offender and . to determine the extent to 
which related issues were understood and dealt with. 
The symposium ipc1uded pragmatic discussion of the 
training programs in retardation for criminal justice 
personnel, review of programs for juveniles and 
adults, analysis of research, and extensive considera
tion of defense procedures involving the retarded 
offender, along with judicial consideration. 

The fact that the symposium was sponsored by a 
number of national organizations was indicative of 
the growing public concern about the retarded 
offender. 
D. Survey of Administrators 

In preparation for the Charleston symposium, the 
authors. made a telephone survey, sampling 
informally state correctional and· mental retardation 
administrators. The points brought· out were 
corroborated. by a more extensive telephone survey 
in 1976. These surveys revealed that: 

" Very few administrlltors were able to esti
mate, let alone identify, the number or 
percentage of mentally retarged offenders 
in their facility. 
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• Where data existed, it was conflicting. 
• Most convicted offenders, are given I.Q. 

tests, but the reliability of the scores was 
questionable. 

• No offenders, even when identified as re
tarded, were given developmental screening 
assessments. 

• Prescriptive programs for retarded offenders 
were scattered. 

• Only four or five states were attempting to 
grapple with the full extent of the problem. 

• All the states surveyed recognized the situ
ation as critical. 

The retarded offender represented multifaceted 
problems, and was a misfit in prison, in state training 
schools, in schools for the retarded, as well as on pro
bation and parole. 

The survey also verified previous findings that! 
e Mentally retarded persons are not under

stood by law enforcement personnel, and 
often are not identified as retarded. 

• Retarded offenders do not receive equal 
justice. 

• Other offenders take advantage of the men
tal limitations of the retarded prisoner. 

• Retarded offenders serve longer sentences, 
and are less I.'Ipt to be paroled than their coun
terparts with normal intelligence. 

• Model programs do exist, although their ef
fectiveness has not been evaluated. 

The authors also surveyed informally the admin
istrators of state institutions for retarded people. Of 
the 141,000 retarded individuals in such institutions, 
they estimated that 5 percent. or 1,050 resi.dents, 
could be classified as retarded offenders. This means 
that the retarded' offenders were directed, either 
formally through the courts or inform,ally by soCial 
agencies, to the state schools rather than being 
sentenced to prison. An unknown number,> of re
tarded offenders are also residents of other state insti
tutions such as those for the mentally ill and state 
training schools for delinquent children and young 
adults. 

E. Evaluation of the Stat~ of the Art-A 
Survey of Practicing ProfessionQls 

In addition tc(th~ telephone survey, cited above; in 
advance of the-conference, the authors followed 
through with a written survey of symposium partic
ipants to elicit their opinions. They were asked to 
comment on the degree to which they felt the nature 
and extent of the problem of the mentally retarded 
offender have been identified. Approximately 30 
percerit of the respondents expressed qualified satis-
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faction with the, present level of understanding. A 
little over 65 percent noted some diss~tisfaction. 
Most often concern stemmed from what respondents 
considered to be the lacK of an adequate definition of 
mental retardation. They said such a definition 
would provide some standardization for the mUltiple 
formulations of the problem used by judicial and 
prison systems and agencies acting on' behalf of' 
mentally retarded people. Because of this need many 
participants felt that the extent of the problem is not 
yet'calculable. 

Another source of dissatisfaction arose from the 
participants' desire to move away from general dis~ 
cussion toward greater specification of the problem 
and actual evaluation of existing programs and 
projects. 

Participants were requested to give suggestions of 
areas in which additional research and analysis might 
help in clarifying the problem of the retarded 
offender. Their answers most often called for the 
development of an adequate defillition of mental 
retardation and procedures and techniques' for 
identification, The need to collect data on the back,. 
ground' and characteristics of, the retarded offender 
was noted in order to examine: (1) factors that 'may 
influence criminal involvement, and (2) community., 
programs that might cope with such factors. 

Such an analysis would allow comparison ,of the 
significance of mental retardation and certain, other 
contributing factors in relation to criminal behavior. 
The creation of a central clearinghouse for the 
processing of such information was seen as a means 
of facilitating the compilation of this data. Such an 
information system wouldillso be of value in 
creating a more complete system of service delivery. 

Several participants suggested that alternative 
community~based programs be' compared 'with 
traditional approaches to the retarded offcmder in, 
order to estimate differellces in levels of functioning 
attained and rates of recidivism. Consideration oMhe 
possible negative consequences of certain isolated 
programs, that may 'in fact reinforce deviancy, Was 
deemed necessary. 

Among the general programs suggested was one to 
include the parents and'families of retarded 8ffenders 
in trainipg programs and E:j.nother for pUblicity 
campaigns to increase the awareness of the general 
public. The Vatter suggestion was'motivatedcandidly 
with a view to bringing public presstire 'on legislators 
for help. The neWs 'media, both print and electronic, 
would be aided in bdngingout the facts to challenge " 
the myths surrounding mental retarda,tion. 

In the matter of assessing the extent to which, 



certain groups understand the problems of the 
mentally retarded offender, most participants rated 
the professionals in retardation as highest and others 
involved, such as police officers, judges, legislators, 
and lawyers as lowest. They observed that educators, 
some personnel in institutions for the mentally re
tarded, correctional personnel, and probation and 
parole officers were only moderately aware of the 
problems of the retarded offender. 

Participants were asked to propose ways in which 
these groups might improve their understanding. 
Most noted the need for increased training for pro
fessionals - including in-service training for correc
tional personnel, programs for police and individuals 
in the justice system, and greater emphasis within 
college curriculums for educators. Respondents felt 
it important that data obtained on existing pilot 
programs be made available to these training 
programs. 

Many respondents called for the formulation of 
more explicit legislation to mandate further training 
with regard to retardation for police, lawyers, and 
judges. Related to this proposal for new legislation 
was the suggested development of mailing lists of 
magistrates, lawyers and legislators to whom 
pertinent information should be provided. 

Participants expressed the need to involve 
numerous agencies including the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, the National Association 
for Retarded Citizens, the American Psychiatric As
sociation, the Orthopsychiatric Association, the 
American Bar Association, the American Asso
ciation of Psychiatric Services for Children, the 
American Medical Association, the National Asso
ciation of Chiefs of Police, local citizen groups, clubs 
and lobbies. 

Further suggestions called for more national sym
posiums and mini-conferences. 

The effectiveness of a number of demonstration 
projects and programs was discussed. In the training 
of professionals 65 percent were satisfied with the 
designs proposed for various programs but several 
thought further training for judges and lawyers is 
needed. About 60 percent considered programs for 
the mentally retarded youthful offender satisfactory 
and most felt that commumty-based youth projects 
were very effective. But reservations were expressed 
about programs for the mentally retarded adult 
offender. 

Over two-thirds were not enthusiastic about 
programs designed for legislative advocacy, and 
many felt the need for more alternatives to incar
ceration. Approximately one-half of those surveyed, 

noting the importance of implementing such de
cisions as Jackson v. Indiana, requested more ef
fective programs for legal advocates. Several par
ticipants expressed the need to develop more 
programs to increase citizen knowledge, and 
programs to train retarded persons themselves in 
handling their own problems. 

F. Charleston Symposium's Recommenda
tions for Action 

A list of recommendations was developed and 
approved at the Symposium. It represents a 
compilation and consolidation of recommendations 
at previous coaferences. The recommendations are: 

• Establish a Special Interagency Ta~k Force 
consisting of representatives of all appropri
ate state agencies and voluntary organiza
tions to prepare a detailed plan for providing 
for the mentally retarded offender all services 
deemed necessary by the Task Force. The 
Task Force should mobilize gra!iJ roots sup
port for a public information campaign. 

• Train police, judges, prosecutors, correction 
personnel, probation and parole officers and 
other criminal justice personnel in recogni
tion, interaction and planning for retarded 
persons. Methods suggested are: 

Four-hour course in police academies. 
Programs throughout the state for local po

lice departments. 
Training films. 
Personal contact with mentally retarded 

persons by bringing them to police stations 
for field trips. 

Handbook for all criminal justice 
personnel. 

• Introduce courses on legal and constitutional 
rights of the retarded and other handicapped 
people into law school curriculums. 

• Establish a pre-trial, pre-sentence evaluation 
process for mentally retarded cases. This 
process should determine the specific needs, 
relate them to community servic:es, and re
suIt in recommendations to the court. 

• Establish preventive, diversionary and cor
rective programs for retarded juvenile and 
adult offenders: 

Set up early specialized preventive pro
p,rams in school and early intervention pro
grams such as the Milwaukee Project. 

Establish alternative educational oppor
tunities such as Horizon House in Charleston, 
SC. . 

Utilize foster homes 
Establish small group homes utilizing tech-

niques, such as behavior modification, rein
forcement and token economy systems and 
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reality therapy to improve behavior and 
increase social skills. . 

Train parents of juvenile mentally retarded 
offenders in behavior modification tech
niques pa.rent effectiveness (active listening) 

Broaden mentally retarded offender experi
ences with fun activities that have potential 
for future employment opportunitites 

Establish a combination sheltered work-
shop-halfway house to service retarded 
inmates and parolees 

Provide adequate follow-up counseling to 
released mentally retarded offenders to assist_ 
them in. job placement, securing a place to 
live and fi.nancial independence to ensure suc-
cessful rehabilitation. . 

Provide for alternative sentencing with the 
stipulation that a counselor serve as a pro
bation officer and utilize a comprehensive 
array of community resources. 

Establish programs for mentally retarded 
. offenders within the adult correction system 

Establish within the Department of Correc
tions a vocational and work adjustment 
training workshop which could be operated 
by the Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation 

Establish within the Department of Youth 
Services and within the Department of 
Corrections a separate school district funded 
by the Department of Education 

Construct a specialized unit for mentally re
tarded offenders on the grounds of a mental 
retardation facility with comprehensive evalu
ation and treatment services utilizing every 
available service from a wide spectrum of 
public and private agencies. 

., Push for full funding and full implementation 
of the Juvenile Justice Prevention Act of 
1974. 

• Provide effective legal assistance before 
Miranda Warnings. Mentally retarded of
fenders should be aided from time of arrest 
through court procedure, and if necessary, 
through corrections and parole. Department 
of Mental Retardation should provideevalu
ation service. 

• Recruit volunteers from the community t'o 
visit retarded parolee twice a week. Ifpa
rolee is arrested, the volunteer assistant 
should appear in court. 

• Recognize rights of mentally retarded 
persons. 

a) The right not to be labeled lIlentally 
retarded 

b) The right to be free from confinement 
unless: 

1) Convicted of a crime 
2) Proven dangerous. by overt act 
3) Not to be confined to jails for 

safekeeping 
c) Right to have effective counsel 
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• Do not read Miranda Warnings to mentally· 
retarded offenders without parents and/or 
counsel present. 

" Replace the outdated M'Naghten Rule with 
the American Law Institute's concept. of 
"diminished respo~s~bility." 

Out of this 1975 Charleston Symposium a loosely 
federated group was formed. Its members have since 
met again in June 1976 at the American Association 
-aliMental Deficiency's Annual Meeting in Chicago. 
This meeting followed the general format developed' 
the year before in South Carolina; updating activities 
in the field. 

G. Conclusions. Drawn From the Authors' 
Research' 

After having researched the literature· aDd 
re' led existing programs, and after many inter
,. < with administrators and direct service per
sonnel in the ·fields of retardati~m and corrections) 
certain conclusions were reached. Upon these con;
clusions, a conceptual framewQI'k for developing 
programs for retarded offenders waS developed 
(Chapter IV). In order to expose. th'e proc~ssby 
which a prescriptive package was developed, how
ever, it seems important to enunciate clt'larly these 
conclusions before going further~ 

• The distinction between mental retardation. 
and mental illness is rarely recognized and, 
for the most part, confused. 

• Retarded persons have a greater capability 
to become indepengent and responsible. than. 
society has .. been. willing to concede and 
accept. 

• Retarded persons generally respond well to 
treatment..,. . 

• Prolonged assistance and guidance is required 
for retarded persons; . . 

G Great heterogeneity, and hence differences 
in' need, exist· in groups of retarded"persons. 

• Labeling can be beneficial as weUasaa;yerse. 
Nonf-!theless it is necessary in programfuing. 
It must be accompanied by due process and 
functional diagnosis. 

., For the retarded offender the motIvation 
for criminal behavior generally ste~sfrom· 
the same sources as those for the normal 
offender. The difference is qualitative in that 
the retarded offender often lacks rationality· 
for his action.' 

• Police officers and other c;riminal justice 
persoimel are not presently trained to handle 
the special problems and needs of the re
tardea offender. 



It The operation of the criminal justice system, 
as such, results in gross violations of the re
tarded offenders' legal rights. 

• Whether or not a retarded person has com
mitted the crime with which he is charged is 
a determination that should be made as 
soon as possible. Matters of the degree of 
cUlpability and extent of punishment are 
matters which should be considered at the 
tim,e of sentencing. 

-Use of indeterminate sentences or a civil 
court commitment to a habilitation center 
may have merit but only when treatment is 
provided and only when due process and 
periodic court review are responsibly executed. 

• The courts uphold the right to treatment for 
an individual involuntarily committed to a 
public institution; analogously· this should 
apply to the retarded offender incarcerated 
in prison. 

• Classification schemes presentl.y' in use are 
not effective in identifying retarded offend
ers or in routing them to appropriate 
programming. 

• Prisons create their own societies which are 
separate and apart from society at large. 
Retarded offenders experience the pervasive 
impact of this prison culture more deeply 
and the separation even more acutely than 
others. 

• Although retarded persons have much to 
gain from association with non-retarded per
sons in society, they do not have the benefit 
of it in most prison environments. 

; , . 

• The needs of retard~d offenders in prison 
differ from those of normal offenders in 
that they require habilitation rather than 
rehabilitation. 

• Administrators of both retardation and cor
rectional facilities have not demonstrated the 
ability to cope with or plan for the retarded 
offender. 

• The special vocational classes provided in 
most prisons are not appropriate for the 
needs of retarded offenders. The programs 
are dt:signed primarily for individuals with 
other "learning disabilities." 

• The retarded offender is more easily victim
ized in prison than the non-retarded and, in 
turn, is frequently aggressive in. victimizing 
the retarded non-offender in facilities for re
tarded persons. 

• The retarded person, being slow to grasp 
prison routines and codes of behavior, be
comes involved in numerous infractions of 
rules and accordingly fails to meet criteria 
for parole . 

e Lacking intensity and continuity and having 
only limited availability, regular probation 
and parole systems are inadequate in. meet
ing the needs of retarded offenders. 

• Retarded people have a greater capacity to 
understand the nature of society and to abide 
by its codes of justice and behavior if given 
proper instructions. 
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CHAPTER IV. FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS Of RETARDATION 
AND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR 

In order to devt'!qp an appropriate prescription for 
the retarded' offender, it is necessary to create a 
greater understanding of his problems and needs and 
to develop a conceptual framework on which to 
build program modalities aimed at ameliorating the 
effects' of retardation and the manifestation of 
criminal behavior. The definition of retardation and 
criminal behavior offered in the introductory chapter 
are clinical and legal' definitions which are of little 
practical value to the reader who is concerned with 
providing habilitation/rehabilitation to the retarded 
offender. Nonetheless, they should be repeated here. 
Rf!tardation is identified by individual scores of 70 or 
less on standard I.Q. tests and by adaptive behavior 
significantly below levels demonstrated by others in 
the subject's age and culture group. Criminality is 
behavior that is ruled, after due process, as being in 
opposition to established legal codes. 

The condition of retardation and the fact of 
criminal behavior are not comparable phenomena, 
although they were once assumed to bt: analogous. 
Retardation is a condition occurring at birth or 
during the individual's early developmental years 
which affects the learning and maturation process. 
Criminality on the other hand is not a condition but 
rather an act of "illegal" behavior. 

A. The Nature of Retardation 
The definitions of retardation and criminal 

behavior offered above are difficult to relate to con
crete situations. To understand better the nature of 
retardation it might be easier to contrast it witp. 
normal grQwth and development. The effects of retar
dation are soon evident. 
. Contrary to general public understanding, a 

retarded person's maturation process is not arrested 
at anyone stage of development. Rather, it lags 
behind normal maturation rates and is adversely 

'affected by the social environment. Rejection by 
others and lowered expectations of persons asso
ciated with the retarded person have a significant 
inhibiting impact. Although a retarded person will 
never reach normal levels of mental development, 
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growth always remains a possibility. Numerous. 
studies of the effects of well-designed programs on 
the functioning of retarded persons have.' 
documented th,is fact, and ph,enomenal cha'ages .. in 
the abilities of retarded persons have been recorded. 
The conclusion is that retardatio,n reveals a lag in the 
development of the individual. 

In developing a conceptual fraI:!).ework, it is helpful 
to the programmer to understand why retardation is 
problematic t,o the individual and to society in 
general. Once understood, then the methods for 
developing programs to alleviate the problem are 
more easily worked out. The lag in dev~lopment 
leads to prolonged dependency. In the broader sense, 
then, retardation is seen as a problefn o/dependency 
which has four facets: physical, social, economic and 
residential. Lessening dependency involves greater 
independence for the individual. Ina programmatic 
context, this means helping the retarded individual 
to obtain skills needed to enjoy greater degrees of 
independence. This presupposes his desire to do so; 
If motivation is absent, then development of' it 
becomes the first order of business. In any endeavdr 
to motivate, however, it is important that the 
retarded individual have the right to choose what he 
thinks best for himself. His voluntaryparticipaiion 
must be enlisted if he is to be served effectively~ 

It is recognized that none of us is ever completely 
independent; in some way or other we are dependent 
on each other .. indeed, it is this interpersonal de
pendency which makes us social animals and con
tributes to our sense of se1f-worthcandcwell"1:il~ing; 
But excessive' dependency of one individual On. 
another or on society, as .a whole, leads to a depre,;; 
ciation of one's concept of self-worth and a 
devaluation of the individual by others, which in turn <>, J 
causes a poverty of spirit for the dependent person l 
and eventually adeni<il of his rights by others. This' f] 
unhappy juncture is the position that most retarded:~:" 
people are in. ' " 

In achieving greater independence there are certain 
skills and abilities the individual must possess before 
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moving from one stage of development to another. 
For instance, an individual cannot function well ina
social or cognitive sense until he has mastered the 
skills associated with personal or physical inde
pendence, i.e. talking, walking and self-care. 
Economic independence is realized _ through income 
derived from various occupationalskilIs which are 
dependent upon a degree of independence or mastery 
of social and cognitive abilities as well as those 
discussed earlier. Residential independence is de
pendent upon proficiency in all three of these levels, 
. plus knowing how to plan, execute and maintain an 
independent place of residence. 

To portray graphically the developmental process, 
the following model is useful (San tam our and Ross, 
1969). 

MOVEMENT TOWARDS INDEPENDENCE IN THE RETARDED 
DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS 

I Development of Residential Skills 

I Development of Vocational and e;.;;;;;mic Skills 

I Development of S~ Cognitive Skills 

.J>evel.;p;;;;;;t of Personal and Physical Skills 
TOTAL 
DEPENDENCY 

Figure I 
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The second step involves the development of the 
individual's sodal abilities and, cognitive skills. For 
the most part this takes place during the school 
years. Certain levels of achievement are demanded 

. before economic or vocational skills can be de
veloped. THerefore, a certaiiinuplber of years in 
school are necessary. The length of the educational 
process is deternl\ned to a large extent by the 
demand's of the labor market and to goals that the 
individual either sets for himself or that are forced 
upon him. 

Having acquired' 'sufficient social and cognitive 
skills, the individual can begin to learn and practice 
saleable skills necessary to support himself and 
others. These are mainly vocational skills which are 
essentfal for economic inaependence. In order. to 
begin the process of developing yocational skills, i~ is 
important that the individual's ability to handle tasks 
requiring the use of primary skills and socilll ana 
cognitive skills be well developed. Only v/h~n / the 
individual has' 'sufficiently mastered all these skills 
. and abilities, i~ he able to move toward greater' 
development Qf residential independence. 

The model represents development and movement 
of ihe individual in two ,_ directions as illustrated, by 
both _ vertical and horizontal expansion. As the 
individual dev~lops more social and ~ognitive skills 
throughout his ' lifetime (movement along the 
horizontal plane), he also moves toward new skills 
and abilities (movement along the vertical pla.ne). It 

The first step indicates those abilities necessary to is a proces's of expanding existing skills and abilities 
obtain control over the physical needs such .as -- and adopting new ones that move the individual 
walking, eating and toileting. Most individuals toward greater independence. 
depend upon their families initially tohliildle these This model tlierefore assumes that developm~nt 
needs, as is the case with the infant. Eventually the toward greater independence is an on-goinlLcciltlim-
child learns to crawl, walk, feed itself and dress, ous process. The individual is continl.}otrsfY capable 
attaining a certain amount of skill in the execution of of learning-.. Ilew skills and /ftx'p~ndingexisting 
these tasks. As a person acquires a degree of pro- abilities. Habilitation is th~refore always possible. 
ficiency on one level, he moves to a higher level. A . The model ofdeveJopmentfor the retarded individ- . 
prerequisite for developing higher skills is a sufficient ;ual resembles thafpicturedin Figure 1. --
mastery of skills on preceding levels. However, if an It is obvious from this model' that retardation does 

,- individual is hindered from advancing to higher no1/ -arrest development at.,_.any::Jine.~~-st2ge~_··nor-
_ levels because of deficiencies at anyone stage, aids _ completely termina~~i1f{resCto develop further. 

c-caribeusedto -estabiishtneciegree 6i independence . Ra-iher;-~Jieve16pm-ent lags behind the' normal 
needed to proceed to higher levels. For exar.o.ple, a ,exp-ected gm'wth rate. The time needed to attain 
severely handicapped individual who lacks' mobility·-- certain levels of proficiency is somewhat longer, and 
can be assisted by a motorized wheel.chair;facili- aids to co;mpensate for the disabilities which hinder 
tating greater degree's of physicaljnd€pendence and developlnent may be necessary. 
thus allowing him toente~_situaiions which develop Whatever the problem, whether it be the need for 
cognitive and social skills, later economic skills, and more extensive training or developmental aids, ha-
finally residential independence. bilitation remains possible. Often a finding of retar-
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MOVEMENT-COWARDS INDEPENDENCE IN THE RETARDED 
, DEVELOPMEt-ITAL PROC~SS 
7',' 

., 
I Development of Residential Skills 

I DeveJppnr.;;;:f Vocational.~d Economic Skills 

I Dev~ent of Social and Cosnitive Skills 

/~pment of Personal and Physical Skills 
;0 
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Figure 2 
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dation restricts an individual's exposure to the 
normal process of development, and expectations are ~ .... 
lowered to levels far below his potential capabilities. 
To further hinder the developmental process, the 
individual is often removed from (he'Yamily and' 
society and placed in a sheltttred protective en
vironment wnere he is n()r~xposed .. to?~ueiety and 
where he is denied the variety of relationships which 
are necessary to progress from dependence to 
independence. It is important to re-emphasize that 
the prQl.:ess of development is a continuous process, 
and that advancement to higher levels is dependent 
upon the mastery of skills at lower levels. Most 
programs- in corrections fail the retarded, offender 
because they attemptto devel~p skills r~lated to job 
success while neglecting primary skills. Habilitation 
necessitates taking the person ihrollgh, the. entire 
developmental process. - •. ~=.' 

B. The Nature of Criminal Behavior 

'j( 

illegal act. It cannotbe the purpose of this document, 
,however .toexplor~ thefuU llature of criminal 
,behavior ,as it relat!!sJoall of~ellders. Space alone 
would not permit. . I 

~_o-~ 

C. The Retarded 'Indfvidual and c.::rirhi~ClI 
Behavior 

In relation to the retarded per$on who commits a 
crime, die factors ;ffen~d~'above are applicable, 
however certain ontheiefactors are more often the 
source of criminal behavior in such cases, i.e. a 
misundersta"nding of how to use social institutions to 
atta.inci'e·sired goals, a striking out in frustration ... , . 
and naivete. All three factors can be directly :-elated 
to the condition of r~tarclation. Alt.hougil.retarded 
persons, like persons of "normal" intelligence, can 
become mentally ill, such illness is n,'otamajor factor 
in theirttiminality. Their lack<<>f sophistication 
would, also,mak(rretarded'bffend~r~leiss,.likel¥.ttl,.be"7' 

-. . '.' ~ ._;.;-..."'l""-..,......h-r . , 

classified as sociopathic offenders. This·'Is to say. that 
the data, to date, would indicate 9n1Y occasionally 
that the criminal behavior of a ret~rded individual is . 
attributable to·crcalculated disregard for the rights of 
others. ' . 

J 

Once the reason forthe/x:.~t~£cI(:QcJ!1S!iytcl1!!I'~~c; 
criminal ,behavior 'cis 'estabHshea~ 'then programs " 
designed to help him mod,,lfy his behavior can be 
implemented. For e~ampI~, if the source of the 
deviancy stems from a b~sic misunderstanding.of . 
social institutions and the acceptablefueansof'j 
utilizing them, then'steps.can be undertaken tocreate)'" 
unaerstanding;c ~ <T':O-':;,·,·"", ~~"".,/"c/ ~'-':"""" 

But to program for the retarded individual'dilly 
.. Having elaborated upon the earlier definition of 

retardation, it is important to develop that of 
criminal behavior, that is, behavior adjudicated as 
being in opposition to established legal codes. To 
understand better criminal behavior it is necessary to 
identify the major factors involved in most illegal 
behavior which we. have divided into five general 
classifications: (1) a misunderstanding of how to use 
institutions in society to attain desired goals in a 
legally sanctioned fashion, (2) a striking out against 
society in frustration stemming from one's oWn 
limitations 'or feelings of rejection, (3) mental illness 
causing irrational criminal. behavior, (4) socio
pathology or criminal behavIor based upon a 
calculated disregard for other people's rights, and (5) 
naivete or an inability to appreciate the consequences 
of one's own behavior. 

along lines to.mbdify cl;iminal behavior j~to ,do very .• ' 
Uttle. In designing aha imp.lementing ,hibilitative;" - ~, 
programs for this group o( individva'ls, the pro
grammer must be' aware of bothpfobleJlls)" ret~r..,c. '. 
dation and criminal behavior. Th'ere~lsiittle benefit,' ., 
to the individual or societyt9·attempt to· haqcUeone " 
problem or the other without addressing ·both~, 
Furthermore,' to expect the retarded person }olearn, ' 
from hismistakes!,a.s·a normal person would, istCf1 'f 

( show little understanding of the pri3hl~~ ofretar- jJ 
dation. In recogni;.ing dependency as a' problem~!!1< . rl : 
retardation and attributing appropriate significahce -:"~f 

,to it~n the formulation of programs,the individual'S}, 
present . level· qfdevel0l'ment can be established by< .. ,/. 

The causes relating to each factor are many and 
varied, depending' upon each individual offender's 
situation and the circumstances relating to each 
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, diagnostic proc~dures (which wilLbe discussed later! ~ "'." 
and programs can be designed to help hlrrLJtfollgw:~ 
that th~re would be DQ point to develop: an 'indi-' 
vidual's vocational or independent "residential skills 
without understanding the factors relating' to his"'" 
criminal behavior. ! 
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There is little question that;~hile. undergoirlg this 
. tdining, the' retarded offender must be restricted 
from infringing ontne. rights and physical well-being 
of others. The restriction can t~ke many forms, all of 
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which are familiar techniques employed in the)l 
crimjiuu ~ustice 'system and include everything~from i 
rn. axirnum .. _ security to residence in a, cornmunitY11 

h " . I 
group orne.' 
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CHAPTER \1. PlANI\JING AND IMI'LEMENTING A.PROGRAM· 
FO'~'RE1ARDED OFFENDERS 

Based upon conclusIons reached 'in Chapter Three 
and drawing from the !:oncepltual framework 
developed in Chapter Four, the foHowing pages will 
provide a practical approach to the treatment of 
retarded offenders within correctional settings. The,;' 
procedures and programs outlined below are specific
ally designed fOf those individuals who score less 
than . 700na~1Y' given standardized I.Q; test The 
program would also be appropriate, in modified 
form, for the offender with borderline intelligence 
(70-85I.Q-). But because of the difference in the 
degree of sophistication and the abuse'characteristic 
of the 'pecking order' in the. prison culture rarely 
should these "bOlderline" individuals be grouped 
with the retarded offender. 

Some of the material in this chapter is based upon 
a synthesis of the work of John Fanning, Director of 
Retardation, Mental Health Services, Roanoke, V A; 
the Florida Department of Mental Health, Division 
of ,E.Mardation, Int~a-Agency Task Force on the 
Retarded Offende;f;and the James L. Maher Re
gional Center, Newport, RI. Fotthemost part the 
material is, the result of the authors' research and 
experience inprogramming in the field. Where other 
sources ar~used they are identified. 

B. Objectives roward the Accomplishl!i'et,t., 
. of the Goals " 
.' Providing the courts wjth alternatives to 'the ... 

present system of incarceration in'pdsollb)?" 
makingavailablespeci{,lloprograms for re~ 
tarded people. .' > ". "" . - ..... 

• Reducing· administrative problems c::atlsedby 
the incarceration' qf retardedoffendersWith~· 
in theTegular cortectional system. ", l.' "_ . 

.. Setting up < a diagnoSfi.c'and classificatioIl 
scheme -'yJlich appropri~~elyd~firies the in- . ' 
tellectualjc and " develQp-'TI.ennH,'~!evelii 'of·Jthe'c"~~~<i' 
retarded pefsonanCipiaceshim inthe5t;tting ';,. 
appropriate for his personal and security 
needs. , ' " ,_ ~" .:.:,~ 

e Creating a developmentat:~riente.d;' emoticlll-' ,- --
ally supportive, a,nd, physicaUy 'safe environ- ]'~' 
ment for the retarded offende}."-~:"~_---",~~~~ 

o Developing an iriclividualiled, "tr~~tment/ 
pr9gram for each . retarded offender. based ",,--:-

"upon an appropriate,Und~rstan9.1n~,_of-his' 
. developmental heeds and.criminalbehavior. ' 

Raising th~.leve}./'5{the inrrmte's .. un- . .' .;;, 
derstanding'" ()f. his persoijal~: and'soCIal', "'""-"'~ 
bihavioi!: . "', ',' .' ,y 

. Helpi~g -th'rlUlnateac,quiretheskins/ 
~i. '--.',t. ".),.1./";".1 '-. . ;'.'_; .. '.,: -'_c_.;_-"~-.="··';o-~"-.. 

A. Pr"gram Goctls resources· amr-'opportumtIes necessary;}9" 
.• surviv~ /toinfortabIY,dn. society.. 

The major goal of the prescriptive package is to Obtai~iiig a signif1c~'ii-r redUction iQthe ' 
dr..-velop and implement a systen;"l of servicesspecifi- incidence, of institutional rule irifra.ctions 
cally designed to meet the needs of the retarded 'oy theretii'rdedoffertder. . .... '. ' 
. offender,]:",he system here includes: diagnosis,evalu- , • ProvidinKAsystell1bL~sl1pporiive serft~~s . 
atj9n~nd classification, development of personal, that will. make;re~.t!"/.into· the open .,com- . 
pllysicaI;educational.and vQcational skills, courses munity easier and reduce recidivism. . 
inhuman 'sexuality and the development of social ~. It Estab~s~i~g ffi]!j~eynes ,ror c.orrectional a/n(L."""":j' 
values'~lfld independent life skills. The ultimate goal parole offIcers in ,workmg with the ret~rded ," 
is the re~entryof the retarded offeqder i71to the offender~ /,i" 

community as an independent, law abiding and " ',f" , "1' 
better adjusted individl:lal. In setting goals for the C. :Shategies and Benefits' ' 
retarded offender, it is important to keep in mind his ........ ~,'.. __ ~ __ :. , 
right,toequal opportunity to develop t(Lhi~ fun .' "In- '~'O'r~ing-~=tpwafd~, tb~.s<:_",,~bjectives certain ~ 

"...~~"'~'" ;~:ntia,:, ' ',' f" strategIes wIll b. used ror desIraBle .~¢l.- "q'.-. -, '"-"' •• 1 

~:J .-'_.-. 
~ _._~~ oc_ 



I; Training parole officersin understaIldlnga.nd· {> e By establisl,1ing special servic~s·for the re
tarded offender, it is, anticipated that many of 
the behavi.oriai problems displayed Q.y .• the 
off\~n(jer,,-who is housed in faciliti~s 'with in
&Uiectually"n9rmal" inmates can be mini
mized. Special services provide the courts 
with feasible alternatives and reduce admin

appreciating' the special problems and .. ye 
needs of '{he retarded offender will eaSe the /"~. 
transitiori of the retarded person into ,tne 
community. Parole officers will better linder-, "" 

-stand.. theprogrl'l,ffi .-ot --'the correctional 

lstrativ.e problems. 
D . 

facili~y. -

Initial Diagnosis, Classification and 
Evaluation 

.; By setting up. an oU/line of appropriate tests, 
scales and procedures' in assessing the re-
tarded offender's strengths' ~nd weaknesses 1. Initial diagnosis. In accomplishing the _ goals 
and by grouping them in horr;ogeneous units, outlined above, it is importi:int that the retarded 

.' the, negative effects of placing retarded offender be identified earlywithig :fhe criminal jus- _ 
\ offenders within the general prison popula- tice systetn and that the identificatkin process be well' 
. tions will be minimized. developed in order to assessihdiVidual needs. -'" ~5.~"! -frjj:.C 

e By providing small administrative and pro- .our research notes that in too many ca§i;ietli';ded' '. ';7 "",. 

gram planning units of no more than 100 offender.s aren.(f.tl;".;ted.~nd .~~R. ,.,.~¥-.. ~t~'{dentifie. d.as. '~/ 
inmates with residential units of 6 t08 and a retarded. Testmg t!!~l,"!~"'-aonli Is-often farJrom / . 
ratio of 1 ,staff member to 6 to 8 inmates, comprehe!l~iye-aj«riacks SUPP'lemental testing w~!?~v 
training can be .carried on effectively. In on.proUlemi are ifidicated~ It.~"annot be emphl!}J.zecf'too 
the job training a 1 to 1 relation&hip ·18' strongly that' testing js essentiaL Tp~l'roc~dures 
preferred. This arrangement will allow the which f~!low are; divided, int5LI,thte; steps: InitiaL 
retarded persona closer relationship to st~iL ,oDiagriO'sis, GlaisificatiQu",:'-'a.n.d P EValriatiQn; . This 
with whom to identify. If the refaraed'of- succession of §teP~"k necessary. for' prelimina~y 

,fender win no Jonge¥' have to~ompete with identificaJierr;:piacemen,fnnd further evaluation of 
brighter, more "street-wise" inmates, he can .~e,edBnordertoprQgram for the n~tarded offender. 
work on a level consistent with his abiliti~~,/ ?P Standardizedgroup-admiriisteted£Q,~test&shQy,l~ . 
enhancing his self-image and addiJ:lgc;io'his J:lever.OevieWed as anything othet'ihan an indication 
motivation to perform. . "'..... ...... that the individual may be retarde!i. H'o,~ev,s:r, group 

o Thecotnplex ofjJhysietil 'personal, social, tests do provide quick metllods tdsfugle' out the 
prevocational,vocationai a1'ld independent offenders who need further'exarnination;and.therein, 
living skiils courses, which wiU:'oe an integral lies their value. .~~-" . 

. ·'·'1 
part of the program, will help the retard~d .~o~e psychologists ~~elthat a valid~easure ()ian ,.,- .. ;i~."#; 
offender to ma,ke a successful transition to mdlvIdua!',sJilental abilIty can ,be obtamed ()J+JX))Y;~c,~< ' .. " 
his community. As a rule, retarded persons using ari itldividual rather. than .a..,::gr.eup" fest, 
dd not lose jobs because of. thejr inability . However,ti~le'arid'exp~~_~;:.~cia-ioiCffi~admiI1!~tta-
to perform the task,'for. which they were tion ofindi~1glJ.~hteiJt~·to-all ()ffenders. Group tests . 

,hired but rather because of an inabilitY,to 9l,Ibs.er.;e:'a-s"measures of an' individtlal's.cability. . .....•.... 
get along with fellow employees. In agtJ.i(icn;,;,,;~£:.arterw~!'ds individuals scoring le~s than 80 sh,()uldbe' . 
poor personal grooming .".habit5;' ,::iack of given individual tests. Exaniplesofgroup tests' 
understanding anl;k-Uriirlteniional abuse of include: -' . .. ',,,~ ',:,!,' . !. 
sic;k. •. ~nd;..:ari.tuai . leave often complicate 

~;>.::;$, ;'IDa tiers. 

The. role-playing ex~rcises to' be discussed 
search out appropriute social values and 
demonstrate inter~personal behlj,~iOf8 . which 

-v,ill enhance the retarded c}fender's ability to 
acquire a job and maintairl it. 

o Training correctional persrmnethl tlte nature 
of retard~tioll .. will·. increase "lheir --'~ri~~r

~,:~.andirig6fthe program itself, and leadt() the 
creation.of·a developmental' environment. 

-~. 

----"--~------~--'-~.£-"-~-"-' --'-----.-~~ 

• The Revife(j,'Beta E;aminatio~: This test . is 
.p~fgnedJor group testing ~nd tilerefore)~. <" 
"not asc ); comprehensive nor as vaJid"artd 
relial}le an instrument as the Starttotd Binet 
or.~"the WAIS. It is'a.nOli~languagegrollp ; 

,:.test develop~d initially for testingfore1gn/,' .. ~ 
L·speakin"g .. Riia illiterate. __ ,Soldiers·· Kq\l!i.i}g:i~ie-':&"=~=~~JIl 

First Worm War,.Itw.ij"i:est~r!difarzed again .... 
::::'~~' ·in-=·4-94'i'arifi'=rf()~~~~y.sisfr' of six subte'sts, 

including- ro::;.,.maz.es; b) symbol-digit . substi.:. . 
tution,c) pictorial absurdities, d)paper-forin 
board, e) picture completion andf)p~rcep:" 

,( . 

~,~: -' 
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c.tuar'~p~ed. SOll1elanguage is .used in giving di~gno~ticsignderived fr~m thep~rformiince of an . 
instruction~,:.Jiithough explanations rely heav-. indIvidual on the Binet Is scatter. Here the emphasis . 
ily on practice "exercises that preced~, ... each .0 is placed on irregulariti'oftestperformance, or the 
Subtest. Ideally the Revised Beta shoUld be .. degree to whi(::h. easy items are faiIedJind m,o.!~j 
used as a sqreentngdeviCe'c to be {dilo-wed "difficult items are passed: The amount of scatter is; I 
by the iI!dividualIy administered and longer tlierefore most important. . __ 
Binet or WAIS. '. ~he Wechsler Adult I~telli~ence S~ale(WI\.ISJis·a.'·C:;·:-1 

.• The Army. General Classification Test. This pomt scale. The level of mtelhgenc~J~~.de.tamtnedby· . '1 

test was tlesigned as a measure of general adding credit p~irits for",jremspassed successfully. "., 
learning ability. Forty millutes is the time Thus l.Q.'s i.a~~ .. f¢uiid~ forthree"Lscales: verbal, ". ,.1 

allotted'for testing. Tl1.~testconsists of three perf.~.,r~a.m~: .•. ~ .. a.·.·n .. ·dr~l ~cale. ,T. p .. ec.liief ady~.nta. ges o. f ... ~' ';" .. ;.1 

type's of items whi~htheasure verbal, numeri- the\'v'AIS. mc!ude the foUowmg:sca!es' foradults .. 
cal and spatm.l .• fiictors of intelligence. . contain . adult Il1aterial and havebeell standardized" 

• The Ac,4det1ic Promise Test (APT)./(his on adults;theindividual'sJ)i,!r{ormance is compared 
'fe~t1s"composed of a batterycf four tests: with the average for his o~n·agtrgrOUp; verbal and 

.. ;'·'Verbal (V); Language Q,.1i1f~Abstract Rea- non-verbal items are given appropriate weight. Wt~jle 
soning (AR); and NUfj'ierlcal (N). Time limits sp~cia!, training!s needed,. the administnition,~corin~' 
are adequate so that the emphasis is on abili·, and mtepretatlonof the Wechsler . te&~ IS not 'c' :-;) 

ty rather than speed. 0' unusualljdif£;,\cult or time consuming.", ' 
• Ca/~(ornia Test of Mental Maturity. <. Eight . ~;2,;-;"£I!f;t;;Hficatiorl. andgrouping'qPthe retarded 

levels of test have been designed to pt:p¥id~,~:!"~'.;:,;nmate. It has been"'eSlabli8h~d,"thatJbe.~.!etard€d 
for the sequential measuremep.k·9f:.:riiental inmate has little to gain froni being grouped whh 
abilities from kindergart~rt.:td~~dult life. Two inmates of "no.rmal\, intellige~c~becauseof the 
editions are available .for each of these levels, pervasively negative itnpact '6fthe'prison culture"a,nd 
a two-period tesh·:tbe Long Form, 'and a .... becau~~ ,of injustices they are/: subjected to ,9ythi,! 
one-period teste; the Short Form. imprisaned majority. " . <. • ,// 

• Lorg~~,,7J:brndike Intelligence Tests. Five .. It .is o.f little b.enefit to the r~t~rd~~~erS'~~9\Vhose'" 
.lev·Hs' are covered in this test from kinder- cnm,lI'laJ behav!,?r has been Identifledasnon-,,; 
"garten to grades 10-13. It is comprised of.a aggre~sive to be subjected,.{o the t~gors ,ofmaximurrr ., •. > 
verbal and non-verbal series and is essen- or medium security where he;musllearn-a",c0llli!IJ~~ 
tially made, up of time~Iimit po\Ver tests. 'cated syste~ ~f .. rule~ and ?e~~~!()~~(llore"fIitiving to d:;I1? 

. a less restnctrye SJ~ttmg;Tn:ere IS little to learn aq,put .• 
If an individual scores beloW 80 ouany standard- tKe ifidivideu~Fsabilitiesiorreadju~ting tos&Ciety'· 

izedgroup test, he should be subjected to,anindi;; from ;howwell hedoes6!: do~srlot ~djtlst to :the 
vidualized standardized test to deterrnine the truemilitai-istic'routine of prison. Acg.ortflriglYi~'is'0fthe", 
level Of his inl!!lligefice: Ideally these tests should be . utlTIOst!m~?!tance·t.~at re~~!~d~ff~n<!e~s.~:D'~p~rr=---::; 

. administered to anyone suspected of being of border';' of therr sentences m~;,;e:binmumtyJaerlitles.But, . 
. line retarded· intelligence prior. tosentegcing, but in ~egar.~less."of~\Y4?~~-pr8gram1s 'locat~d,( it.,is 

any'case they shoUld be administered before entrance . ""important th,et-.:<if bes,tfuctured and' rOll#'i1ean~ that. 
into the correctiorialsystem, .... ,., retarded~-.ofterldersWhose:betiavior 'is'~'-dangerously 

There are many .kinds of intelligence tests and,., ,~$si{,"er¢ceiveappi:opri~te~4egreel~fsectirjty.· " .'., 
clinical psycho19gists have their preferences. /~:; 'eState of Florida, Division of.Reta.rdation; in 
However, for the'purpose of those individuals whoj.-f(,'·corisidering subdivisions of the reta~ded .. offefider, 
are not familiar with' certain. me~sures,.~;'.l1ffef,;,:. h~s identjfi~~S(!ve~fy.tEiajPf s~bgroups, which'WiU 
sll"!!paI}" ... QL.two"'of·tht;;:'TIlore"-lreqg~fitfY""lJ~Fa ":C~becprei;erit~d':~""'M?ich "edited. f orw . below~ • The 
lTIeasuresis presented below. SCO~(!N)r70 or bel()w ~yste91 was developed as ajoint eff'or(beJweenretar:.-
on. these tests are takcm to.be Indicative~' of retar- dat'tfu.;· offender rehabilitation Xcorrecttons) and .. 
dation. The Stanfoht Binet a.re' age scales, in that mental health' agencies. the value of the' classifi~ 
subjects are given credit in months for tasks cation. system is thl:iCis"removes the iridivloual who 
compl~ted successfully.' The subjecfs total score is does not need the security of corrections,4lntothe 
-the sum. of months . of" credit received for. items service delivety,sy~t~mof'.the Division'ot'R~Jar-
passed. This slim is referred to as the subject's dlition while'providing a system of si:rvic:es,d~live .. ed 
Mental Age (MA). ThecMental Age is then converted by retard!ltion ~p~cialists, for those offenders)Vho do ..... 
to an 1.Q. by referring to a table. Jhe most important ne~d the security of the correctiqnal system. 

, .'._."-~;- • - • , • • " J 
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It should be emphasized that no classification 
system is foolproof and in the best interest of all, 
placement should be considered on an individual 
basis by a multi-disciplinary team-review under one 
administration. Even so, there will be cause for 
moving individuals between facilities with differing 
degrees of security after the initial placement because 
of misj udgement or changes in the offenders' 
behavior. These moves should be uncomplicated and 
.carried out with ease. 

The system in Florida recommends that custody 
• and program responsibility be divided between three 
separate agencies - retardation, offender rehabili
tation and mental health. Despite carefully worked 
out inter-agency agreements, this sytem may cause 
problems when it comes to making the necessary 
transfers. With a view toward the problems inherent 
in interagency relationships and the problems of 
determining who does or does not need a secure 
setting, it is best that custody, throughout the indi
vidual's period of sentence remain with correctional 
services who should employ the expertise of retar
dation specialists. Although the individual may be 
placed in a variety of settings appropriate to his need 
for security, program content should remain 
basically the same in all settings with different 
degrees of emphasis, depending upon individual and 
grou p needs. 

For residential and recreational purposes a further 
subdivision of all groups into homogeneous units 
based on age is also desirable. 

Classification personnel should keep in mind that 
retarded per:;ons who function on higher levels are 
clever at masking their limitations. They often react 
to situations which challenge their intellect by being 
clownish or hostile. By employing "pat" phrases and 
cliches hi their talk and by avoiding situations which 
might uncover their lack of abilities, they are able to 
deceive even the most seasoned clinician. 

Group A: This group is composed of offenders 
with J.Q.'s of 70 or less who have been convicted of a 
violent crime or whose behavior is dangerously 
aggressive and anti-authoritarian. The offender 
should be assigned to a medium security setting and 
progressively work himself through the various 
degree:; of security as his abilities and behavior 
indicate. The primary emphasis in the early stages of 
incarceration should be on the modification of 
behavior in addition to receiving the array of appro
pria;.e counseling and developmental services 
(outlined later in the chapter). 

If retarded offenders are housed apart from the 
"normal" prison populatiofi in small groups, it will 

be possible to relax codes even in secure settings in 
view of their general lack of inventiveness and 
organizational abilities. The setting should be as 
personal as possible. As thdndividual progresses ill 
the control of his behavior, he should join the indivi
dual setting designed for less aggressive retarded 

. offenders. 

Group B: This group is composed of offenders 
with I.Q.'s of 70 or less who have been convicted of 
non-violent crimes and whose behavior has been 
identified as not dangerously aggressive. Although 
this offender may display anti-authoritarian char
acteristics, he is not overly impulsive or abusive and 
not likely to take advantage of others. He should be 
placed in a minimum security setting, apart from the 
general prison population, or in a closely supervised 
grcup setting in the community. Although he may 
later join groups of non-offenders who are retarded, 
it is unlikely that he would be ready to do so if his 
behavior is such that it warrants consideration of 
sentencing to prison. Experience has pointed out that 
placing groups of retarded offenders with non
offending retarded persons has usually resulted in the 
abuse of the latter group by the former. 

Group C: This group is composed of those 
offenders with an I.Q. of 70 or less ""hose behavior is 
considered to be a manifestation of mental illness or 
a behavioral disorder. Like the offender with normal 
intelligence, who displays similar behavior, he needs 
the special services of a psychiatric uni' .. Behavior of 
these offenders may be bizarre or characterized by 
(~.fltreme withdrawal, outburstllof uncontrolled 
temper, extreme aggressiveness towards themselves 
or others, or a preoccupationwith imaginary voices. 

Because of the lack of appropriate programming 
and a general confusion about the nature of retar
dation, many states have misappropriately used 
"institutions for the criminally insane" as facilities 
for the incarceration of the retarded offender. By and 
large the rehabilitation aspects of these facilities are 
just as inappropriate for the needs of the retarded 
offenders as are the regular prison programs. It 
should be kept in mind that retardation is not 
primarily a medical or psychiatric problem and, if 
the symptoms of mental illnes.s subside, the inmate 
should be returned to the programs for the regular 
retarded offender. 

. In that some retarded offender would be less likely 
to appreciate the consequences of escape and because 
of his tendency to run away from situations he does 
not understand or which cause him discomfort, close 
supervision orall three groups is necessary. This is 
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particularly true at the earlier stages of incarceration 
and until the individual feels accepted. 

Thus, having presented a system for initially iden
tifying the individual who is retarded and a classi-
fication scheme for placing him in homogeneous 
groups, the following evaluation methods and 
procedures are necessary for developing programs. 

3. Evaluation. Tests of intelligence are insufficient 
and of little practical value in the actual planning of 
individual or group programs for the retarded 
offender. More important is the assessment of his 
social maturity or independent functional skills, 
supplemented by clinical judgement and bio-medical 
information inasmuch as many retarded persons 
'suffer from epilepsy and other physicai disabilities. 

Adaptive Behavior Scale. One instrument to 
measure levels of development is the Adaptive Behav
ior Scale of the American Association on Mental De
ficiency (AAMD). It provides scores which measure 
the degree of self-sufficiency, sensory motor develop
ment, language development, socialization, domestic 
skills! vocational potential and responsibility. 

Vineland Social Maturity Scale. Another test is 
the Vineland Social Maturity Scale which measures 
and dZ3cribes in operational terms a subject's 
abilities to define spheres of behavior. It is not 
directly administered to ~he. individual but ratht~r is 
an interview with persons ,who are in close contact 
with the inmate. This does not demand the subject's 
collaboration. Therefore, it is more objective and nQt 
affected by temporary emotional disturbances of the 
newly incarcerated individual. The scale records 
observed habitual behavior in a number of areas 
such as: self-help, locomotion, occupation, communi
cation, and socialization. The inventory of perfor
mances is based upon a statistical evaluation of their 
frequency for successive age periods. The scale, as 
such, is not a direct measure of intelligence, skill or 
the like but only of their "cognitive capitalization" 
for social effectiveness (Doll, 1953; Clark and Clark, 
1965). Re-administration of this scale· after a period 
of programming will give ~ome information as to the 
progress an inmate has achieved in relation to self
help, self-direction, motivation, judgement and 
emotion. It can provide an excellent resource in 
assisting parole boards in making their 
determinations. 

Either scale is a good indication of how well 
programs are being accomplished. Most clinicians 
would agree that if the offender has improvement in 
the area of motivation to please and improved judge
ment in decision making, then he mllst be feeling 
much better about his personal imag~and ability to 
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handle frustration as well as his environment. The 
personal preference of professionals fat measuring 
devices often makes the difference in how effective 
tht;'; tool will be. 

Additional measuring instruments described by' 
Anastasi (1964) which would be helpful in under
standing the individual needs and levels of function
ing and which can be used to develop programs and 
determine group placement for the offender are: 

Progress Assessment Chart (PAC). This chart is 
based on the developmental model, i.e., development 
of motor functioning"sOOaiJzation, communication, 

. effective skills (per;onality), and cognitive skills, 
(I.Q., level of knowledge). The PAC gives a detailed 
graphic arid easily visualized account of an indi
vidual's total performance, and it allows for periodic 
evaluations and measurement of groWth (personal 
growth). 

Here again the instrument is not administered 
directly to the retarded offender but is done through 
interviewing either the parents or other persons 
knowledgeable of the inmate. From this baseline 
evaluation, goals and objectives can also be 
determined and an individual plan set up 
accordingly. A periodic six-month re-evaluation can 
be done to determine an individual's total progress, 
based on more frequent evaluations of growth 
toward specific goals. 

A dull Basic Education Test. Increasing concern 
for culturally disadvantaged minorities stimulated 
the development of new tests for undereducated 
adults. An example of this latter type of test is the 
Adult Basic Learning Examination (ABLE). This is 
an achievement test specifically designed for use wi~h 
adults in community adult-education classes and 
special agencies such as the Job Corps. It is available 
in two levels corresponding to grades 1-4 (Levell) 
and 5-8 (Level II). At each level ABLE consists of 
four 'tests--vocabulary, spelling, reading and 
arithmetic. 

This test can be used for two purposes: (1) to 
initially assess the retarded inmate to determine his . 
weaknesses and strengths academically, so that indi-· . 
vidualizedplans can be determined from the 
findings; (2) to initially assess the retarded indi
vidual's leveLof functioning, so that in 6-month, 12-
month and 18:-month intervals it is possible to retest 
to see if educational methods are proving effective. 

The more academic skills one possesses the more 
likely he is to fitin and~find sorne niche in open 
society. Although it is no guarantee' and a multitude 
of other factors come into play, this information 
should be very valuable. It could also be used to heIp 
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plan adult-education classes when the retarded 
person is paroled. . 

Rosenzweig Picturd-Frustra.tionStudy. The 
Rosenzweig Picture-Frustnition Study (P-F Study) 
is not a picture-story test. Rather than composing an 
entire story, the respondent is required only to insert 
a short bit of conversation in each' picture. The P-F 
Study was developed on the basis of Rosenzweig's 
theoty of frustration and aggression (see 
Rosenzweig, 1960). It is available in a form for 
children (4 to 13 years) and a form for adults (14 
years and older). Each' form comprises a series of 
cartoonlike drawings, depicting two principal 
characters. One of these characters is involved in a 
frustrating situation common in everyday life; the 
other is saying something that either occasions the 
frustration or calls attention to the frustrating 
circu!p.stances. The examinee is instructed to write in 
the blank caption box what the frustrated person 
would answer. He is urged to give the very first reply 
that comes to his mind. The frustrating situations are 
of two types: (a) "ego-blocking," in which some 
obstruction, personal or impersonal, impedes, disap
points, deprives, or otherwise thwarts the individual 
directly; and (b) "superego-blocking," in which the 
individual is insulted, accused, or otherwise 
incriminated by another person. 

The P-F Study is based on the assumption that the 
individual identifies with the frustrated character in 
each picture and projects his own reaction tendencies 
in the reply. In scoring the test, each reply is 
classified with reference to type and direction of 
aggression. Type of aggression includes: "obstacle
dominance" in which the frustrating object is 
emphasized in the response; "ego-defense" in which 
attention is focused on the protection of the thwarted 
individual; and "need-persistence" in which the con
structive solution of the frustrating problem is 
paramount. Direction of aggression is scored as 
"extra-punitive," or turned outward on the environ
ment; "intrapunitive," or turned inward on the 
subject; and "impunitive," or turned off in an 
attempt at glossing over or evading the situation. In 
scoring the test, the percentage of responses falling 
into each of these categories is compared with the 
corresponding normative percentages. A group con
formity rating (GCR), showing the individual's 
tendency to give responses that agree with the model 
responses of the standardization sample, may also be 
obtained. 

Since the public and most judicial systems are very 
concerned about the potential 'aggressiveness' of an 
individual when he becomes upset or does not get his 

request in life, this instrument provides a way of 
maldng a rough judgement as to an: individual's 
ability to manage maturely and direct aggression and 
hostility. 

A pre- and post-examination of each inmate with 
this instrument can assist in validating assumptions. 
One can also indirectly look at the results of this test 
to see, if in fact, retarded inmates learn better 
methods of aggressive impulse control when they are 
rehabilitated in a 'more sheltered' environment, away 
from the more bright, manipulative inmates. This 
instrument can be administered at set intervals. 

E. Pro9.ram 

To ameliorate the effects of retardation and 
criminal behavior, the program components outlined 
below are necessary components of any compre
hensive program. The outline for - the program 
remains the same throughout any correctional 
system and for all retarded inmates. However, given 
certain individual needs, certain program com
ponents should be stressed. For example, the staff 
should be mindful of the different levels of abilities 
and skills between individual retardecl offenders, and 
should not assume that each individual needs the 
same program with the same degree of emphasis as 
every other individual. Some retarded inmates may 
need extensive assistance in improving personal 
grooming, and table manners or in performing house
hold chores, while others have developed these skills 
to a degree superior to an individual of "normal" 
intelligence. To subject the latter group to an elemen
tary course on good grooming and personal health 
care would be humiliating and counterproductive. 
Throughout, flexibility should remain a priority. 

Careful, detailed verbal and repetitive instructions 
are always necessary. Tolerance and objective ac
ceptance of the retarded offender as an individual is 
probablY the most important ingredient in the staff
offender relationship. Retarded people in· general 
have a tendency to 'be easily led. Once they feel 
accepted, they usuaHy form lasting bOl1ds with those 
who respond to their needs. This is a characteristic 
which can also result in their exploitation by others. 
A sensitive well-meaning correctiol1al or parole staff 
can .use this characteristic to the benefit of the 

. offender. 

It is important to keep in mind that each staff 
member should have several functions, and that all 
'staff members should be considered members of the 
rehabilitative or therapeutic team. For instance, the 
correctional officer, in addition to providing securi
ty, should consider himself a role-model for the 
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retarded inmate, and should engage in helping the 
individual in the development of skills. 

Orie of the basic problems of the retarded individ
ual, and one which causes him difficulty with his 
fellowman and the law, is his inability to abstract 
ideas and thoughts. His thinking process is much 
more concrete than that of persons with "normal" 
intelligence, and he does not easily transfer learning 
from one area to another. As a result, he has less 
ability to discriminate between appropriate and 
inappropriate behavior. 

For example, most persons, by observing punish
ment dealt out to other individuals, become aware of 
the consequences of these certain behaviors and 
avoid them. Retarded people have a diminished 
ability abstractly to apply knowledge, such as this, to 
their own situation. Retarded persons have to learn 
through repeated exposure to contrived situations, 
and one of the most effective and beneficial tech
niques for doing this is through role playing and 
group discussion. A program for retarded offenders 
should also provide repeated structured oppor
tunities allowing the retarded person to experiment -
with his ideas and instincts so he can learn ~n a pro
tected situation to discriminate between socially 
acceptable and unacceptable behavior, and the 
consequences of either. 

The setting, whether secure or a group home in the 
community, should be structured and supportive of 
toe offender's developmental process. It should be as 
personalized as possible, and should assist and 
encourage the inmate to handle all of his own needs. 

Central to all activities is cognitive! pre-vocational 
evaluation and training followed by individualized 
vocational training and work experience, with 
supervised job placement in competitive employment 
as the final steps in this program. 

1. Cognitive, pre-vocational and vocational eval
uation and training. The sequential order of the 
process-pre-vocational education, trammg, 
cognitive evaluation and training, and vocational 
evaluation and training-need not follow a rigid 
procedure, although the logical process is to evaluate 
and train, re-evaluate and continue training. 

The cognitive, pre-vocational, vocational eval
uation and training process must have as its basis an 
informative evaluation of the individual's skills in 
these areas: academic schooling followed by a 
comprehensive introduction to occupations and a 
variety of work situations, coupled with on-the-job 
training and placement in competitive work 
situation. In order to be most effective this process 
should. be individualized to meet a particular 
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. offender's needs. The evaluation! training compo
nents are usually interdependent and simultaneously 
carried out throughout this process. 

The case histories of most retarded offenders more 
than likely will indicate that they entered the "special 
classes" segment of public education early in their 
school years. The special education process is often 
non-directed and ill-suited to prepare a retarded indi
vidual for work. It has been a hit and miss attempt to 
acquaint them with basic skills and, because of the 
behavioral dis')rders of many of the students, the 
main focus is on disdipline. For the most part,special 
education classes have been a dumping groundJor 
children with a myriad of problems. Only in recent 
years have a few school systems developed prescrip
tive education planning for the individual. However, 
this change has not been widespread and, for the 
most part, the retarded offender within the correc
tional system has not had the benefit of this recent 
phenomenon. 

Most retarded adults have had sporadic work 
histories, fail to appreciate the nature of work and 
have developed poor work attitudes, all mani
festations of their srumbling attempts to . fit into a 
labor force without proper preparation by school 
officials and without having guidance in choosing:, 
jobs suited to their abilities. 

Society in its desire to maintain stability and order. 
requires individuals to work. Work becomes the 
baSIS of the individual's adjustment in society. It is 
the major vehicle through which the individual 
maintains an equilibrium in his social life and is an 
instrument through which he acquires dignity in the 
signt of others. Work. is crucial to the objective of 
personal independence in that it provides th~ income 
necessary to maintain oneself. Thus it engendels 
positive attitudes from family and friends, giving 
status and acceptability. Any attempt to help the 
retarded' offender adjust to the open comnHmity . 
must recognize the importance of vocational 
evaluation and training. ' 

Wolfensburger (1971) has demonstrated that the 
avetag,e reta~ded individual, who has undergone 
vocational "rehabilitation," will return $7.00 to 
$10.00 in income tax for each $1.00 spent on his 
'rehabilitation. Garrell and Griffis (1971) have noted 
that for every $1,000.00 spent on "rehabilitation," 
there was an increase of $4,700.00 in the rehabil
itant's earning. Studies sllch as this have dramatica.l1y 

. ~ 
pointed out the benefits of vocational training. ' 

For some groups of retarded individuals, 
vocational "rehabilitation" is .more productive than 
for others. It has been observed that there is a vast 
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.. difference between the initial employability of 
retarded persons from different classes in society 
with an almost 50 percent higher employability rate 
for the retarded person who comes from the lower 
class. Middle class families often protect and isolate 
a retarded child, whereas families from lower classes 
have a tendencv to treat their retarded children in 
much the same fashion as "normal" children. This 
leads to their higher employability. All other things 
being equal, since the majority of the retarded 
offender popUlation, as their intellectually "normal" 
counterparts, are from lower classes, it should be 
assumed that they will have a high employability rate 
given adequate vocational training and support. 

However possible it is to equip the individual with 
a special skill before employment, such as carpentry 
or plumbing, it is of little value in that it limits the 
individual in terms of other jobs he might pursue and 
leads to frustration if such opportunities do not exist. 
It would be more practical to provide vocational 
training to develop general skills applicable to many 
occupations. The over-riding purpose would be as 
follows: 

• To provide the individual with an orientation' 
toward work. 

• To determine, measure and note the indi
vidual's work-related needs, assets and 
limitations. 

• To guide the individual in becoming aware of 
and accepting his vocational assets and limi
tations, and to train and develop the variety 
of necessary skills. 

• To encourage stable work habits and strive 
to increase the individual's work tolerance. 

a. The setting-description and purpose of a shel
tered workshop. To realize the purposes of vocation
al evaluation and training, the best environment is an 
actual industrial setting which IS duplicated 
adequately by establishing a licensed and sheltered 
workshop, or arranging 'to have a branch of an 
existing community-sheltered workshop brought 
into the prison. A well equipped workshop, actively 
engaged in a variety of subcontractual work for 
which the offender is paid wages, gives meaning, 
motivation and reality to the evaluation-training 
process and ultimately to work itself. 

For some offenders, a later step in the habilitation 
process will be to connect him with a sheltered 
workshop in the community, but for most offenders, 
it will be possible to move them directly into com
petitive employment once they reach the later stages 
of their confinement. 

A sheltered workshop is a controlled working 
environment designed to facilitate evaluation of the 
retarded or otherwise ,handicapped individual. It 
provides work adjustment and vocational training 
based upon individualized vocational goals. The 
ultimate goaJof the sheltered workshop is to move 
the worker out of the wdrkshop into competitive 
employment in the community or, if this is not 
feasible, to provide gainful employment to retarded 
people unable to achieve this transition by placement 
for an indefinite period of time. As pointed out, most 
offenders function at a level where they can enter 
competitive employment, but some will need ex
tended employment in sheltered workshops. 

Because of the movement away fr'om the use of 
state schools and institutions for retarded people in 
general, there has been a phenomenal growth in the 
numbe'r of community workshops for the retarded. 
Most larger communities and many smaller ones 
have those facilities and the retarded offender who 
nceds extended periods of sheltered employment can 
be placed in those programs once he leaves the 
correctional system. 

The process of establishing and eqUipping, 
'staffing, subcontracting, licensing, and funding a 
sheltered workshop can bea protracted and complex 
operation, and should not be attempted by a novice 
without some training and guidance from individuals 
with experience. Many sheltered workshops are less 
than adequate so, that, when establishing one in 
prison, the administrator should be careful not to 
duplicate a poor example. The National Association 
for Retarded Citizens has published a booklet 
entitled Planning a Sheltered Workshop for 
Mentally Retarded Persons which includes a bib
liography. Stout Institute in Wisconsin offers a series 
of short courses dealing with the operations of 
sheltered workshops. Because of the exorbitant cost 
planners should guard against the commercialized 
training programs, which have been established by 
opportunists, even though their programs appear 
acceptable. Better that the individual spend only a 
few weeks at a well-run program, than longer in a 
poor one. 

Well equipped and- versatile workshops are 
necessary to provide a well-rounded evaluation, 
training and work experience for the retarded of
fender. In addition to a well structured concrete 
evaluation technique, workshops would be 
'performing a variety of different types of work, 
including foot, hand and drill press operations, 
packaging,sealing and those light machine 
operations familiar to most industries and 
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appropriate for less skilled workers. In addition, 
formal, structured evaluation and training can be 
done by utilizing the regular work assignment in any 
institution, such as food preparation and kitchen 
maintenance, grounds work, construction, janitorial 
work, painting, laundry and so forth. These are all 
vocations which are frequently filled by retarded and 
non-skilled individuals. This should not be a 'hit and 
miss' operation, and should be accompanied by 
classroom instruction. In addition, the regular 
vocational training that is part of most prisons might 
also be' of benefit to some retarded persons. 
However, the danger here is the over-shadowing 
effects and adverse relationships of the more 
compenent offender to the retarded offender. 

b. Cognitive evaluation and training. Vocational 
Training is dependent upon the development of 
cognitive and social skills. As graphically portrayed 
in the developmental model which appeared in 
Chapter Four, movement towards economic and 
residential independence necessitates a level of skill 
development in the earlier stages of maturation. 
However, one of the more difficult tasks in working 
with the retarded offender may be to motivate him to 
return to formalized academics in that his school 
experience for the most part has been frustating 
and he has repeatedly failed. However, most re
tarded individuals, if properly motivated and worked 
with in a non-threatening, supportive classroom, can 
dramatically improve their cognitive abilities. For 
the most part the academics would be of a survival 
nature and should be related to improving \\ the 
individual's abilities in employment and other areas 
of everyday living.FQr instance, the individual's 
reading, writing and arithmetic skills should at least 
be improved to the point where he is able to look for 
work in the chissified ad sections and to fill out job 
applications. It is also important for the individual to 
read public signs, directions, maps, bill and safety 
instructions, and be able to fill out forms necessary 
in obtaining services. 

Time limits should not be built into the curric
ulum. Although dramatic changes in the individual's 
cognitive skills is desirable if properly motivated, it is 
also important not to challenge the individual to 
develop academically beyond his capabilities risking 
further failure. 

c. Pre-vocational evaluation and training. Run
ning concurrent with "survival academics" courses 
should be prevocational evaluation and training. 
Frank Roskos has developed a primary text entitled 
Preparingfor the World of Work which is a practical 
guide to planners and educators. It will introduce the 
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student to the vocabulary and general information 
needed for an effective work! study program and to 
acquaint the individual with the essential 
information concerning the work-a-day wdrld. 
Utilizing a number of exercise sheets made up of 
actual job applications, social security forms and tax 
forms, it exposes the student to the realities of 
working. It includes a discussion of labor unions, 
fringe benefits, job responsibilities, a discussion of 
why people work, and the purposes of taxes. Each 
topic shouid be handled individually and repeated at 
spaced intervals to assist the individual who has 
'difficulty understanding the process. 

Singer Graflex of Rochester, NY, has marketed a 
highly respected pre-vocational evaluation and 
training instrument called the Singer Job Survival 
Skills Manual and Kit. It is designed to introduce the 
individual to the personal and interpersonal relations 
required in work situations. It gives occupational 
guidance programs a new dimension and is designed 
for group discussion. The group is comprised of a 
group leader and 8 to 10 trainees. It is a self
contained kit utilizing sound filmstrips, pictorial 
presentations and instructional manual. It is versatile 
and can be tailored to meet the needs and abilities of 
any particular group. It stresses the development of 
personal skills needed to acquire and maintain a job, 
but it is not practical in teaching technical skills. 

d. Vocational evaluation and training. Before 
actual on-the-job training or assignment to actual 
work tasks in sheltered workshops, it is important to 
evaluate dexterity, tool handling, sorting and other 
discrimination skills, physical tolerance for work and 
perceptual and! or motor abilities.' 

The evaluation process of the individual's work 
related skills and abilities should be structured and 
well designed. The lamest. Maher Center in New
port, RI, begins the process by giving clients a 
general orientation to their workshop staff and 
program. This is followed by instructions on 
workshop rules and client responsibilities and 
concluded with a series of vocationally oriented tests 
and an evaluation scale. The evaluator interviews 
each client in order to obtain a general impression of 
a client's interests, self~concepts, work attitudes and 
various reactions to the work situation. The client is 
then tested for manipUlative dexterity using the 
following tests: 

• Purdue Pegboard Test which evaluates the 
individual's ability to perform fine manipu
lative tasks bilaterally and unilaterally. This 
test provides separate scoring of right, left 



and both hands as well as scoring on small 
assembly work. 

e Fine Eye-Hand Coordination is evaluated by 
using the Crawford's Sm:lll Parts Dexterity 
Test which evaluates the trainee's ability to 
handle small tools and fine eye-hand coordi
nation activity. This test provides separate 
scoring for use of tweezers and screw driver. 

• Finger dexterity is determined by the 
O'Connor Finger Dexterity Test and is used 
to evaluate the trainee's ability to manipu
late rapidly· small parts by picking up and 
placing them in designated holes. 

• The Bennet Hand Tool Dexterity Test can 
be used to evaluate the trainee's aptitude 
and achievement in handling tools. Mechani
cal manipulation, bilat~ral and unilateral 
control, gross prehension and eye-hand co
ordination are tested. 

• The Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test 
is used to evaluate grasp-release abilities 
as well as bilateral postural integration, 
pincher-palmer prehension and eye-hand 
coordination. 

• The Strombery Dexterity Test evaluates 
the trainee's ability to discriminate and sort 
according to color and sequence. Precision 
in placement is a pre-requisite of speed. 

• The Wells Concrete Directions Test deter
mines the trainee's ability to understand and 
follow directions using right-left and near
far concepts. 

• The Purdue Perceptual Motor Abilities Sur
vey evaluates the trainee's perceptual abilities. 
This survey assesses balance, posture, body 
image, perceptual motor matching, ocular 
control and form perception. 

Work samples drawn from actual subcontractual 
work are then used to determine vocational interests, 
abilities, limitations and potentials. 

The next step in the evaluative process is a series of 
placements within the sh,eltered workshop at various 
production stations where-"the trainee can' be ob
served in order to collect mformation on work
related traits such as rate, qu~lity~ concentration, 
persistence, ability to follow directions (verbally 
demonstrated or written), comprehension of 
instructions, decision-making and communication. 
Workshop station observation forms are completed 
by supervisors after a period of placement. Job 
production sheets are kept by the floor supervisors 
and' information concerning rate of production, 
work stamina, cooperation, quality, speech, ego-

support needed, need and depth of supervisor's help, 
punctuality and the ability to get along with co
workers should be discussed with the evaluator. 
Examples of these forms can be obtained through the 
James L. Maher Center in Newport, RI. 

Observation and evaluation of an individual's 
physical capacity to withstand a full-day's employ
ment on any given job situation is also a 
consideration. This involves measuring the degree of 
the individual's physical effort, tolerance and 
capacity of performance of the neuromuscular 
system. It is important because of the retarded indi
vidual's proneness towards physical limitation. The 
work evaluation procedure should conclude with a 
summary of all the findings based upon information 
obtained through the evaluations and reviewed by a 
multi-disciplinary team. This should be the basis of 
formulations with regard to the individual's 
vocational future. The individual can then be placed 
at a work station within the sheltered workshop or 
on assignment within the facility or. in the· 
community where he can be further evaluated and 
trained on the job. The total process should be 
supported by a series of site-visits to a myriad of 
industrial, sub-industrial, trade and service type jobs, 
such as assembly plants, laundries, food preparation, 
construction sites and support services to hotels and 
motels, print shops and retail stores, greenhouses 
and nurseries. The· final step in this process is 
assisting the individuai through the various tasks of 
obtaining and maintaining a position in competitive 
employment as well as a place to live. 

2. Activities of daily . living program. A major 
problem that retarded people have in their rela
tionships to others is often their inability to dress 
properly and maintain acceptable personal hygiene. 
In addition, they fail in their attempts to live indepen
dently because of their unfamiliarity with and in
ability to perform those skills necessary for self
survival and maintenance of a place of residence. 
The Activities of Daily Living Program must be de
signed to provide the client with a knowledge of the 
factors necessary to live independently and to assist 
him in developing the skills necessary to do so. Al
though it is possible to teach these things in a class
room or a model apartment, it is'important that the 
individual who does not possess these skills receive 
instruction and guidance in real-life situations and 
that these programs be carried on dq~ing the parole 
period as well as during incarceration. 

The curriculum shoUld be divided into various 
components to inciude both classroom and practical 
experience, but does not necessarily have to be 
presented in the sequence as outlined below. 
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\" a. Grooming. The objective of good grooming is to 

develop a responsibility within the individual for his 
personal hygiene and general appearant;e. The social 
as well as medical reasons for good grooming should 
be pointed out to the individual. Concrete examples 
of why people are accepted or rejected in various 
social situations should be stressed along with 
discussions and examples of what dress is appro
priate and inappropriate in any number of given 
situations, i.e., work, recreation, or church. Involved 
are care of the body, hairdressing, application of 
cosmetics, use of deodorants, standards of clean.., 
liness and toileting. 

b. Laundering. The objective of this course is to 
develop within the individual, the skills necessary for 
independent care of clothing. The curriculum should 
include detailed instructions on what can and cannot 
be washed, how to dry ,-I'!:hes, iron, fold and sort. It 
would also include instructions on what washing aids 
are applicable and how they should be used together 
with instructions on how safely to use machines and 
properly care for them. 

c. Menu planning and food preparation. Many 
retarded persons lack the ability to plan properly and 
execute a proper diet. This course should include 
instructions as to what is proper nutrition and an 
explanation why a balanced diet is necessary. Meal 
planning in terms of time, quality and price should 
also be included in this course with detailed repetitive 
instructions and practical experience in preparation 
'of food. This includes the use of cooking utensils, 
learning how'to follow recipes, use of measurements, 
along with instructions on safety measures and 
experience in using kitchen appliances. Instructions 
on kitchen clean-up, sanitation and how to serve and 
properly set tables should be included. 

d. Houselceeping. The objective of this course 
indudes the development of skills necessary in 
choosing, budgeting, furnishing and maintaining a 
place of residence. Again, as the other courses in this 
series, classroom instructions and experience in 
model apartments must be supplemented by actual 
experience in real-life situations. Additionally, the 
program should include how to choose a place to live 
within your budget, how to furnish and decorate it, 
standards of cleanliness, familiarity with cleaning 
supplies and instruments. 

Since rc!tarded persons are prone to buy 
"gimmicky" services and items (e.g., encyclopedias), 
proper caution should also be inculcated. 

ei Budget preparation and money management. 
One of the major sources of difficulty a retarded 
person hall in acquiring total independence in the 
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open community is his lack of simple arithmetical 
skills which leads to mismanagement o(his finanCial 
resources. It should not be assumed that inmates will 
have even minimum abilities in additioniand sub
traction. Some methods that have proved successful 
are teaching the individual through the use of a color 
coded system. The individual is provided with 
colored envelopes, each corresponding to a major 
area of His financial needs, i.e., groceries, utilities, 
medical insurance, rent, clothes, drugs and first-aid 
supplies, entertainment and transportatic(ri.~) Each 
time the individual receives a paycheck, he cashes it 
and places the appropriate amounts into· each 
envelope and keeps this in a safety box where he· 
lives. This system has proved successful. for adult 
retarded persons in understanding and handling 
personal budget. 

There should also be instruction on setting upa 
checking and savings account. The individual should 
be taught how to shop economically for the neces
sities of daily living. How to obtain health care free 
or inexpensively is a matter that he should be direc
ted to take up with his local health department. 
Stores such'as food co-ops and Good WillIndtistries 
Budget Stores are excellent places to acquire food, 
clothing, household goods and furniture; 

f. Human sexuality, marriage andfamily planning. 
The Stafe of Florida, Division of Retardation, has a 
commonsense, practical policy on the sexual 
behavior of clients which points out that-

Sexuaiity has basically the same meaning and role 
for most of the mentally retarded that it has for .other 
people. The capacities for expression, control and 
adaptation may be widely different between the two 
groups, but individuals within either group also have 
differences which change their expressions of 
sexuality. Retarded persons are more like "normal" 
persons than unlike them and, therefore, it is essential 
that they, and 'staffs working with them are kept 
aware of similarities rather than differences. A major 
similarity is that of sexuality. For anyone, the extent 
and . sophistication to· which sexual behavior is 
displayed is dependent upon physical and psycho
logical development.. Human sexuality is a lifelong 
procesS which begins,. develops .. and alters with 
biological maturation and environmental influences; 
To expand oil the Florida statement, dating,· 

marriage and family planning, together with the care· 
and treatment. of children, is a subject matter for 
which most people are ill-prepared. Retarded people, 
because of limited . formal education, isolation and 
inability to absorb information such as this, have 'an 
even larger deficit in this. area of knowledge. Courses 
in human sexuality shoul~ include discussion of 
dating and should recognize the responsibilities, and 
the advantages and dis~dvantages of marriage. Infor-.. 
mation about the legal ramifications of marriage, 
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along with its emotional and social responsibilities, 
should be discussed. The role of parenthood and its 
attached responsibilities, together with the effects of 
parenti child relationships, should be explored. 

The primary problem retarded people have in 
regard to sexual behavior is related to their in
adequate knowledge of human sexuality. They are 
not usually exposed to situations which foster appro
priate sexual behavior. By not providing retarded 
people with opportunities for appropriate 
social! sexual experiences we callously leave them to 
a proces's of trial and error and then penalize them 
for error. John Fanning (1976) has developed a 
curriculum for human sexuality education and 
training specifically for retarded people. The topics 
he covers are: 

Attitudes Toward Sexuality 
Sex Myths 
Masturbation 
First Intercourse 
Contraceptive Alternatives 
Sterilization 
Love 
Venereal Disease 
Homosexuality 
Rape 
Treatment of Sexual Problems 
Anatomy and Conception 
Pornography 
Affection and Sexual Encounters 

g. Drug and alcohol education. Several profes
sionals reported that retarded offenders also had 
drug and alcohol problems. Because of their intel
lectual limitations retarded persons quite often 
develop dependent personalities which might well 
explain the excessive drinking and drug use. Without 
proper awareness they might well be prime candi
dates for addiction. The American University 
Student Council Hotline (1973) has developed a 
handbook called The Ups and Downs of Drug Use 
which contains' information about the nature and 
effects of hallucinogens, amphetamines, barbituates, 
narcotics and alcohol. This booklet is excellent for 
developing a curriculum' geared for an elementary 
level of understanding, but should be supplemented 
with discussions led by' clinicians or persons who 
have experienced problems associated with drug and 
alcohol addiction. 

h. Current events. Retarded adult offenders need 
help in understandinm what is happening in the 
community, state and the world aro1,1nd them and 
how the news" affects their lives. Newspapers, 
magazines and radio and television news programs 
are easily accessible materials. The retarded 
individual has reading disabilities and lacks moti
vation to become familiar with current events, so the 

'staff should select stories, topics and news features 
for discussion and encourage the retarded individual 
to do the' same. The sessions should be conducted 
like group therapy. The team leader, or one of the 
higher functioning retarded individuals can either 
read aloud or summarize what he has heard for the 
group. This should be followed by a general 
discussion, and questions and answers. 

i. Civil and legal rights. Retarded persons have the 
same legal and constitutional rights as· every otger 
citizen, and during the last few years the courts, the 
legislatures and society in general have begun to 
respect thf!ir rights. Long subjected to discrimination, 
most retax'ded persons have never learned about their 
civil and legal rights, and much less about how to' 
avail themselves of their protection. Part of the 
reason the retarded offender acts up, so to speak; is 
that he feels the frustration of being placed in a 
"suspect class." The criminal behavior is his.attempt 
to consciously or unconsciously deal with this fact. 

To the retarded person in general and the:retarded 
offender specifically, full citizenship means the 
implementation and enjoyment of all his rights in a 
community setting where he can lead as normal a ·life 
as his skills and abilities afford him. 

In -order to remedy the effects of discrimination, 
the 'staff must become cognizant of the fact that 
retarded individuals are equals. The individual must 
be taught his rights, how to properly execute these 
rights and where to seek assistance when his rights 
are violated. He should also be taught the respon
sibilities these rights 'entail. 

Course material should include basic citizenship 
curricula together with practical discussion of local. 
and national politics. How-to-do-it instructions on 
how to vote, what the election process is and how to 
seek assistance through political representatives 
should also be taught. 

j. Community resources. Retarded people in 
generai tend to have fewer friends or family members 
on whom they can rely for assistance in a crisis or for , 
support and guidance in everyday situations. The 
adult retarded' offender has even fewer of these 
resources and; before his return to the community, 
he must be provided with knowledge of where to· 
obtain assistance. Retarded people can' be taught 
how to seek out and utilize those social, legal, 
medical, psychological and leisure-time' community 
resources. 

, Information on the following agencies should be 
obtained along with sight visits when possible: 
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Food co-ops 
Legal aid agencies 

. Public assistance a'nd food stamps 
Free medical . and dental clinics and health 
departments 
Emergency hospital rooms 
Goodwill Industries arid their thrift stores 
Leisure time opportunities 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Social Security Office/Supplemental Security 
Income Program 
Office of Economic Opportunities poverty 
programs 
Red Cross 
Y.M.C.A. 
Employment Commission 
Rescue Mission 
Salvation Army 

. Information which would be most helpful with 
regard to the above list includes: 

Name of Director 
Address 
Purposes and services offered 
Hours of service 

" Eligibility 
Fees for service, and 
Application procedure and special 
projects 

k. Leisure Time Activities. A common denomi
nator between retarded people in general and the 
retarded' offender is the non-constructive use of 
leisure time. Retarded offenders need assistance in 
discovering leisure time activities which they are 
capable of doing and from which they can derive 
satisfaction in terms of physical activity, emotional 
creativity or a sense of accomplishment, pride, 
pleasure and respite. A program evolving around the 
development of hobbies, sports and social activities 
should be part of any well-rounded habilitation 
program. This should include an introduction and 
the actual participation of the individual in activities 
and facilities within the community. Many of the 
lower functioning retarded offenders might be 
included in these activities which are part of most 
community agencies which serve retarded people. 

F. Servic:es 
1. Group counseling and therapy. By providing a 

group model for the retarded inmate to engage· in 
problem-solving activities, he can begin to learn 
sonie of the rules which society requires of us inoJ,lr, 
interpersonal relationships. As discussed previously 
inmates should be provided with a structured en
vironment with situational supports so that he can 
begin to'learn how appropriately to display ange,r, 
and deal with the authority in society which he will 
come in contact with. Additionally, it will provide a 
format to learn more adequate problem-solving 
techniques. 
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Vito Agosti (1976), a social worker, has estab-
lish~d 'a group counseling format for 'a' Retarded 
Citizen's Association in New York City. the purpose 
and' goals, as Agosti points out, st~m frelm the 
retarded inmates' deep feelings of isolation.:: Often 
they fear closeness, and repress emotions. :Group 
counseling provides a, means whereby the .offender 
can be helped'to exchange intimate thoughts and 
f~elings with peers and authority figures. It will !.ead 
them 'to feel that they share a: common. bond with 
otherS, mitigate theirsense of alienation Jrom peer~ 
and au~h()rity figures, and provide them with an 
experience which will bring them closer to others. 
Furt~~l'Il.l~re, Agosti observes that group counseling 
seeksi;o develop in inmates an ability to be rationally 
critical of peets, parents, staff and themselves, and 
attempts to stimulate the individual to be more 
personally responsible for his behavior and for. the 
'fulfillment of his needs. It also helps to enable 
inmates to control their impul~es, especially that for 
immediate gratification of desire. 

.. :.;-: 

'The role, of th~c~gt:'Q11P~ counselor is toereate an"" 
emotional atmospherr" of 'accepta.nec;·'openn~,s!),~_ .... ~, 
understanding and enjoyment inasmuch as inmates :--"-." 
need to feel, that they will not be ridiculed, over
powered or infanticized, if they disagree with their 
peers or authority fi~ures. The counselor, as the rest 
of the . staff, has! to ftinction asa role model. 
Although it is asking a great deal, the.' counselor 
should try to become the symbol of a, mature, 
responsible, candid, accepting person who is 
dedicated to the welfare of others. 

Because of the importance of Agosti's tec:hniques, 
we quote at length: 

. llnlike the leader' of most cou~seIing groups 
designed' for intellectually. normal adults, the leader 
mus~ . constantlyint~rvene. '. If. tile leader plays a 
passive role and walts forc 'thmgs to happen,' the 
group will have a futile, empty experience. Retarded 
people, because of their cognitive handicap, and, 
passive-dependent personality, need a directive leader 
who will actively stimulate relevent discussion. 
. The leader must direct the flow of conversation and 
help cull out important themes. In addition, he needs 
frequentlyiosummarizethe discussion and' recall 
p~st~v~rit.s:. He may.need. to repeat. phrases often ~nd 
m sunplihed, varied formulatIOns,' or salvage 
statements mumbled by acutely self-conscious clients. 
T~e gr9uP leader. ne'edsto translate/. an.d amplify 
understandable comments of members;; with speech 
impediments... . . .' .'. "'.: .. ". 

The leader diligently and continuously works to 
involve clients (inrnates)in the discussion,struggling' 
againsttheir~passivity and anxiety. Theleadedlas to 
uncover ambivalent, vaguc;:, angry feelings, a'nd. .. bring 
them to the surface. The·leader should,.helpthe group. 
rormbers' reflect back ,on their own' feelings and 
statements and those of their peers. . 

. .. Although the counselor needs to be 
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spontaneous in the communication of his own 
feelings and thoughts, he also needs to be conscious 
of whether or not his 'statements will be anti
therapeutic. In certain cases, he might consciously 
choose to share his annoyance or anger with a 
particular group member. In other cases, it could be 
damaging to the client and the entire group. The 
counselor repeatedly must ask himself if his inter
vention IS intended· to benefit the group, or merely 
reflects a personal dislike for the client's (inmate's) 
behavior. Moreovei', he must be conscious of the 
degree of intensity of the feelings he wishes to elicit. Is 
the (eeling an overreaction to a particular personality 
trait? Am lover-identifying with the client? The 
worker somehow needs to strike a delicate balance 
between spontaneity and self-awareness. An overly 
introspective worker who cautiously weighs each and 
every statement and affective signal, can be just as 
ineffective as the dimlv self-aware worker. 

Given the' retarded client's (inmate's) 
intellectual deficiencies, characteristic fear of 
authority, insecurity, passiveness and dependence, 
workers need to be careful to avoid the ever-present 
tempta tion to manipulate and control group 
members. One important check obviously lies in 
client reaction to the worker. The group leader needs 
to work very hard indeed to create an atmosphere 
freeing retarded clients to feel open with him, disagree 
with behavior distinctly atypical for them. 

Obviously, the worker who seeks such benign 
tumult needs hirriselfto be secure, to enjoy the clamor 
and the struggle, and perhaps above all, to respect the 

Jetarded person as entitled to his individuality and his 
'rights as is the worker to his own. (Agosti, 1976) 

2. Individual counseling or therapy. Individual 
counseling has as its objective effecting behaviorial 
change through personality adjustment. It is a one-to
one relationship between the offender and a qualified 
counselor. Usually a social worker, psychologist or a 
psychiatrist performs this role, but an increasing 
number of "para-professionals" are also counseling 
under the supervision of one of the professionals on 
the staff. 

Through a variety of techniques and methods, the 
counselor assists the individual to gain insight into 
his behavior which results in the resolution of 
inter / intrapersonal conflicts that, in turn, effect the 
abilities of the individual to accept himself in relation 
to his environment. The main objective of individual 
counseling with the retarded offender is to help him 
to realize his potential, and to appreciate the cause 
and effect relationship of his behavior, thus effecting 
a reorganization of the personality. 

. Much of what Agosti discusses about group 
counseling is relevant in individual counseling and 
will not be repeated here. However, in counseling on 
an individual basis, the client to counselor role is 
often difficult to effect. Retarded individuals seldom 
seek counseling. The counselor should be assertive in 
offering his services. The counselor should also be 
prepared to engage in counseling in a setting other 

than the tr~ditional "office interview" and to use 
techniques in addition toJhe usual interview or talk 
session inasmuch as.O'Ile of the major difficulties in 
counseling. retar(i~¢-peop!e is their lack of verbal 
skills. Sessions certtered around game activities or in 

. informal settings tend to relax the offender, ~thus 
promoting his verbal response and leading to a con
structive experience. For a further discussion of this 
topic see Ehlers et al. (1973), Baumeister (1967), 
Walthall and Love (1974) and Browning and Heber 
(1974). 

3. Medical services. The Joint Commission on the 
Accreditation of Hospitals in its Standards for 
Residential Facilities for the Menta/iy Retarded 
presents a comprehensive outline of the primary 
services necessary to achieve and maintain an opti
mum level of general health for the retarded person 
who is institutionalized, Although many of the 
standards are specifically designed to maximize 
normal functions and prevent further disabilities of 
the more severely retarded and multi-handicapped 
individual, they are also useful in facilitating the 
optimal development of the incarcerated retarded 
offender. 

As mentioned earlier, in order to form a 
comprehensive evaluation of the vocational and 
social needs of the client, it is necessary to synthesize 
all data about the individual. Medical information is 
one of the most important aspects of this because 
retardation is often accompanied by physical 
limitations. Most medical'informationis furnished in 
terminology that must be decoded. In order for its 
usefulness to be fully appreciated by those persons 
responsible for other aspects of the habilitation 
process, medical information should be interpreted 
in the individual'S case records in terms of how it 
may affect his vocational, social or interpersonal life. 

For instance, this informatio'n should include a 
statement of any adverse side effects of prescriptive 
drugs, or any physical abnormality that might affect 
potential programs or vocational activity. In 
addition, medical services should be rendered 
directly through a face-ta-face contact between the 
offender and the· physician, and' indirectly through 
contact between the physician and other persons 
working with the residents. As mentiolied by the 
Joint~Commission, "The program 'should be 
designed to maintain an environment that recognizes 
and meets health, hygiene, sanitary and nutritional 
needs of the residents." 

In addition to the Joint Commission's-Standards, 
LEAA (Brecher, 1975) has prepared a prescriptive' 
package for the delivery of health C services' in 
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correctional settin~ wJ~'Fi1r'ihould be consulted for 
further inform_atit:rn'ikihls area., . 

4. Speech patholot,y, audiology and language 
development. It is not uncommon for retarded 
indiyiduals to be afflicted with speech or audiological 
impediments which, together with th~ir limited 

, intellectual abilities, affects their understanding and 
use of language. Nowell-designed habilitation 
pr6gram is without the services of a speech patholo
gist or audiologist usually assisted by para
professionals. In order to maximize the offender's 
communication skills, the habilitation program must 
provide evaluation, counseling and treatment to 
those offenders with speech, hearing and/ or 
language handicaps. As with other support services, 
the general habilitative environment should facilitate 
the speech, audiological and language treatment 
objectives. Once the evaluation of the individual's 
speech and audiologi(?,al difficulties has been made, 
the treatment should be interpreted to other 
members of the staff to enlist their support. For 
example, if the individual n¢eds assistance in use of a 
hearing aid, or improvemertt in articulation, voice, 
rhythm and language, all staff members who have 
contact with him. should participate in the treatment 
program. Here again the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Hospitals gives a detailed compre
hensive and practical description of the needs and 
procedures in determining and administering these 
services. 

5. Physical and occupational therapy. Improve:" 
merit of physical functioning should be an important 
objective of a program of habilitation for retarded 
individuals. It should provide some measure of 
occupational therapy in conjunctionwhh the regular 
program which should be available on a continuing, 
as-needed basis. As with other medically-oriented 
services, the relationship established· here should be 
based ,on a direct contact between the retarded 
offender and a certified therapist, and should include 
the proper, screening and evaluation process followed 
by a treatment program which is familiar t9 all the 
'staff members and enlists their aid. See the Joint 
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals for a 
detailed description of standards and procedures to 
be used here. 

G. Schedule of Daily Activities 
It should be understood that the schedule of daily 

activities, provided below, is not a rigid blueprint. 
This schedule should take into account the ind1vidual 
needs of the retarded offender. as well as those of the 
group, and can be successfully implemented only 
when optional alternatives are maintained. Central 
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to the activities is the devel6pment of the individual's 
social, vocafionalaIJd daily living.,Skills. All other ... 
program components and services are supportive of> 'I 

these objectives. Collectively they ma:ke it 0 possible! 
for the retarded offender t.o, function mon~o,,' 
independerttly:-' ..../ . 

It is as important for·the offender to appreciate the 
Irelationship bet:IJ:een segments of activities and the 
general over-all objectives of .. the habilitation pro
!~ama's; it is for each staff member whether their 

.; . Qrlimtation is in security or rehabilitation. The daily ... 
routine should approximate a routine' similar to tqat 
in "everyday living," keeping in mind' that '~in a 
therapeutic" milieu, the .. impetus of the structui'ed' 
program should not be' lost during evenings, 
weekends or holidays. 

From 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Mondays through 
Fridays, the primary activity should be workshop, or 
occupationally-oriented programming with time al- . 
lowed for the pre-vocational and cognitive training, 
and medical services and health-r~lated services, such 
as speech a:nd physical therapy. 

In the same way those activities related to teaching 
skills in daily living, and knowledge. of. community 
resources' Can also be accomplished during. the -day.' 
Individual and group therapy can be provided in the "1 

evening, along with leisure-time activities. It would , 
be counter-productive to the centr'al theme of the I 
program to provide these during' working. -hours I 
inasmuch as they are usually not part of .anyone's 
work day. Discussi.ons concernitlg current events, "Co 

hllman sextl'ality ~nd civil and legal rights canaiso be' ' 
offered evenings or weekends. However, foithe most 
part Saturdays and Sundays should remain:f1exible, 
and the offenders themselves should .. be able to 
engage in plannirlggroup or individual activity 
during these hours. Theiendency in developing new 
programs is either to over- or under-organize the 
time. Both create problems and are counter~" 
productive. In considering the former, programmers 
should be cognizant that respite and time-to-oneself 
are essential. 

H. Residential Units 
'Reference has been made to the fact that a well

designed flexible system of habilitative services. can 
meet the needs of most retarde.doffendersregardless '~'I 
of the degree of sec1.irity he needs. It is important; , \ 
however, to differentiate between the various types 
of settings and to discuss their nature and purpose. 

Any system of services to the retarded :offender 
must include a series of progressively less restrictive, 
more independent living facilities desIgned to meet 
the individual's security needs and to condition, ~r:id ... 
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r:t~~" him f:tI'S~ , contr<>!le;L/es1dency , and I. Staffing, . 
eventllallndependent .hvmg. It has )5eerr'~!t?:~!~~.~d .' The. succesS ,or failure of any program, which has 

. .,.t4ar·"retarded offenders by and large should:'-"~~:';'Jl,Lits .pbjectiv~s a change in hUIllan behavior,' is 
housed apart from offenders of borderline or normal deptfnciJt:t:.,w.pre'upon the personalities of the staff 
intelIig~~ce. Furthe~more, it has· been'~~tabIished and the, qu~r1tt:hf:;~~"T;E~J;;tionship between the 
that mInImum secunty does not necessarl1Y have to changer and those to be changeo·thanup.qn numbers 
be a part of the prison complex. In fact, it is more of 'staff members or the condition or),m:itt~ul,cfa 
desirable that it not be a part of the prison complex. facility. It is important that the staff accept devia~t'''.':. 
With proper supervision 'most offenders can be behavior in general and b{!lieve in the person's ability 
housed in small facmties Or dormitory type facilities to change. " ' 
located away from the prison com'pound. To 
facilitate the individual's movement towards 

l~"
':,, residential independence, it is important that the" 

system of living facilities include a variety of 
independent and semi-independent models to include 
single- and multi-residential houses, apartments, 

, , communal living situations, and adult foster care,. A 
, booklet by Miles Santamour (1975) entitled People 

I 

I 

Live in Houses, published by the President's 
Committee on Mental Retardation, described a 
variety of these residential alternatives appropriate 
for retarded adults. The Northern Virginia Associa
tion for Retarded Citizens has also published a 
valuable comprehensive guidebook entitled 
Community Residential Options whicbprovldes the 
step-by-step process of developing and operating 
group facilities. Both books discuss staffing and 
budgeting procedures, and suggest possible financial 
resources. 

The key to the success of the system of services, 
whether they are provided in the prison or in the 
community, is that they be under the direction of one 
agency. Experience has taught us that it is unrealistic 
to expect the same degree of involvement in the 
rehabilitation of the individual when responsibility is 
transferred from state department to state depart
ment or from individual to individual. 

The key to reducing the rate of recidivism for the 
retarded individual is in providing prolonged 
support and guidance in programs, such as the 
Massachusetts Parole Board Community Assistance 
Program (MASSCAP). This is a system which 
utilizes citizen advocates who function in a "friendly 
big brother"/counselor type role. To improve upon 
the MASSCAP concept it might be more effective to 
assign advocates shortly after incarceration arid 
expect the advocate to.remain with the individual 

I' throughout his need for help. In the field of retar
I, __ dation, this service is known as citizen advocacy. A 
-- - further description of the role and responsibilities,' 

can'be found by reading the National Association for 
Retarded Citizens' series of booklets on the subject 
(NARC, 1974), 

1"h·i~:is-n6t tosuggest tb,athandicaps,suqh as over
~rqwding, understaffing and shortage of program 
equipment, do not affect the outcome of the 
program, However, too often these factors become 
excuses for professional incompetf!flcy,)aziness ,and 
~pre(jc{;upationwith one's own career development.. 
The hum~n service field is qonstan.t1yexposed to the 
threat of degenerating from a cIient-orientec!.system 
of. services to avehicIe forprofes~i<malsto 'buildca
reers. It can also be~xplofteaby bureaucnits, 
politicians and social do-gooders for their. own, 
purposes. WitnGssthe socifll acHvities and ,methods 
used;in fund raising. Fund raising "come see~' tours' 
are often conducted at the 'expense andhumiliat,iqv ' 
of the client, interrupting prQgra,m 'procedures. a):!,d 
destroying dignity and confidentiality. Burea.ucracies 
and public agencies are top hea.vy with highly Pflid 
administrators, superVisors arid middle management 
personnel. Emphasis placed upon the career develop
merit of the employee an('I the rights and privileges of , 
'staff quite often overshadow the needs of the indi
vidual who is to receive, the serviC~s. For example" a. 
group of teachers iri an institution in New :Et:lgiand ' 
shortened time spent in the ciassr9pm from' 35 ,hours' 
to 18 hours a week on the basis th'at they needed Hille 
for class preparation, two-hour l\lnch periods an,d 
time to attend graduate arid post-graptiate cou;~es, 
Comm.on to ail services to 'individuals ininstiiution~ 
is the probfeniof getting' p~rs'orinel t~ pt:o'yid~: 
services on we~kends andeveIlings," Sdiedule~;~,hilve 
to be adjusted to meet theneeqs of tlie,sta,ff. Tht! 
resident often views himseIfas "low .man on .-the 
totem pole" within the social~ystem. This,Clinnot 
help but become an impediment to the deY5!lop,ment . 
of the retarded person's feeling of worth. , . 

The !1.ttitude tha:CthcstMf 'mus(treate fot-the' f 

retarded offender is tha-the is 'Ii 'worthwhileilldi~ , 
vidual, but that some of his behavior cannot be' 
tolerated. ltroust be stressed that together the" 
professioria'istaff and the offender 'cari work: thi~ 

'situatioriout. ,,'" 
We are rclucfant to sugge'st a 'despript1o~'of the' 

'staff,the qualifications they shQuHr't~~,~sess, ,or their, 
/,l 
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numbers. Obviously people administering psycho.;. section,the mostilllPortant qualities that any poten-
logical and educational screening should be qualified tial'staff member should possess is an acceptanceQf 
psychdmetrici~ms or be under tq.e" .tnipervision' of the individual regardless of the nature of his deviancy , ':.: 
someone wh() is qualified. Individuals who teach or and a conviction that he can change. The pro(es~"~' 
who do group or individualcouliseling, ehould also sion~Htaff as a whole Gan be made up ofgeneialists 
have the necessary credentials for classroom in the field of human services, but some individuals 
insti'tlctionsorciinicahvork. Supportive courses in should possess a special background in corrections 
the program, such as activities of daily living, I.e., and retardation. The professional staff as a whole 
budget preparation, hum'an sexuality and current ,has to possess clinical, and counseling skills, 
events, can be taught by any creative staff member by classroom te~ching skills, administrative and bud-
lltilizing the materials referenced in th~ various sec- geting skills, psychofi1etric~i skills and ochers. We to' 
dons: It is expected ,iD,J'!.kthe professionals.al"id the realize that we are not being specific with regard t() 

para-pJ:'of~~iofl.iils 'would all be involved in training degrees:or credentials, but we ,recognize. that the 
or leading group discussions. Speech and language "best qt~alified" ar~not necessarily the most effective 
?ev~!~pment r~quir.es t~e prescriptive abilities of an individUals. , _ _-_,'1 
mdlvldual certified m thiS area, but the treatment can 2. Staff training program. The tendency in correc- ) 
be carried out by assistants. The director should have tion~ is to separate-security fro tTl habilitation. As a f"'> 

a good sense of analytical program planning and res.~it, security personnel quite often fail to appre~ J'. 

budgeting, and should be familiar with the correc~ cjiie what the nature and purpose of rehabilitation is 
tional systenk,tfeshould be especially appreciative of ", /andthose individuals involved in rehabilitatiol1.kU·c'=' 
retardation services and know how to organize>lljs" limited iTI.,tlteir understanding of securitfIleed's. The o:~, 
'staff into a client-oriented goal-objective team. problerrl;l~J:elated to the fact that two Oifferentstaffs, 
Among the groupof~t?ff members there must be are in operation within this process and neither one is 
peQpleknowiedgeable in the nature of retardation fully aware' or stmsitive to, the problems and 
and the developmental approach, and persons techniques of the oth(\r. Correctional rehabilitation 
t~miliar with the techniques and methods utilized to in general is adversely affected by the fact that some 
fadlitate this development. correctional staff members do not considertherri"~'" 

selves a part of the rehabilitation prooess an"d a,re Shdtered workshops should be staffed with 
individuals who understand light industry and are limited in their understanding of the natuie-~or 

criminal behav~or. Recently J'unior colleges and some familiar with procurement, sub-contracting, 
assembly line production, tool operations, and universities have developed courses in liberal' arts for' 
licensing procedures. If these individuals possess a correctional personnel, providing associate or 
real concern for that they are doing, a few short bachelo'r of arts degrees. Howeve~, the curricula of 
weeks of experience in a well-run sheltered workshop most,of these programs, fall short in, teaching human ~ 
will give them the experience needed. growth and the develol'Il1ent~l,~ process a.nd in 

relating bahavior to the social structure. ' These 
The'staffing of group homes and comm\lnity facili- programs fall also to~-,€xarriine in any depth, the,' 

ties, together with providing mentors or advocates, is 
well discussed in the manual on group. homes content of what's involved in an individual being able 
compiled by the Northern Virginia Association for to exercise his human and constitutional rights" 
Retarded Citizens. regardless' of his situatibn. Seldom. do they compre-' 

A suggested staff ratio in any group situation, be it hensively. review anci interrelate the highly special-
ized professions to the overall objective of, 

classroom, workshop, living, or recreation area, .;correctional habilitation.' " 
should be held at 1 to 8, as indicated earlier. The 
individual's security needs, however, will affect this 
,iatio. Some situations will require a one-to-one 
relationship. The strongest technique for changing 
behavior is a natural identification with someone you ' 
respect, otherwise kriown as role.;modeling. It' is 
important, in or~er to' make full use of this natural 
process of identification, that each offender spend 
some hours each week, individually with a staff 
, member or volunteer. 

I. Selecting staff. As mentioned in the preceding 
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, If the habilitation of the retarded offendetis to be 
maximized, both staffs (security and hahjlitation) 
must see themselves as' a single team working in 
support of ,each other's role and towards cthe ob
jectives' of the program. Both st~ffs play ,an 
important role in the creation of a habiHtativ(fatrnos
phere, and thecorrectionaJ officer to art even greater ' 
extent, pecause the prisoner spends Close to 168 " 
houis of his week underhis supervision as compared 
to 40 hours with the habilitative staff.' 

, ,'~ , 



It is not suggested that it is necessary for the staff 
responsible for working with the retarded offender to 
have college education or training but only that a 
well-developed compn:::hensive on-going in-service 
traininz_prognim be in effect for all staff members. 

"----;."fnls-program should be supplemented by the require
ment that all staff members attend staff meetings 
where the il1dividual offenders' needs are discussed 

'and evaluated and where treatment is outlined. Such 
sessions are an educational process in themselves. 
Formal in-service training programs should include 
introductory courses on the nature of retardation, 
criminal behavior, and corrections. An annotated 
bibliography by Santamour and West (1976) can pro
vide the necessliry reference materials to be used for 
courses in retardation and corrections. Courses 
which are essential include introductions to the 
variety of professional disciplines and how they are 
interrelated. These courses should be supplemented 
by courses in human growth and development, 
normal and abnormal psychology, the structure of 
society's institutions and its various cultural and 
"subcultural" groups. Careful examination of the 

. 'difference between mental health, retardation and 
other dehabilitating conditions should be made. 
Courses geared toward the development of and 
understanding and appreciation of the total criminal 
justice process are also important elements in the 
curriculum for correctional personnel as are the 
specifics related to the administration and particular 
roles that the individual staff member is expected to 
'perform. This training process is a protracted process 
continuing throughout the individual's period of 
employment. An important consideration in the 
diverse curricula suggested above is that it provides 
one method of breaking down ,he rigid division of 
labor which exists within the correctional milieu. 

j. Maint~nance of Records 
The primary purpo.se of a record on the individual 

retarded· offender is that it provides adequate 
information for the planning and continuous 
evaluation of the individual's habilitative program. 
In addition, as the Joint Commission notes, records 
are a means of communication between staff 
members, furnish documentary evidence of the 

. offender's progress, and serve as a basis for review, 
study and evaluation of the correctional facility's 
overall program. Records provide data for research 
and education. They should contain pertinent 
biographic' information, including a social history 
and personal statistics, 

'Information relative t6 the retarded. offender's 
criminal behavior, together with health information 
and educational and vocational history, psycho
logical, ,intellectual, cognitive, vocational and 
developmental screening results should also be 
summarized. A regular periodic review and 
evaluation of the client's progress should be made 
and the status of each resident should be recorded 
and up-dated on at least a semi-annual basis . 

All records should be authenticated by a signature 
and identification of the individual making the entry. 
Records should be kept in a central location readily 
accessible to authorized personnel. However, the 
confidentiality of the information should be 
respected and records should be secured from the use 
of unauthorized personnel. 

For a more detailed account of the specifics which 
should be included in a functional case record cite: 
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospital's 
Standards for Residentiall?acilities for the Mentally 
Retarded. 
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CHAPTER vi. SUMMARY 

In response to the need - and increasing concern 
- of state and local correctional administrators for 
direction, the American Correctional Association 
has prepared this guidebook of "prescriptive pro
grams" for retarded offenders. Its purpose is to offer 
a system of services that are specific for retarded 
offenders in correctional systems.. It looks to the 
return of the retarded offender to the community as 
an independent, adjusted and law-abi,ding citizen. 

This prescriptive package is based upon a critical 
. review of research, site visits to existing.programs for 
retarded offenders, interviews with retarded 
offenders and staffs of correctional and retardation 
facilities, and the recommendations of professionals 
in both fields. A review of recent studies and existing 
programs suggests that in addition to limited 
resources there exists a lack of understanding by 
many of the numbers and needs of the retarded 
offender. This is true whether he is ina correctional 
or other institutional setting, such as residential 
faciHties for retarded or hospital for the mentally ill. 
As a result, there is a general overall lack of means 
for appropriate treatment. 

An effort to estimate the numbers of retarded 
offenders in institutions indicates that 9.5 percent. of 
prison popUlations consist of retarded persons and 5 
percent of those in retardation/facilities are retarded 
offenders. 

From their research the authors conclude these 
points: 
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o The' distinction between mental retardation 
and mental illness is rarely recognized and, 
for ~the most part, confused. 

o Retarded persons have a greater capability 
to become independent and responsible than 
society has been wiJling to concede and 
accept. 

o Retarded persons .geherally respond well to 
suppljrta~d treatmer,U. 

0' P.rolonged assistant':e and guidance is re
quired for retarded:persl~ns. 

~. Great heterogeneity, and hence differences 
, in need, exist in groups of retarded persons. 

e Labeling can be beneficial aswefl as ad-

verse. Nonetheless it is necessary in pro
gramming. It must be accompanied by due 
process and functional diagnosis. 

o For the retarded offender the motivation 
for criminal beJ'tavior generally stems from· 
the same sources as those for the normal 
offender. The difference is qualitative in that 
the retarded offender lacks rationality for 
his action. 

• Police officers and other criminal justice 
personnel are not presently trained to handle 
the special problems and needs of the re-· 
tarded· offender. 

• The operation of the criminal justice system, 
as such, results in gross violations 01, the' 
retarded offender's legal rights. 

• Whether or not a retarded or other person 
has committed the crime charged aga.inst 
him is a determination that should be made 
as soon as possible, Matters of the degree of 
culpability and extent of punishment should. 
be considered ~\t the time o( sentencing. 

• The indeterminate sentence for retarded. 6f~ 
fenders m,ay have inerit .if due process and 
periodic court review are responsibly exe
cuted, in view of the fact that retarded 
offenders, being slow to learn, require pro .. 
longed commitment to programs specificallY' .. 
designed 'to facilitate their habilitation. 

• The courts. uphold the right to treatment 
for an individual involuntarily committed to 
a public institution; analogously this should 
apply to the retarded offender. 

o Classification schemes presently in use are not 
effective in identifying retardedoffimders or 
in routing them to appropriate programming. 

0' Prisons create .their own societies whic}{ are· 
separate and apart from society at large. 
Retarded" offenders experience theperva" 
sive impaCt of this prison .culture. more deeply 
and the separation even more acutely than 
others. ' 

• Although retarded . persons. have . 'much to 
gain from as~ociation ~ithnon-retarded. per-

\ . 



sons in society, they do not have the benefit 
of it in most prison environments. 

• The needs of retarded offenders in prison 
differ from those of normal offenders in 
that they require habilitation rather than 
rehabilitation. 

• Administrators of both retardation and cor
rectional facilities are unable for a variety 
of reasons to cope with or plan for the re
tarded offender. 

• The special vocational classes provided in 
most prisons are not appropriate for the 
needs of retarded offenders. The programs are 
designed primarily for individuals with other 
"learning disabilities." 

• The retarded' offender is more easily victim
ized in prison than the non-retarded and, in 
turn, is aggressive in victimizing the retarded 
nori-offender in facilities for retarded persons. 

• The retarded person, being slow to grasp 
prison routines and codes of behavior, be
comes involved in numerous infractions of 
rules and accordi.ngly fails to meet criteria 
for parole. 

e Lacking intensity and continuity and having 
only limited availability, regular probation 
and parole systems are inadequate in meet
ing the needs of retarded offenders. 

RetardatiQO is defined clinically as indicated in 
scores of 70 and below in standardized I.Q. tests and 
adaptive behavior that is significantly lower than 
that of others in the retarded person's age and culture 
group. This definition has little practical value, how
ever, for developing appropriate means for treating 
retarded offenders. It has become necessary to have ~ 
functional conception based on a greater under
standing' of individual needs. In the definition 
presented in Chapter Four retardation is viewed as a 
lag in normal growth and developmental processes 
that is adversely affected by the surrounding 
environment. 

This lag in the normal growth process results in the 
prolonged dependency of the retarded individual 
upon others and a delayed development of physical, 
social and cognitive, vocational and residei.!ial skills. 
Attaining mastery over these skills facilitates the 
greater independence of individuals which makes the 
retarded' offender a more acceptable person and 
should constitute the basis of any program. 

Criminality is defined as behavior that is judged, 
after due process, as being in opposition to estab
lished legal codes. The factors involved in criminal 
behavior fall into five classifications that are 

applicable to the criminal behavior or retarded 
persons. They are: 

I) A misunderstanding of how to use institutions 
in society to aftain desired goals in a legally 
sanctioned fashion, 

2) A lashing out against society in frustration 
that stems from one's own limitations or feel
ings of rejection, 

3) Mental illness causing irrationality of a crimi
nal nature, 

4) Socio-pathology or criminal behavior based 
upon a calculated disregard for other people's 
rights, 

5) Naivete or an inability to appr~ciate the con-
sequences of one's behavior. . . 

For the retarded person, three of tht~se factors are 
most often the basis of his criminal behavior. These 
are a misunderstanding of how to use'social insti
tutions -to attain desired goals, a striking out in 
frustration, and naivete-all of which relate directly 
to his retardation. 

To develop a program for the retarded individual 
only to modify criminal behavior is to do very little 
for him or, in the long run, for society. In working up 
habilitative programs for this group of individuals, 
criminal justice personnel must be aware of meeting 
two problems-retardation and criminal behavior. 
There is little benefit to the individual pr society to 
attempt to handle one problem or the oth~r without 
addressing both. It is necessary to develop programs 
for the retarded offender which evolve" out of an 
understanding of the probI\w of retardation, ie., 
dependency. Likewise, programmers must take into 
account the sources/faCtors of criminal behavior for 
the retarded offender. It is important therefore to 
attribute appropriate significance to both retardation 
and behavior and provide for individual evaluation 
and programming within a setting geared to the 
security needs of the individual. 

The prescriptive package -itself (Chapter Five) 
provides the goals, objectives and strategies of the 
program, the procedures involved in the imple
mentation of the program and the program com
ponents:As stated earlier, the goal of this prescrip~ 
tive package is to develop and implement a system of 
services specificaUydesigned to meet the needs of the 
retarded' offender within the correctioh~l setting. 
Such a prescriptive program will provide the courts 
with viable alternatives in treating the retatded 
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offender. It will reduce the problems of admin
istrators charged with the custody of the retarded 
offender and it will provide individualized programs 
for the retarded offender based on an assessment of 
his developmental needs and the soUrce of his 
criminal behavior, A further objective inCludes the 
development of a system of supportive services to 
facilitate re-entry of the individual into society and 
provide training for correctional and parole officers 
in working with retarded offenders in achieving this 
objective. 

Chapter Five contains certain strategies which 
include the use of a system of "special services" 
provided apart from programs for intellectually 
normal inmates. This program should accommodate 
no more than 100 retarded inmates with staff/inmate 
ratio's of between 1 to 8 and 1 to 10. Here it is sug
gested that courses aimed at the development of 
skills necessary for independent living be provided 
and that techniques and methods aimed at behav
ioral change be implemented. In order to facilitate 
the development of the retarded offender, training 
courses for'staff should be implemented. 

The content of the program should be applicable 
to all retarded offenders but it is imperative that the 
individual needs of the offender be assessed and 
emphasis be appropriately placed to meet the special 
needs of the particular offender. Shortly after intro
duction to the correctional system, the process of 
identification begIns occurring in a series of 
stages-beginning with group testing of all offenders 
and providing individualized I.Q. testing for individ
uals suspected of being retarded. After individualized 
1.Q. testing, it is important to classify retarded 
offenders into one of thxee groups: 

I) Individuals whose behavior has been classified 
as aggressive and anti-authoritarian, demand
ing initial placement in a medium secure facility. 

2) Those whose behavior has been classified as 
non-aggressive, allowing placement in a mini
mum secure setting. 

3) Others whose behavior is linked to mental 
illness, demanding placement in a psychiatric 
or forensic unit. 

After classification and placement, further 
evaluation should be conducted to :.'Issess the level of 
functioning and developmental needs of the offender. 

The program it!!elf includes many components, but 
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it must be emphasized that vocati()nal evaluation and 
training are at the core as imperative to the attain
ment of personal independence and adjustment in 
society. The process of achieving competitive job 
placement begins with intensive pre-vocational 
evaluation and training, and continues through tem
porary placement in a variety of settings within a 
sheltered workshop to ascertain the individual's 
abilities and needs. Eventually it then becomes 
possible to place most retarded offenders in com-
petitive employment. ~{ 

The development of many other skills is . likewise 
important, including physical, social, cognitive and 
daily living skills, Therefore courses must be 
included which provide training in such areas as 
budget and money management, food preparation, 
grooming, laundering, housekeeping, human sexual
ity, marriage and the family, drug and alcohol 
education, current events, civil and legal rights of the 
retardea offender and commun~ty resources. Because 
of the developmental needs of the retarded offender, 
the courses cited above are essential to the attain
ment of eventual independence and successful 
placement in the community. They are part' of the 
foundation upon which vocational, skills are based. 
To implement a program without such courses would 
be to build a house upon sand. 

Having outlined the program and proposed a 
process for implementing it, His in order that se~eral. ' 
comments be' made in concluding this paper.-The 
problem of the retarded offender is real and the, usual 
approach to this category of offender through what 
\s known in the field as "general warehousing" is 
highly Ineffective. Attempts to segregate and create 
specialized programs have ,not been' ori,ented to the" 
needs of the retarded person whose problem first and 
foremost is a lag in 'the development of basic skills 
necessary, for independent living. In order, to ~ 
implement a developmental program, it is important 
to individually assess levels of intellectual' function-, 
ing and the sources of criminal behavior. and 'thus to 
plim for the retarded, offender on the _ basis of this:' 
knowledge. Staff members facilitate the development I 

" '"I 

of the' offender'S independence and adjustment in .".! 

society, if they are sem~itive tothe real nature of retar- " 
dation and criminal behavior and .remain ftilly') 
cognizant of the human potential for change and,! '. ,i 
growth. 
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PRESCRIPTIVE PACKAGE: THE RETARDED OfFENDER AND CORRECTIONS 

To help LEAA better evaluate the usefulness of Prescriptive Packages, the 
reader is requested.to answer and return the fol10W,ing questions. 

1. What is your general reaction to this Prescriptive Package? 
[ ] Excellent [] Above Average [] Average r J Poor r ] Useless 

2. Does this package represent best available 'knowledge and experience? 

I 

] No better single document ,vaflable 
] Excellent, but some changes required (please commen.t) 
] Satisfactory, but changes required (plf.ase contnent) 
] Does Qot represent best knowledge or experience (please comment) 

/ 

3. To what extent do you see the package as'being usef!Jl 
(check one box on each line) . 

in terms of: 

Modifying existing projects 
Training personnel 
Admi nisteri ng on-goi ng proj ects 
Providing nelll or important information 
Developing or implementing new projects 

Highly Of Some 
Useful Use r ] [ J 

~ i [ ] 
[ ] f ~ 
[ ] [ ] 

Not 
UsefUl 

[ ] 

~ J [ l 
4. To what specific use, if any, have you put or do you plan to put this 

earticular package? [ l Modifying existing projects 
[ Administering on-going projects 
[ Others: 

[ ] Training personnel 
[ ] Developing or implementing 

new projects 

5. In what ways, if any, could the package be improved: (please specify), 
e.g. structure/organization; contentjcovetage; objectivi"ty; writing 
style; other) 

6. Do you feel that further training or technical assistance is needed 
and desired orl this topic?'c·lf so, please specify needs. 

7. In what other specific areas of the crimin~l justice systemdo you 
think a Prescriptive Package is most needed?, 

8. How did t.hiS package come to four attention? (check one or more) 
[ ] LEAA mail ing of package J Your organization's library . 

! l Contact with LEAA staff J National Criminal Justice Refe.rence 
LEAA Newsletter Se~vice 
Other (please specify) , . 



9. Check ONE item below which best describ~S your affiliation with law 
enforcement or criminal justice. If the item checked has an asterisk 
{*l. piease a15,O check the related leVe'j i.e •. 
~ ~ Federal [ J State [County [ ] Local 
L J Headquarters. LEAA [ ] Po' ice '* 

I ~ lEAA Regional Office ! l Court * 
State Planning Agency Correctional Agency '* 
Regional SPA Office Legislative Body *. 
Coll ege/University Other Government Ag'ency oft 

[ ] Commercial/Industrial Firm [ ] Professional Association * 
[ ] Citizen Group [ ] Crime Prevention Group '* 

10. Your Name Your Posi·..,..ti .... o-n-------------------...,~---
Organization or Agency ________________ _ Address, __________________________________ __ 
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Telephone Number r Area Code: . Number:.'.: 
, '. (fold here f'lrst) ________________ ~ _________________ . ________ . .,..,. __ ...1 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW El'1I'ORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 10581 

OFFICIAL BUSINESS 
PENALTV FOR PRIVATE USE, S3GO 

Director 

POSTAGE: AND FE:ES PAID 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

JUS-436 

THIRD CLASS 

Office of Technology' Transfer 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20531 
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11. If you are not currently registered with NCJRS and would like to be 
placed on their mailing list, check here. [ ] . 
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